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"How would you like to be hit several times with a hammer ?" 

Pity the Hytron tubes struck \\ several sharp blows by 

a heavy, swinging hammer 

during the Bump Test. Only 

by such rough treatment, can rugged Hytron tubes 

suitable for the shocks of mechanized warfare 

be selected. 

Even this trial is not enough. These qual- 

ity tubes must withstand many other 

mechanical shock tests during which the 

stability of electrical characteristics is 

carefully measured while the tubes are 

tortured by scientifically simulated jolts 

and vibrations which might occur in 

actual combat. 

Hytron engineers are quality conscious. 
Whether the test be mechanical or elec- 
trical, their purpose is the same -to sup- 

ply our boys with tubes fit for service 
in bouncing jeeps, rattling tanks, shell - 
belching battleships, and darting, twist- 

ing, roaring fighter planes. Wherever 
Hytron tubes may be called upon to act 
as the dependable hearts of radio and 
electronic fighting equipment, they must 

be the best that can be made. 

OLDEST EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURER OF RADIO RECEIVING TUBES 

NYTR 

SALE M 
AND 

IM WW1 
YPORT, MASS. 
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LEWIS WINNER, Editor 

F. WALEN, Assistant Editor 

A. D'ATTILIO, Assistant Editor 

lie See... 
FROM WASHINGTON COMES A REPORT 

on United States Communications in 

the War that reveals a host of strik- 
ing facts. Says the report.... (1)- 
Of the Signal Corps' $5,000,000,000 
communications equipment program 
for this year, approximately 90% is 

destined to be spent on radio. (2)- 
Total radio production, which about a 
year ago was $30,000,000 a month, is 

now up to $250,000,000 a month. (3) 
-OWI's international programs are 
heard twenty -four hours a day in more 
than forty languages and dialects in 

more than 3,200 quarter -hour produc- 
tions a week. (4) -The CIAA trans- 
mits 550 s -w programs a week rang- 
ing from five minutes to half -hour in 

length. (5) -The RID (Radio Intel- 
ligence Division of FCC) maintains 
twelve primary monitoring stations, 
ninety secondary monitoring stations, 
and three radio intelligence centers. 
Thirty two -men mobile units maintain 
a continuous listening -in patrol of the 
entire 5,000 -mile coastline. 

Communicátions appears to be do- 

ing quite a job! 

EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 8 preference rat- 
ing order P -133, in revised form, be- 

came the exclusive controlling order 
for obtaining maintenance, repair and 
operating supplies for communications 
and broadcast services. The AA -1 and 
AA -2 preference ratings, with allot- 
ment MRO symbol, still apply. How- 
ever, the AA -2X rating is now re- 
placed by rating AA -5 without the 
MRO symbol, for maintenance, repair 
and operating supplies of sound re- 
cording equipment in commercial, 
educational and industrial applications. 
In addition the use of ratings and al- 
lotment symbol to buy and repair a 

tube is prohibited, unless a person has 

in stock less than one new and rebuilt 
tube, or two rebuilt spare tubes per 

active socket. 
Be sure that you check with this 

new ruling before ordering. It's offi- 

cially known as part 3829, Radio and 

Radar, P -133. 

DON'T FAIL TO LEND A HAND to the 

National War Fund Drive. It's for all 

the relief agencies of the United Na- 

tions. Pitch in ! -L. W. 

i ` 1 

ITO 
Including Television Engineering, Radio Engi- 
neering, Communication & Broadcast Engi- 
neering, The Broadcast Engineer. Registered 

U. S. Patent Office. 
Member of Audit Bureau of Circulations. 

OC l OBER, 1941 
VOEUiNE 23 
COVER ILLUSTRATION 

Shading and monitoring consoles in control room at television 

station WRGB, Schenectady, New York. 
Courtesy, General Electra; 
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Keeping the 

Voice of Freedom 

on the Air... 

Now is the time to pre- 
pare for post -war ¡rani- 
milting equipment. Bel ore 
you formulate your plan; 
for the future, FEDERAL 
places its long experience 
in this field at your di;- 
posal and will be glad to 
discuss equipment of the 
latest design to meet your 
individual needs. 

FEDERAL is devoting its major energies in the manufacture of trans- 
mitting and rectifying tubes to the war effort. turning out great quantiticc 
of essential types and sizes for vital military purposes. 

Into each of its tubes goes the result of IFDERAL's leadership inc(,nstruc- 
tion and design, in the use of rare metals improved in purity and tuck han 
ical properties, and in workmanship that represents the last word in 

tube building - all of which assure uniformity of electrical character- 
istics and longer life in performance. 

These advantages have long been recognized and that is why many of 
the leading broadcast stations in the Ilnited States are equipped with 
FEDERAL tubes. 

FEDERAL is, and always has been, in the vanguard of tube development 
and manufacture. Behind its facilities and outstanding. achievements 
are some of the world's best engineering minds and technical experience. 
This leadership and ability are available to broadcast stations in meeting 
their tube requirements. 

Federal Telephone and Nadi' Corporation 
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY 
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BZZZ ... BZZZ ... ugly rumors work their way from mouth -to- 

mouth. YOU HEAR that our best grades of food are sent over- 

seas and we are given the leavings. YOU HEAR that the need 

for purchasing war bonds is just so much talk. YOU HEAR that 

inferior implements are given our soldiers. 

THE truth of the matter is that these rumors 

are bare -faced lies ..,. spread around to cause 

fear and confusion. America is still the best- 

fed nation in the world ... it's more important 

than ever that you keep buying war bonds . . . 

and, as for inferior war materials, you know, and, 

we know, that American equipment is the best. 

Speaking solely for ourselves, Kenyon Transfor- 

mers have been put to any number of gruelling 

tests ... and they've emerged with flying colors. 

Yes, you hear all sorts of rumors these days. 

They're inspired to set Americans against each 

other . .. management against labor, color against 

color, race against race. Do your part to stamp 

out this evil practice. Investigate before you be- 

lieve! Remember, united we stand, divided we fall. 

BUY WAR BONDS -10% is only a start. Every dollar invested 

in war bonds is a vote for victory. Keep on Backing The Attack. 

KENTON TRANSFORMER CO.! Inc. NEW YORK, U.S.A. SA 
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Your temperature coefficient and 

absolute frequency specifications 

for crystals will be met quickly, in 

small or large quantities, by our 

Special Crystal Division. Such 

service -with speed and without 

red tape -is of definite assistance 

to those industries engaged in 

special war work. 

Just reach out and 

PHONE PLYMOUTH (Indiana) 33 

N. ¡ _ 

p VOIC 

_ 
_ 

EINSTRU 
INSTRUMENTS 

111 
JOHN RUmaIJ5Ta IES 

PLYMOUTH , I IV O I A IV A 
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Newest Design Electrical Connectors 

Conform to Latest A -N Specifications 

and disconnecting many electrical circuits 

A dependable means of connecting lanes, tanks, 

at or ce is vital to the operation and maintenance of America's 
graze es, tanks, 

and PT boats on fighting fronts the world over. The newe 
to make or break 

Connectors, carrying from 1 to 47 contacts, make it possible 
Connections 

make 
secured 

le circuits simultaneously, quickly and with safety. 

multiple lin and pin and socket construction. Produced 

against vibration by threaded coupling ed to meet prac- 

tically 

e of types and sizes, Breeze Connectors are designed 
systems. Fully 

in a wide range 
Fully 

tically every need in modern electrical control 
units 

and communications 
the latest A -N specifica- 

tions, 

against radio interference, 

tions, and are engineered to meet the highest standards of design and manufacture. 

BREEZE CORPORATIONS, 
INC., NEWARK, N. 1 
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Gene O'Haire illustrates and analyzes war news with maps. This 

Wednesday night feature has a rating of 2.37 out of 3.00. 

Amateur boxing matches draw a large studio audience. This feature 
has a rating of 2.35 out of 3.00. 

Light operas and operettas are presented by well -known college and 

other amateur groups. A recent hit showed a rating of 2.26 out of 3.00. 

A "home" program of helpful hints for the housewife suggests house- 

keeping time savers. The program rates 2.23 out of 3.00. 

COME TO SCHENECTADY ... and See 
Your Future Television Station in Action 

To You, the future telecaster, General 
Electric offers as an aid to your planning 
a wealth of television programming and 
manufacturing experience. 

Station WRGB in Schenectady is 
General Electric's television workshop. 
It is one of the finest and most complete 
television studios in the world. 

At WRGB programs are created, 
studied and analyzed. Live talent 
multiple -scene productions are staged at 
low cost. Audience reaction is constantly 
checked and a rating established for 
every show. Operettas, civic meetings, 

GENERAL 

variety shows, drama, sports events, and 
educational features are but a few. 

Enthusiastic responses and repeated 
requests from an interested studio and 
home receiver audience prove the suc- 
cess of WRGB's weekly features -reac- 
tions providing abundant information 
which G. E. will gladly share with those 
considering television for after the war. 

WRGB workshop is another example 
of General Electric's service to the 
broadcasting industry. 

Within the limitations imposed by 
I 00 % war production, General Electric 

ELECTRIC 
180 89 

is planning and developing post-war 
television. Experiments are constantly 
in progress. As a result, programming 
refinements seen nowhere else often are 
to be seen at WRGB. 

If you are in the broadcasting field, or 
interested in building a television station 
after the war, comE TO SCHENECTADY 
and inspect WRGB in operation. No 
other manufacturer of television broad- 
casting and receiving equipment offers 
so much knowledge and experience as 
General Electric. You are welcome at 
WRGB. Write . . . Electronics Dept., 
General Electric, Schenectady, N. Y. 

Tune In "THE WORLD TODAY" and hear the 
news direct from the men who see it happen, 
every evening except Sunday at 6:45 E.W.T. 
over CBS. On Sunday listen fo "The Hour of 
Charm" at 10 P.M. E.W.T. over NBC. 

TELEVISION AM 
COMPLETE STATION EQUIPMENT STUDIO EQUIPMENT TRANSMITTERS ANTENNAS ELECTRONIC TUBES HOME RECEIVERS 
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for ilS battle, 
as 

* Here's how you -yes, YOU -can carry out a 
smashing "pincer movement" against the Axis. Swing 
in on one flank with increased production of war goods! 
Drive in on the other with redoubled purchases of 
War Bonds through your Pay -Roll Savings Plan! 

You're an officer in both of these drives. Your per- 
sonal leadership is equally vital to both. But have you 
followed the progress of your Pay -Roll Savings Plan 
as closely as you have your production? 

Do you know about the new Treasury Department 
quotas for the current Pay -Roll Allotment Drive? 
Quotas running about 50% above the former figures? You 
see, these new quotas are based on the fact that the 
armed forces need more money than ever to win the 
war, while the average worker has more money than 
ever before to spend. Particularly so, on a family in- 
come basis -since in so many families several members 
are working, now. 

Remember, the bond charts of today are the sales 
curves of tomorrow! Not only will these War Bonds 
implement our victory -they'll guard against inflation, 
and they'll furnish billions of dollars of purchasing 
power to help American business re- establish itself in 
the markets of peace. 

So get this new family income plan working at once. 
Your local War Finance Committee will give you all 
the details of the new plan. Act today! 

This advertisement prepared under the auspices of the War 
Advertising Council and the U. S. Treasury Department 

LET'S KEEP ON Backing the Attack! 
This Space is a Contribution to America's All -Out War Effort by 

COMMUNICATIONS 
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wievite 

* The large and complete Guthman "Super Q Wire" 

Manufacturing Department serves the leading manufacturers of radio equipment 

with standard types of titzendraht and textile served wire for RF use. 

* Gaihman's Own, specially designed equipment for manufacturing insulating material is 

le to give uniform quality, and to meet individual design requirements. * Our 

experience helps us in maintaining a high standard of perfection, and qualifies our analysis of design 

Wimi and difficult requirements within a minimum element of time. Tests are made in our own 

grannie. e. * Guthman products an no higher priced than others of comparable quality. 

V` The usual Guthman dependability for service is available even in today's critical pro- 

situation. *Though prodedng for war contracts, we can accept additional orders in 

r Q Insulated Wire Dopertmeat. AN of oar work is engineered 

to meet U.S. Government Army end Navy, 
L...,._.. 

1 

'Tr .r l, 

' 
I 1,: i 

? ` >.. 
. 
- , 

EDWIN I. GUTHMAN & 
15 SOUTH THROOP STREET CHICAGO 

PRECISION MANUFACTURERS AND ENGINEERS OF RADIO AND ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 
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DELCO RADIO 

PRODUCTION METHODS 

represent the 
practical application of 
research and invention 

The products of research and invention be- 

come factors of Victory only after methods 
are developed for mass -producing them. 

This is a skill which Delco Radio has acquired 
through years of automotive radio manu- 

facturing for millions of cars. It is serving 
wartime needs through the volume production 
of highly intricate radio communication parts 
and equipment . . . push- button tuning for 
tank radio receivers ... parts for air -borne 
communication equipment ... complete trans- 
mitters and receivers for artillery equipment 
... and many other products. 

Yesterday, Delco Radio's ability to combine 
research with production worked for higher 
entertainment value. Today it works in 

Victory's cause. Delco Radio Division, Gen- 

eral Motors Corporation, Kokomo, Indiana. 

Back the Attack 
WITH WAR BONDS 
* * * * * * * * * 

ELECTRONICS RESEARCH 

Technicians of Delco Radio are carrying forward 
pioneer research in the field of radio and electronics. 

PROCESS ENGINEERING 

Delco engineers are equipped through years of 
experience to translate swiftly the product of re- 
search and design into practical, useful products. 

PRECISION ON A PRODUCTION BASIS 

Delco specializes in the ability to mass- produce 
highly intricate products. Years of experience in 
the automotive radio field qualify Delco for 
vehicular radio production for war. 

lt3U 
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FOR RADIO MEN 
IN THE SERVICE! 

"WRITE A LETTER" 
As you know, the Hallicrafters 

make a wide range of Radio 

Communications equipment, in- 

cluding the SCR -299 Mobile 
Communications unit. We are 
proud of our handiwork, proud of 
the job you men have been doing 

with them on every battlefront. 

RULES FOR THE CONTEST 

We want letters telling of actual 
experiences with this equipment. 
We will give $100.00 for the 
best such letter received during 
each of the five months of No- 

vember, December, January, 
February and March! (Deadline: 
Midnight, the last day of each 
month.) 

We will send $1.00 for every 
serious letter received so even if 
you should not win a big prize 
your time will not be in vain. 

Your letter will be our prop- 
erty, of course, and we have 
the right to reproduce it in a 

Hallicrafters advertisement. 
Good luck and write as many 

letters as you wish. V- Mail letters 
will do. 

1 

BUY MORE BONDS! 

the 11 iU I I i E ra fers co_ 
C S. A. 

2611 INDIANA AVENUE CHICAGO, U.S.A. 
MAKERS OF THE FAMOUS SCR -299 COMMUNICATIONS TRUCK 
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Buses will have 'phones! 

the war ... 
. . . the two -way radiotelephone will be 
employed by American industry as a con- 
venience, a safeguard and a business require- 
ment. This modern method of communica- 
tion has many proven applications in the 
following fields: 

Aviation Railroading 
Marine Mining 
Police Patrol Fire Fighting 
Engineering Trucking 

Public Utilities 
If you think you may be able to employ two - 
way radiotelephone communication in your 
field, we would be pleased to discuss your 
problem without cost or obligation. We 
have nothing to sell since our entire output 
has been placed at the disposal of the United 
Nations all over the world ! 

Requests for information and literature from 
responsible parties may be addressed to: 

Industrial Engineering Dept. 
Jefferson -Travis Radio Mfg. Corporation 

245 East 23rd Street 
1seu York 1C, N.Y. 

12 COMMUNICATIONS FOR OCTOBER 1943 

THIS will happen! The wartime development of the 
two -way radiotelephone for military purposes indi- 

cates beyond question that this unexploited new medium 
of communication will find many surprising applications 
in the social and business life of the nation after the war. 
It has been our privilege to pioneer in the development 
of the radiotelephone and bring to it several new and 
exclusive improvements that are proving their worth in 
every zone of battle in which the United Nations are en- 
gaged. Jefferson- Travis was making outstanding two -way 
radiotelephone equipment for peacetime purposes before 
Pearl Harbor -we will again after the war when this form 
of communication will enter your life as a proven con- 
venience, safeguard and business requirement in To- 
morrow's World! 

JSPFSRSONTRAVIS 
RADIOTELEPHONE EQUIPMENT 

NEW YORK . WASHINGTON . BOSTON 
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dvelopments 
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books 
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. 

Expanded tae re 

suited toe aise 
of Victory Borg 

e- 

Complete 
list 

aiT 
and replacement 

1 Values. p 5 ecia 
Section °f p 

lot est Just off the press: The new Lafayette Radio Corporation Catalog 94 is now 
ready for you! It presents hundreds of new listings of radio and electronic parts 
and equipment. Many items shown were merely designs on the drafting board a 
short while ago. 

Lafayette Radio Catalog 94 lists the most complete stock of radio and elec- 
tronic products available today for industrials, the armed forces, government 
agencies, schools, etc., on priority. For civilian maintenance and repair items, your 
order will bring quick delivery without priority. 

This catalog is a must for all procurement men and expediters - for industrial, 
civilian and military needs. Write today for your FREE copy of this complete, 
up -to- the -minute Lafayette Radio Catalog 94. 

LAFAYETTE RADIO CORP. 
901 W. JACKSON BLVD. CHICAGO 7, ILLINOIS 
265 PEACHTREE ST. ATLANTA 3, GEORGIA 

INN IIIII IIIIIII INN 1=1 NM EM 
1.4IF.4YETTE RADIO CORI'OH.ITIOY 
901 W. Jackson Blvd., Dept. 10R3, Chicago 7, Ill. 
Please send me a FREE copy of the Neu. LaJoette Radio 
Catalog 94. 

Name 

ht reel City l _ Min .11. ME NM EMI MEN 
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They are fighting for all of us 

Let us give for all of them 

The Proud Service Flag of Neu York City 

MATCH THEIR GALLANTRY 
WITH YOUR GIVING 

NEW YORK COMMITTEE 

Our men and women are in uniform. 

Our sailors are on the seas. 

Our hearts are with them and our Allies. 

And with our hearts goes our money. 

So give now - as generously as you can. 

ArIO \AL WAR FUND 
57 William Street, New York 5, N. Y. 

GIVE ONCE FOR ALL OF THESE TWENTY -SIX AGENCIES 

NATIONAL AGENCIES U S O, United Seamen's Service, War Prisoners Aid, Belgian War Relief Society, British War Relief Society, 

French Relief Fund, Friends of Luxembourg, Greek War Relief Association, Norwegian Relief, Polish War Relief, Queen 

Wilhelinina Fund, Refugee Relief Trustees, Russian War Relief, United China Relief, United Czechoslovak Relief, United 

Yugoslav Relief Fund, United States Committee for the Care of European Children. 

NEW YORK AGENCIES New York City Defense Recreation Committee, American Women's Voluntary Services, C.D.V.O.- Com- 

munity Services, English- Speaking Union, New York City Women's Council of the Navy League of the United States, New 

York City Nursing Council for War Service, Officers Service Committee, Ships' Service Committee, Soldiers and Sailors Club. 

(THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED BY COMMUNICATIONS) 
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s 
Hi 

MARKED 
FOR 

DEPEND4B/L/TY/ 

DO YOU NEED 
THESE TYPES! 

* 00 KC. coated bars-3 PPM or 
less per 0° Centigrade. (Other 
frequencies: 50 KC. to 200 KC.) 

* 1000 KC. precision metal tube 
mounted crystals 

* Bertrand plates 

* 20-23 Atomic plane standards 
Precision production now available on 
the above special quartz products. Tell us 

your requirements on these or other crystal 
types which we may be able to supply. 

Any Type, 
Cut or 

Frequency 

PRECISION CUTTERS OF QUARTZ 

for 
COMMUNICATIONS & OPTICAL USES 

The JAMES 
SANDWICH, ILLINOIS 

Company 
PHONE 65. 
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When a parachutist takes his final exam both 
his diploma and his life depend on the fitness 

of his rip cord. 

Lives also frequently depend upon the fit- 

ness of inconspicuous radio and electrical 
parts of Formica laminated plastic used in 

war equipment - such parts as insulating 
spools, insulating spacers, breaker arms, 
radio tube socket bases, terminal strips, 
rheostat cores and other insulating parts. 

Formica combines lightness with strength, 
dimensional stability, and resistance to 

change through chemical action. It has a 
low power factor, low dielectric loss. There 
is a wide variety of grades each of which 
emphasizes some one of the many valuable 
properties of material for special purposes. 

THE FORMICA INSULATION COMPANY 

4635 SPRING GROVE AVENUE CINCINNATI, OHIO 
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* 

D CAT D O 11S 
LEWIS WINNER, Editor 

OCTOBER, 19 4 3 * 

A section of the laboratory in which many u -h -f developments have been conceived. 

PRODUCTION ENGINEERING AT U -H -F 
by ART H. MEYERSON 

New York Fire Department Radio Laboratory 

ULTRA high frequencies, spe- 
cifically those frequencies ly- 
ing between 100 and 200 mega- 

cycles, are rapidly becoming an im- 
portant adjunct in the expanding field 

of communications. It is the purpose 
of this paper to discuss this spectrum 
in terms of its relationship to other 
frequencies, specifically broadcast and 
short -wave, its probable future de- 

velopment, and its commercial possi- 
bilities. 

When this band is discussed in 
terms of megacycles, its full potentiali- 
ties are not immediately evident. 
However, when discussing it in ternis 
of broadcast frequencies, it assumes 
gigantic proportions. The broadcast 
band, in which the major portion of 
standard transmission and reception is 
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transacted, is roughly, one megacycle 
wide. Thousands of stations, and mil- 

lions of receivers in the United States 
operate in this spectrum. Transport 
this band in the same terms of selec- 

tivity to u -h -f and it merely represents 
the band between, say, 120 and 121 

megacycles. In other words, between 
100 and 200 megacycles we have po- 

tentially 100 broadcast bands. The 
commercial possibilities of u -h -f are 
further displayed by its effective short 
range coverage. This, in effect, is 

equivalent to subdividing the country 
into small sections, where it is pos- 
sible to duplicate frequency of opera- 
tion within relatively short distances 
without cross- interference. 

This particular factor is important 
in that the number of potential com- 
munication channels for the nation 
even for one frequency spectrum (100- 
200 megacycles) runs into hundreds 
of thousands. Such a multiplicity of 

Mechanical and electrical illustrations of a 

suggested band- switching arrangement. At 
top, (a), (b), (c), appear the end and 

overall views of the arrangement. Capacitive 
coupling used in this arrangement is illus- 

trated by the diagrams below the mechan- 
ical illustrations. 

(See page 19 for band -switch 
discussion) 

channels can become useful only if 

this band is properly exploited. 
Proper exploitation involves the 

development of transmitting and re- 
ceiving apparatus offering no more, 
or only slightly more production and 
assembly problems, than that of pres- 
ent day broadcast equipment. 

The writer is not acquainted with 
military developments along these 
lines. It is possible that the postwar 
release of these developments may 
radically change the present picture. 
This paper is based on those facts 
known to civilian engineers. 

One thing is evident ... broadcast 
engineering practice cannot be applied 

In these illustrations the 
vast difference between 
u -h -f and b -c compo- 
nents is effectively 
shown. Note, for in- 
stance, the size of the 
broadcast condenser 
and the u -h -f condenser 
shown by the scale in 
figure at lower left. 
Band -widths at u -h -f and 
b -c are effectively illus- 
trated in diagram at 
right. Note the distance 
between a pair of sta- 
tions at approximately 
the upper and lower 
limits of a typical broad- 
cast receiver and the 
appearance of these 
two stations on a u -h -f 
scale. These scales inci- 
dentally were drawn on 
a 100 -cm length ratio. 
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directly to u -h -f problems. Ultra high 
frequency reasoning should be di- 
vorced, but not completely, from 
broadcast and short -wave practice, in 

very much the same way that light 
and infra -red phenomena is from 
radio. Most engineers have become 

accustomed to think of circuit com- 

ponents in terms of micro- microfar- 
ards and microhenries. Present com- 
ponents built for use at u -h -f betray 
this. A new mode of analysis in re- 
lation to circuit parameters, parts, de- 
sign and layout, is necessary. It there- 
fore becomes an essential to scale 

down our thinking along these lines 
and "move the decimal point to the 
right." For example coils at u -h -f 

assume the proportion of 2.3 micro - 
henries, as against 2,500 microhenries 
for broadcast, while a variation of .5 

mmfd in a tuning condenser may cause 
a frequency deviation equivalent to 
several broadcast bands. 

Whereas distributed capacity in a 
coil is a negligible factor at broadcast 
frequencies, at u -h -f it assumes tre- 
mendous importance. The numerical 
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ratio between frequency, as measured 
in kc, and values of inductance and 
capacity measured in mh and mmfd 
is so great at u -h -f, that mentally the 
two are entirely out of proportion. 
In step with our mental concepts, 
should come a change in physical con- 
cepts. At present, micrometer exact- 
ness is required in the construction of 
u -h -f equipment. Thermal drift is 
such a tremendous factor at u -h -f that 
very exacting methods are a requisite 
for coil and condenser design. Meth- 
ods must be devised so that physical 
size and tolerance will bear the same 
relationship to frequency at u -h -f that 
they do at broadcast. 

The logical termination of these ef- 
forts should be straight -line frequency 
calibration in terms of kilocycles. This 
will probably result in new tuning 
methods. But we must not necessarily 
be tied down to frequency variation 
by the present accepted methods of 
capacity or inductance variation. For 
example, while not efficient, variation 

U -H -F PRACTICE 

A suggested u -h -f tube design with radial 
elements and dual terminations. Such con- 
struction has a particular advantage where 
concentric or resonant circuit elements 

are to be used. 

of the dielectric constant in condensers 
might offer possibilities as a tuning 
method. 

Another thought that might be ex- 
panded in relation to straight -line fre- 
quency control is some simplified form 
of continuous band change, very much 
like a step attenuator, working in con- 
junction with a calibrated dial move- 
ment, the band change to indicate the 
frequency in megacycles, and the dial 
in kilocycles. While the principle is 
not new, available models are me- 
chanically too cumbersome. In line 
with this, advantage could be taken at 
u -h -f of the low reactance of small 
values of capacitance to remove that 
bugaboo of bandswitching contact re- 
sistance. The bandswitch point could 
become, instead of a direct contact 
point, a capacitive coupler between 
circuit elements and the tube. This 
would create several advantages. For 
one, the loading effect of the tube 
would be reduced, and secondly, small 
variations in the value of coupling 
capacitance would have a negligible 
effect on circuit stability and opera- 
tion. The same line of thought might 
be applied throughout the whole r -f 
section for the transfer of r -f energy. 
For example, a capacitor of 100 mmfds 

At left appears a theoretical representation 
of an aperiodic antenna. This picture is 

used to visually present the concept of an 
antenna designed for fairly uniform results 
over a band of u -h -f frequencies. At the 
right, appears a typical straight line fre- 
quency dial. Note that this dial provides 
an indication in megacycles and kilocycles, 

the two being additive. 

has a reactance at u -h -f of only a few 
ohms, and by constructing it as an 
elongated cylindrical form, may be 
used to couple circuits which, by lay- 
out, would require several inches of 
wiring. The above mentioned type of 
construction would eliminate the faults 
inherent in bandswitching at points of 

'r -f potential. 
Another element that will have to 

advance co- incidentally is the u -h -f 
tube. Present available tubes, because 
of their low input admittance, are not 
ideally suited for u -h -f work. While 
some tubes give excellent perform- 
ance at 150 megacycles, even slight 
variations in their input and output 
capacitances produce a condition 
where replacing tubes in r -f and os- 
cillator circuits produce wide fre- 
quency variations in dial calibration. 
It is possible that some of the con- 
struction kinks used in tubes developed 
for v -h -f may eventually be adapted 
to u -h -f. The incorporation of circuit 
elements as part of the tube's con - 

(Continued on page 108) 
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THE CIRCLE DIAGRAM 
(PART ONE OF A TWO -PART PAPERI 

by PAUL J. SELGIN 

Instructor, Electrical Engineering, Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn 

Series arm III= Z 

(resonates of freq. fo ) 

Rz 

jL2 
CZ 

Shunt armm.ZZ 

(resonates at freq f,n ) 

o-vsr-rtTA 

o 

F``'u`' 

Complete T Section 

Figures I (top) and 2 (below) 

In Figure I, we have a four-element band pass filter of the monocyclic design. 

In Figure 2 (below) are illustrated the filter paths of monocyclic filters. In these 

filters, as the frequency is varied, the filter point describes one of the circles 

below, depending on the values of M, M' for the filter. In Figure 2a, we have 

a condition obtained when M' > O. Figure 2b applies when M _ O, and 

M' > O. Figure 2c applies when M' O, and Figure 2d applies when M - -M'. 

P,1>O 1 

--- -i _______ 

la)Condition M'>0 Band -pass filter 
with lower often peak 

fo fq, T 

h1=-N1 . 

f: .._. ao 

(c) . LondIt ion M'O. Band -pass filter 
with upper atten peak 
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T HIS paper describes how a pic- 
ture of the behavior of wave 
filters may be obtained by the 

use of simple graphical methods. 
This type of analysis should be par- 

ticularly useful when applied to filter 
networks in which dissipation plays a 
prominent part, such as those that act 
within a comparatively narrow range 
of frequencies. 

Filter Point 

When a ladder filter section is 
terminated by its image impedances, 
its propagation constant may be ex- 
pressed in terms of the only variable 
Z1 /4Z,. If the filter in question is 
ideal, or dissipationless, this variable 
is always real. If dissipation is 
present Z1/4Z, may be expressed by 
the complex notation U + jV. 

For a given filter section' at a given 
frequency, there is only one value of 
U + jV, connoting a point on a com- 
plex plane. If this point is known, 
the behavior of the filter at that fre- 
quency may be fully appreciated by 
the use of constant attenuation and 
constant phase contours drawn upon 
the same plane. Such contours are of 
fairly common use in filter work: they 
are a set of ellipses and a set of hyper- 
bolae respectively, all of which arc 
confocal. 

A variation in frequency causes the 
filter point to describe a path on the 
complex plane. The term filter path 
may be applied to this ideal trajectory 
because it is characteristic of the par- 
ticular filter in question. To be pre- 
cise, it is characteristic of a particular 
set of numeric parameters which are 
common to any number of omologous 
filters whose impedance and attenua- 
tion characteristics differ only in 
scale. 

If any of these numeric parameters 
is varied the filter point travels along 
a path of constant frequency. Here 
again, instead of frequency, the ex- 
pression frequency parameter would 
be more appropriate, since any num- 
ber of frequencies are transmitted 
identically by omologous filters as 

3From now on the term filter will be usta 
in place of filter section for brevity. A filter 
made up of <e'rral section,: will he deAcribed es 

. i.lrt Ir ^lrrr. 

WAVE FILTER 

I 
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OF WAVE FILTERS 
S i m p l e G r a p h i c a l M e t h o d s P r o v i d e L u c i d 

A n a l y s i s O f W a v e F i l t e r B e h a v i o r 

long as the frequency pal awe r, 
expressing their relationship to a 
reference frequency, stays the same. 
It is convenient to choose as reference 
frequency that at which the propaga- 
tion constant is unity, i.e., U = U 

for a dissipationless filter. This fre- 
quency will be referred to as the fre- 
quency of minimum loss, although the 
definition is not strictly accurate un- 
less d (dissipation factor) is small. 

The intersection of a filter path 
with a path of constant frequency 
(frequency path) determines the filter 
point associated with that filter and 
frequency. The following discussion 
sets forth the steps leading to the equa- 
tions of the paths and the way to draw 
them. This information is also con- 
tained in the circle diagram charts. 

The usual distinctions between 
various kinds of filters made accord- 
ing to their purpose (high -low- and 
band -pass) need not apply to this type 
of analysis. It is more convenient 
to divide filters of the most common 
types into two general groups: 

Ial- Monocyclic Filters 

High-, low - and some types of 
baud -pass filters fall into this group. 
The filter paths of all these are circles, 
or straight lines for limiting cases. 
The frequency of minimum loss is not 
near the middle of the transmitted 
band but at one end of it, and the at- 
tenuation has only one peak. 

lbl- Dlcyclic, or Confluent, Filters 

Band -pass filters with attenuation 
peaks on both sides of the transmitted 
band are classed here. The filter path 
approximates the shape of an 8 (made 
by joining two circles). The filter 
point may be obtained without first 
drawing this, by the intersection of 
perfect circles. The frequency of 
minimum loss is somewhere inside the 
transmitted band. 

Monocyclic Filters 

Let the 4- element band -puss filter, 
made up as shown in Figure 1 serve 
as an example of this category. 

*V, 
m 

tan'd 
+U 

(a) Bond -pass with max. 0- ioo1I -o 
atten.at O 

1tañd +U 

(c) Band -pass with max 0-00 
often at co 

T 

+V 

(b) High -pass 

tV 

(d) Low -pass 

tan -id 

+U 

+U 

Figure 3 

Filter paths of "prototypes ". The circles in this case degenerate into straight lines. 

Assume that each coil in the filter 
has an effective resistance such that 
d = R /wL is independent of fre- 
quency', and that condenser losses are 
negligible compared with coil losses. 
We may then write (See Figure 1) : 

1 

Z,==Rt+i L,w-- 
C, w 

R1 

w 

R_ 

Z2=L2tu -} jCI_ 
1., 0, 

'An equivalent filter would result if the 
arms were exchanged and replaced by their 
inverse impedances. Similar conclusions would 
follow. 

'This assumption is not strictly true, but 
the final result does not depend upon it. Filter 
paths are not circular if d varies with fre- 
quency, but as we are concerned with one 
frequency at a time we may give d its value 
for that frequency to obtain the correct filter 
point position. Moreover, the actual filter 
paths are very nearly circular because d af- 
fects their shape only slightly. 

( 

f - 

Let: = x frequency 
fa arameter P ) 

R, R2 
1 -=-=d 

Liu) L_w 

L, 
= M 

4 L2 

(f 
00 

/f0)2 = n 

(filter 
parameters) 

(1) 

Therefore: 

Z, d (1 -1 /x) 
U +jv = -=M 

4Z_ d+ j (1 -n /x) 
(2) 

This is an expression of the filter 
point coordinates in terms of four 
parameters, three of which are asso- 
ciated with the filter and one with fre- 
quency. An alternative, often more 
convenient, set of parameters is ob- 
tained by expressing M in terms of n 
and of a further parameter, m, related 
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(m -,;)(n 

C d(m-i) 

i -1 
i - 

+U 

to the width of the transmission band. 
The conditions: 

Z, 
d=0, =-1 

4 Z, 

result iii the following: 

1 -n /x x -n 
M = _ (3) 

1 /x -1 1 -x 
If m = Ls C, uwc2 is the value 

of x which makes 3 an identity, then: 

fc = (0,127c 

is one of the cut -off frequencies. In 
fact, when substituted into the gen- 
eric expression of Z,/4 Z2, the above 
value of frequency makes this equal to 
-1 (assuming d = 0). The other 
cut -off frequency is f which makes 
Z1 /4 Z, equal to O. 

M may be replaced by the equiva- 

n -n 
lent expression , thus: 

1 - in 
nl -n d+ j (I - 1 /x) 

U + ,j v = 
1 -m (1+ j(1 -n /x) 

(4) 

It should be noted that m, being 
equal to the ratio of cut -off frequen- 
cies squared, is constant for all filters 
belonging to the same multiple filter. 
Hence, frequency paths obtained by 

varying n alone, being loci of con- 
stant n;, serve equally well for all 

sections of a multiple filter. This is 

why such frequency paths are chosen 
in preference to those obtainable by 

varying other parameters. 

Equation of Filter Path 

When the freqeuncy alone is vari- 
able equation 2 is the more con- 

venient starting point. It may be 

written: 
(U-}-iv) -(dx +j (x -n) 1 

=MIdx+i(x -1)1 

Figure 5 

Envelope paths of monocyclic filters. All the 

filter paths associated with the same filter 
(each corresponding to a distinct fre- 

quency) are tangent to the envelope paths 

above. This makes their construction easier. 

Figure 4 

Frequency path of 

monocyclic filters. 
The filter point fol- 
lows the circle shown 

when the quantity n 

is varied and the 
frequency is kept at 

some constant value. 

n is the parameter 
which distinguishes 
one section from the 

other in a multisec- 
tion filter. 

Hence, isolating the real and imagi- 
nary parts: 

(xUdx -V (x -n) = Mdx (r.p.) 
-¡Vdx +U (x- n) 

= M (x- 1) (i.p.) 

If x is factored out, the following are 
obtained: 

Vn 

x V + dM - Ud 

x 
U+ Vd- M 

Let: 

Un-M 
(6) 

1 

U'=U-M; M'=M --1 
n 

Then 5 may be written: 

(u'_ 
M' - M' V+- 

2d 

11 
' (1 + d1) 

2d 
(8) 

ln 8 we have the equation of one of 

the circles shown in Figure 2 de- 

pending on the values of M and M'. 

Figure 2a illustrates conditions ob- 

tained when M' > O. Since: 

1 

M' -M - - 1 = 
1 -1 

1 -I11 n 
(9) 

and M, which is a ratio of induc- 

tances (see equation 1) cannot be 

negative, this is true when n < 1, 

i.e., when the shunt arm resonates at 

a lower frequency than the series arm. 

VVe conclude from this and from in- 

spection of Figure 2a, having regard 
to the contours of constant attenua- 
tion, that the direction of travel along 
the filter path is clockwise for in- 

creasing frequencies. This is always 

true and may be proved in a general 
way be further analyzing equation 2. 

The dotted part of the circle corre- 
sponds to negative values of fre- 

quency, hence it has no physical sig- 

nificance. 

In the case of Figure 2a, this is the 
order of significant frequencies, from 
lowest to highest: 

Zero frequency; maximum loss fre- 
quency; lower cut -off ; higher cut-off; 
infinite frequency. 

Figure 2b applies when M = 0, 

M' > O. This is true only when both 

in and n are O. The value of M' is 

then: 
(nl/n-1)(1-n) m 

M'= =--1 
1 -m 

and expressing in terms of frequencies 

Cenv = 
d(1*FIT) 

1U 

(a). Band -pass with lower bitten peak 
(envelope freq is near the middle 
of the transmission band) 

I Cern = d(i+,? 
t- 
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( see equation 1) 

f, 
2 

M'= 

-1 
(10) 

We conclude that f0, frequency of 
minimum loss, is infinity, and that there 
is only one cut -off frequency (high - 
pass filter). The sequence of fre- 
quencies then is: 

0 freq. - max. loss - cut -off - oo freq. 
(Min. loss) 

Figure 2c applies when M' < 0. 
The condition n > 1 must be met and 
the sequence of frequencies is: 

0 freq. - min. loss 
(lower cut-off) - upper cut -off - max. loss - 00 freq. 

Figure 2a applies when M = - M'. 
Both m and n must he infinity. Then : 

M= 
1 m 

n n 

n =--1 
m 

and in terms of frequencies 

M= -1 
f 

The sequence of frequencies (pointing 
to low -pass filter) is: 

0 freq. - cut -off 
(min. loss) - max. loss - co freq. 

Prototype Sections 

Each of the circles of Figure 2 1w. 

comes a straight line when: 

M' = + oo (Figure 2a and 2b) 

M' = - oo (Figure 2c and 2d) 

These conditions are equivalent to the 
following: 

n = 0, hence 
oo = 0 (2a and 2b) 

n = oo, hence fco = oo (2c and 2d) 

Filters answering these requisites 
are known as prototypes. They have 
one element less than the generic, or 
derived types. The filter paths of pro- 
totypes are shown in Figure 3. 

Frequency Paths 

Going back to equation 4, paths of 
constant frequency may be obtained 
by choosing n. as the variable. These 
paths are common to all filters with 
the sanie value of ni, i.e., with the 

Ro Lo Co 
o--vvv--/ ov--1 1--o 

Series arm Z, 
(resonites at f0) 

R, 2 

L, _ : L2 

C' T Tc, 
Shunt arm Z2 

(2 branches resonate at 
fi co, f2 co) 

Z 2 
ZZ 

L° 

Complete T section 

Figure 6 
The structures considered in the discussion 

of dicyclic, or confluent, filters. 

same cut -off frequency ratio. 
The frequency path equation is ar- 

rived at as follows: 

n + 
dx 

1 - tn 

n1 -V + 
I m 

+ Vx - Udx 

m 
=-Vdx- (x-1) 

1 -m 
Hence: 

V 
U'-}-V'+U + 

1-m 
(1-x) 

+dx =0 
dx 

(13) 

Equation 13 is the equation of a circle 
as shown in Figure 4. 

The expression of C in Figure 4 
applies to all types. It may be simpli- 
fied considerably when m is either 0 
or co, which is true of high- and low - 
pass filters. A further simplification 
without appreciable loss of accuracy is 
obtained by neglecting d'=, provided 
the frequency is not close to either 
cut -off. 

Each frequency path does not re- 
late to a single value of x, but to two 
such values, as can be seen if the ex- 
pression of C is considered. Simi- 
larly, each frequency path intersects a 
given filter path in two points. Going 
round the frequency path in a clock- 
wise direction, the filter point relat- 
ing to the highest frequency comes 
first. 

Envelope Paths 

In conjunction with each m value 

there is a particular frequency path 
which is tangent to all the filter 
paths of filters having that in value. 

This may be called, in consequence, 
the envelope path. It is useful when 
dealing with multiple filters, in that a 
set of filter paths, designating possible 
sections which may be added in series, 
may be obtained as soon as the en- 
velope path has been drawn. 

By drawing one further circle (the 
frequency path relating to a given 
frequency) the behavior of the multi- 
ple filter at that frequency may be ob- 
served, thanks to the usual contours, 
and slight changes in the filter corn- 
position made accordingly. This is an 
accurate and flexible method, but it is 
unwieldly if the dissipation factor is 
small because of the size of the 
circles. However, when the filter 
action is confined to a narrow band 
of frequencies this limitation disap- 
pears. 

To find the envelope path equation, 
the derivatives of U + j V with re- 
spect to x and n must be worked out 
and set equal to one another. This 
condition leads to the x value relat- 
ing to the envelope path. Thus: 

d - (U + jV) 
dx 

(m -n) (1 -n) (dj -l) 
(1-m) [dx+ j(x-n)]'= D 

d - (U + jV) 
dn 

[dx+j(x-1)] [j(n-x)-dx1 
D 

Comparison of the two last lines 
gives: 

(m-n) (r -n 
=x(m+1) 

(m-n) (1-n) = d`x` 
-- ( x- l ) ( n-x l 

(LP.) 

(r.p.) 
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Heno 
n = x- f 1 

and finally : 

-\ ni 

d11+ Ott 
141 

Envelope circles relating to the 4 

groups of monocyclic filter, are shown 

in Figure 5. 

Each envelope path, as distinct from 

other frequency paths, corresponds to 

a single value of frequency, a con- 

clusion following from the existence of 

a single point of contact with filter 

paths, as well as from the expression 
of x,.,,, 

The generic expression of C goe- 

through a maximum, or a minimum. 
when x = x,. ,. 

Dleycllc, or Confluent Filters 

l un:I(k tilt' -u tR 11H , -li \\ II in 

Figure 6. If we let: 

\ _ (frequency parameter ) . 

k., k, k=) 
= 

Los Lott a 1.,0) 

n, = (f /f..)2 
00 y_( hlter 

n2 _ ( f /10)2 1 parameter- 
z 

Zl, = L. /4 L, 

M, = L,, '-f L. 
I 15) 

(b). Symmetrical 

(e). Prototype 

the filter point coordinates ntav 1x ex- 
pressed a follows : 

d +J (1 -1,1x) 
t' + tN' = M, 

d + i (1 -n,'xt 
d +J (1 -1 /x) 

+ M, 
d +.1 (1 -n2 /x) 

(16) 

This type of structure transmits two 
distinct bands of frequency when the 
four filter parameters above have 
generic values. We are, however, only 
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Figures 7 (upper left), 8 (top), 9 (lower 
left) and 10 (lower right) 

Figure 7 illustrates filter point construction 
for confluent filters. In Figure 8, we have 

the constant n paths for confluent filters. 
For each confluent filter section (the term 

applies to sections with two attenuation 
peaks) there are two circles which define 

the section. Figure 9 illustrates the con- 

stant ., path for confluent filters. Each of 

the circles corresponds to a particular fre- 

quency and can be used for all the sections 

of a multiple filter. In Figure 10, we have 

the intersection constant n and constant x 

paths. This is a method of obtaining a filter 
point. Actually, I. and fl are obtained 
because each constant x circle is valid for 

two distinct frequencies above and below 
mid band. 

WAVE FILTERS. 
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concerned with confluent filters, i.e., 

filters of the type shown above, but 
trnsmitting two adjoining frequency 
bands which have the frequency of 

minimum loss as their common 
boundary. 

This condition is reflected in the 
identity of the two roots of equation 
16 obtained by solving for x after 
having set U = 0 and d = 0, thus: 

{f 
x -1 x -1 

M, + M2 = 0 
x -n, - n, 

The two roots are: 

x, = 1 

n, M2 + n2 M, 
X2 = 

M,+M2 

The condition x, = x, 
when: 

i iultüled 

M,(1-n2)=Mï(n,-l) 117) 

Let: 

M, M2 
S 

1-n, n2-1 

The expression of U + jV for con- 
fluent filters may then be written: 

U + i 

- ( 1 - 11, ) 

(1+j (1-1/x) 
(1+j (1-n,/x) d+j (1-1/x) -(1-n2) 

d+ j (1 -n,/x) 
or, more briefly : 

U + 1V = S [(u, +jv,) - (u. +)v2)] 
(18) 

\llere : 

(i+ i (1-1/x) 
u, + jv, _ (1 -n,) 

d + j (1- n,/x) 
(19) 

and, likewise, u2 + jv2. 

Expression of S 

The filter parameters now include 
only d, n,, n2 and S. To find the 
value of S in terms of significant fre- 
quencies, x must be set at the values 
which make U = - 1 with d = 0 
(cut -off frequencies). This condition 
is expressed as follows: 

1- n, 
S(x-1) 

x - n, 

1 - n2 

x - n.. 

(Continued on page 78) 
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50 
40 
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N= NUMBER OF 
CIRCUITS 

F =SHAPE FACTOR 
= BW AT 60DB 

BW AT 6 DB 

C= COUPLING FACTOR 

6 
5 

4 

0 2 3 4 5 6 

UNIVERSAL "SHAPE FACTOR" CURVES 

MANY interesting papers will 

be presented at the annual 
Rochester Fall meeting which 

will be held at the Sagamore Hotel in 

Rochester, New York, on November 
8 and 9. 

Maynard Paper on I -F Design 

In a paper on i -f design, J. E. May- 
nard of the General Electric trans- 
mitter division, will show how the de- 
sign of an i -f system, to meet specified 
requirements for modulation side - 
bands, frequency drift, accuracy of 
frequency setting and elimination of 

adjacent channel interference, may be 

worked out with the assistance of 

selectivity charts prepared for this pur- 
pose. A graphical presentation of 

such a problem is shown in Figure 1. 

The frequency deviation .-1 includes 
drift, frequency setting and modula- 
tion requirements. It is required to 

maintain the signal within a 6 db 

level of resonant frequency response. 
The adjacent signal at f, and f_ is to 

be maintained at 60 db or more at- 
tenuation relative to resonant response. 
The undetermined quantity in the Fig- 
ure is the frequency deviation B on 

the selectivity curve. This may be 

treated in relation to A. 
Figure 2 shows the relation be- 

tween the shape factor F and the 
number of tuned circuits in the ampli- 

fier for various proportions of critical 
coupling (by shape). The ratio B/A 
is plotted as shape factor F of an i -f 
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Figures 1 (right) 
and 2 (left) 

In the paper by J. E. 

Maynard on i -f sys- 

tem design, selec- 
tivity, shape factors, 
etc., as illustrated 
here, will be ana- 

lyzed. 

A 

A A 
.41=11 

D fo D 

Frequency 

60d 

Attenuation 

6 db 
0 db 

THE ROCHESTER 

FAIL MEETING 

system in this chart. The coupling 

factor C represents critical coupling 

at C = 1.0; 50% of critical coupling at 

C = 0.5 ; 50% over critical coupling at 

C = 1.5, etc. The number of circuits 

N is the count of tuned circuits, e. g., 

a pair of coupled circuits counts as 

two circuits. 
This chart was derived by P. C. 

Gardiner of the G. E. transmitter en- 

gineering division from the universal 
selectivity curves of Figure 3. These 

curves represent the selectivity ob- 

tainable from a pair of coupled cir- 
cuits. Non -symmetry due to varia- 
tions directly and inversely related to 

frequency have been neglected and 
Q is assumed to be 5 or more. In gen- 
eral, good agreement with practical 
circuits is obtainable. The value of Q 

in primary and secondary is converted 
to an equivalent equal Q in terms of 

the geometric mean Qo and the arith- 
(Continued on page 84) 

PROGRAM 

Tuesday, November 9 

9 :30 A.M. Message of RMA Director 
of Engineering, Dr. W. R. G. Baker, 

"Operating Characteristics of Ce- 
ramic Dielectrics with Constants 
Over 1,000" ; R. B. Gray, Erie Re- 
sistor Corporation. 
"A Chamber of Commerce War 
Research Committee" ; K. C. D. 
Hickman, Distillation Products, Inc. 

2:00 P.M. Report of RMA Data Bu- 
reau, L. C. F. Hoyle. 
"New Low Loss Ceramic Insula- 
tion" ; Ralston Russell, Jr., and 
L. J. Berberich, Westinghouse Elec- 
tric & Manufacturing Company. 

"Aids in the Design of I- 
FeneSys- tems"; J. E. Maynard, 

Electric Company. 
6 :30 P.M. Banquet. Toastmaster -R. 

M. Wise. 

Monday, November 8 

9:30 A.M. "Review of the problem: 
Demountable Versus Sealed -off 

Tubes" ; I. E. Mouromtsef, West- 
inghouse Electric & Manufacturing 
Company. 
"Crystals Go To War" ; Sound 
film in kodachrome, Reeves Sound 
Laboratories. 

2:00 P.M. "Design of I -F Transform- 
ers for F -M Receivers" ; William 
H. Parker, Jr., Stromberg- Carlson 
Company. 
"Twenty-Eight Volt Operation of 

Electron Tubes" ; Walter R. Jones, 
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc. 

"Vacuum Capacitors" ; George H. 
Floyd, General Electric Company. 

8:15 P.M. "The Signal Corps Looks to 
the Engineer" ; Major James I. 
Heinz, U. S. Army Signal Corps. 

[An exhibit of the U. S. Army Signal 
Corps equipment will be a feature of both 
days.] 

ENGINEERING CONFERENCE REVIEW 

II 
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John E. Maynard, Transmitter Division. 
General Electric, Schenectady, New York. 

Mr. Maynard has been with General 
Electric since 1929. He is a graduate of 
the University of Washington; B.S. in 
E.E. He also has a M.S. in E.E. from 
Union College. 

Mr. Maynard will discuss Aids in the 
Design of I -F Systems. 

Robert B. Gray, physicist, Erie Resistor 
Corporation, Erie, Pennsylvania. 

Cornell University graduate; E.E. 
Formerly associated with Westinghouse 
Research Laboratories and University of 
Pittsburgh. 

Mr. Gray will discuss Operating 
Characteristics of Ceramic Dielectrics 
with Constants Over a Thousand. 

Ilia Emmanuel Mouromtseff, assistant 
manager of Electronics Engineering 
Department, Westinghouse, Bloomfield, 
New Jersey. 

Graduate of Institute of Technology, 
Darmstadt, Germany. Mr. Mouromtseff 
has been with Westinghouse for twenty 
years. He assisted in the development 
of the first water -cooled transmitting 
tubes and the earliest u -h -f tubes for 
high output. 

Mr. Mouromtseff will discuss Demount- 
able Versus Sealed -Off Tubes. 

William H. Parker, Jr., project engineer. 
Stromberg- Carlson Company, Rochester, 
New York. 

Formerly associated with .4mrad Cor- 
poration, United American Bosch Cor- 
poration, Fada Radio and Electric Com- 
pany, and Federal Telegraph Company. 
Mr. Parker attended M. I. T. 

Mr. Parker's paper will cover The 
Design of I -F Transformers for F.M 
Receivers. 

A u t h o r s of 
Technical Papers 

Being Presented 

A t R o c h e s t e r 

F a l l M e e t i n g 

Ralston Russell, Jr., ceramic research 
engineer, Westinghouse, East Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania. 

Holds B.S., M.S. and Ph.D. Mr. Rus- 
sell was formerly associated with Gen- 
eral Motors, General Ceramics Company 
and Ohio State. He has been with 
Westinghouse since 1940. 

He is co- author with Mr. Berberich of 
the paper on ceramics. 

George H. Floyd, engineer, Tube Divi- 
sion, General Electric, Schenectady. 
New York. 

Graduate of University of Arizona; 
R.S. in E.E. 

Mr. Floyd will discuss Vacuum 
Capacitors. 

{Walter R. Jones, manager, Commercial 
Engineering Department, Sylvania Elec- 
tric Products, Inc., Emporium, Pennsyl- 
vania. 

Cornell University; F.E. Formerle 
associated with Federal Radio Corpora- 
tion. With Sylvania since 1929. 

Mr. Jones will discuss Twenty -eight 
i'olt Operation of Electron Tithes. 

1* 
Leo J. Berberich, section engineer in 
charge of Physical and Electrical Section, 
Insulation Department, Westinghouse, 
East Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 

Graduate of Johns Hopkins; B.S. in 
E.E., Dr. of Eng. Formerly associated 
with National Bureau of Standards, 
Johns Hopkins University and Socony 
Vacuum Oil Company. With Westing- 
house since 1937. 

Mr. Berberich is co- author with Rals- 
ton Russell, Jr., of paper on Nery Low 
Loss Ceramic Insulation. 
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NSPECTION, 
by SIDNEY X. SHORE 

Project Engineer, Crystal Division, North American Philips 

Company, Inc. 

Irregular quartz crystal viewed be- 

tween crossed polarizers in inspec- 
tion bath, showing two optical axes 

in the same crystal inclined to one 
another. Optical twinning is also 

evident by the kinks of the bright 
and dark bands. Specimens like these 
are quite rare and suitable particu- 

larly for museum pieces. 

TI I E imperfections and flaws 
found in quartz require a com- 
prehensive program of consis- 

tent inspection, grading and classifi- 
cation. 

Proper inspection must be carried 
out not only on raw quartz, but 
throughout the manufacturing process. 
Classification involves the separation 
of the faced and unfaced quartz. 
Faced quartz includes any mother 
having at least one fairly large sized 
smooth natural surface. Unfaced 
quartz may include completely unfaced 
and irregular quartz or river quartz 
having traces of the original surfaces 
which have been eroded and pitted out 
of true by rivers washing over the 
quartz. 

In grading, raw quartz is sorted 
according to size ranges. The ranges 
chosen prompt the processes used later 
on in orientation and sawing. 

Visual inspection of each mother 
which follows the grading step in- 
volves many interesting processes. 

This is 

covering a detailed analysis of crystal 
manufacture. In subsequent papers, 

Mr. Shore will discuss orientation, 

sawing and lapping, and finishing and 

testing. 

the first of a series of articles 

Equipment used includes an oil bath, 
a polarized light source and analyzer, 
and an arc lamp or equivalent bright 
light source. This inspection helps to 
estimate the final yield of finished 
crystal oscillator plates per pound of 
raw quartz. It is not used however 
as the final authority. Certain imper- 
fections may be tolerated in varying 
degrees, under certain conditions, as 
we will show later. On the basis of 
the oil bath inspection, raw quartz may 
be classified as . . . less than 25% 
usable, 25% to 50% usable, 50% to 

Regular prismatic 
quartz with x and s 

faces. Quartz with 
these faces is not 
found often. These 

faces sometimes 
help in determining 
the handedness of 

the quartz. 
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Phantom growt h in 
mother crystal deline- 
ated by planes of bub- 
bles. Two of the visible 
prism sides of the 
mother crystal show 

semi- opaque end crusta- 
tions. The base of the 
crystal shows typical 
conchoidal fracture. 
Bubbles are apparent 
in the apex region. 

75% usable and over 75% usable vol- 

ume of the total. 
Imperfections often found in raw 

quartz include . . . optical twinning, 
electrical twinning, cracks, inclusions, 
veils, bubbles, needles, chuva, ghosts 
or phantoms. The only flaw which is 

never visible in the oil inspection bath 
is electrical twinning. 

If we examined irregular quartz in 

air for physical imperfections and used 
an arc lamp as the light source we 
would be disappointed at the results. 
Even the natural faces of quartz and 
especially the prism sides are often 
pitted, striated and unclear. Much of 

the light is reflected and dispersed, 
and gleaming facets on the surface do 

not allow a very good internal inspec- 
tion. Since quartz, when broken, has 
no sharply defined cleavage planes, 
preferring a direction approximating 
the major rhombohedral face, it often 
cleaves with conchoidal fracture leav- 
ing a ripple surface. Such is the 
nature of the surfaces of irregular 

Regular prismatic quartz. It is clear, has well formed sides 

and apex. This is a desirable type of quartz for ease in 

orientation in sawing. 

CRYSTALLOGRAPHY 
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GRADING AND CLASSIFICATION OF QUARTZ 

A S t u d y Of S o m e P r o c e d u r e s In 
C u r r e n t U s e I n C r y s t a l M a n u f a c t u r e 

ORIENTATION 

RAW QUARTZ 
INSPECTION 

RAW QUARTZ 
VENDOR 

P0 

SAWING 

Cim 

m 

LAPPING FREQUENCY 
SORTING 

u7ltn DEFECTIVE BLANKS 

ALL REJECTS - - --i 
SALVABLE 

-3111. 

RE- FINISHED CRYSTALS 
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FINISHING R 
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A 
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FINAL TEST 

SCRAP PILE 

o 
W 

zz 
G.) 

(n r 
m 

POST WAR 
USE 

cb 

/4, 

HIGHER FREQ. 
STOCK PILE 
OF BLANKS ( 

CUSTOMER 

quartz. Thus an air inspection of the 
interior is almost impossible. 

Raw quartz inspection therefore is 
done in a fluid having an index of 
refraction approximately equal to the 
mean index of refraction of quartz, 
1.546. Tricresyl phosphate was one 
of the early fluids used, but its harm- 
ful effect to the skin of many people 
caused it to be discontinued in favor 

Material flow chart 

of mineral oil with an index of about 
1.47. This was less efficient but 
since it provided the hands with a 
beauty treatment while working it was 
preferred. However, after some usage 
it was discovered that the viscosity of 
the oil caused many air bubbles to be 

-ull double -ended crystals of regular prismatic quartz, showing an apex at each end. Crystal at left shows surface inclusions. Double - 
ended crystals are rare because quartz prospectors generally break the crystal when chopping it away from the bed. 

trapped causing difficulty in exam- 
ination. Water was substituted for 
mineral oil to eliminate the air bub- 
bles. Recently, though, a non -toxic 
and low viscosity oil (Socony Vac- 
uum) was made available with an in- 
dex of refraction ranging from 1.541 
to 1.547. A clear piece of quartz 
seems to disappear when immersed in 
the new oil and only the interior is 
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visible in the light beams. 
The oil inspection bath has two 

light sources. One is a plane polar- 

ized white light with an analyzer, and 

the other an intense beam from the 

arc lamp or its equivalent. Usually 

these beams are projected perpendicu- 
lar to one another through the bath 

and are individually controlled by foot 

switches. 
The molecular structure of normal 

quartz and twinned quartz, both opti- 

cal and electrical twins, is important 

in inspection procedure. 
Crystalline quartz is composed of 

silicon dioxide molecules which are 

found arranged in adjacent spiral 

strings with three complete molecules 

comprising each turn of the spiral. 

The spirals may be either right - 
handed or left- handed. The spiral 

axis is the Z -axis or optical axis. 
One of the useful optical properties of 

quartz is its rotation of the plane of 

polarization, of plane- polarized light, 

traveling parallel to the optical axis. 

The angle of rotation depends on the 

length of path of travel parallel to Z 

and upon the wavelength of the light. 
If we orient ourselves so that we look 

along the Z -axis towards the source 
of plane -polarized light, the plane of 

polarization may be rotated clockwise 
or counterclockwise. For clockwise 
rotations we call the quartz right- 
handed ; for counterclockwise rota- 
tions we call quartz left- handed. 

If we represent each silicon atom 

in combination as a plus charge and 

each pair of combined oxygen atoms 
as a minus charge a symmetrical con- 
figuration of three plus charges alter- 
nating with three minus charges may 

be visualized in each deck of a spiral 
of repeating decks. There are many 

spirals of silicon dioxide molecules 
side by side, normally with parallel 
axes. If we were to take one deck of 

each of two spirals, side by side, and 
project on a plane perpendicular to Z, 

we would have the result shown 

above. For normal untwinned quartz 
all the spirals are of the same 
handedness, but the polarity of the 
adjacent spirals appears as if a 180° 

rotation about the Z -axis had been 

made. For optical twinned quartz, the 

spirals also appear to have been ro- 

ELECTRICALLY TWINNED 

SPIRAL STRUCTURE 

Molecular structure of normal and twinned 

quart:. Silicon atoms are +, and - are 

two oxygen atoms SiO:. 

©R H Similar O O 
Polarity r N\ 

p o p.-L-p o O 
axls ?ams 

tated through 180 °. In addition the 

handedness of the spiral is also re- 

versed. 
We can sec, therefore, that in using 

optical means for observing twinning 

only optical twinning will be visible. 

For when white polarized light 

reaches the reverse handed spiral, it 

is suddenly reversed in rotation. Thus 

that region displays a change in color 

when viewed through the analyzer. 

When the optical axis of the quartz is 

lined parallel to the direction of travel 

of the plane -polarized beam of light, 

optical twinning shows up as triangu- 

lar patches of colored bands through 

the analyzer and is unmistakable. 
Optical twinning occurs in thin sheets 

parallel to the major rhomb faces. By 

gently rocking the optical axis off 

parallelism with the light beam, we 

Electrically twinned raw quartz after sand 

blasting and etching. Shaded portions are 
electrical twin areas. 
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O O o o 
OPTICALLY TWINNED 

can usually observe the depth of pene- 

tration of the optical twinning and 

approximate its extent in terms of per- 

centage of total volume. Electrical 
twinning cannot be detected this eas- 

ily. Since the optical properties of 

electrical twinning in a quartz crystal 
are similar to those of the main body 

of the quartz, polarized light is un- 
changed on crossing the twinning 
boundary and we see no abnormal ef- 

fect. We must use other means for 
its detection. 

When the optical twinning has been 

observed and its extent noted, the in- 

spector must then determine the extent 
of the remaining flaws. Now the arc 

lamp comes into use. This bright 
light source is unpolarized and is used 

to detect the other flaws mentioned 
previously. The mother quartz is 

submerged in the oil and placed in 

the light beam. It is examined care- 

fully and slowly turned in order to 

enable the inspector to see all defects. 

Cracks may show up as bright areas 
of reflection or darker lines or areas 
depending upon the angle of incidence 

of the light beam. If the width of the 

fissure is of the same order of magni- 
tude as the wavelength of light the 

inspector may see Newton rings or 

colored light fringes as interference 
phenomena. Cracks are perhaps the 

most unfortunate type of flaw because 

they are not inherent in the growth of 

the crystal and generally occur when 

it is fully grown. 
Cracks may be caused right at the 

quartz source where the prospector 
chips and breaks the raw rock out of 

its bed or away from clusters of crys- 

tals. Quartz may be found under- 

ground or on the earth's surface where 

erosion has worn away the top layer. 

and exposed the crystals. The crys 

tais may have become loosened anc 

rolled down a mountain slope anc 

cracked. Preventable cracks ar, 

those caused as' a result of imprope 

packing for shipment. The directioi l 

and proximity of the cracks determin 

how the inspector will rate the quart I 

in percentage usability. The mothe 

may be 25% usable for small oscillatc 

plates, but completely useless fc 

larger ones. 
Inclusions are particles of foreig 
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matter occupying space within the 
normal volume of the mother quartz 
crystal. They may he fools' gold or 
iron pyrites crystals, chalcopyrites, 
iron ore, conglomerate rock matter, 
gold or in certain cases thin shafts of 
titanium oxide known as rutile nee- 
dles. It is a rare case, indeed, where 
a finished oscillator plate containing 
inclusions like these will not fail the 
stringent temperature cycle test re- 
quired. Therefore, this flaw contrib- 
utes very definitely to the volume of 
unusable quartz. In the oil bath in- 
spection, these impurities appear as 
opaque masses whichever way the 
quartz is turned, some small and some 
large, often close to the surface and 
sometimes protruding through the sur- 

Double and triple 
intergrowths of pris- 
matic crystal. Inter - 
growths are often 
unsuited for crystal 

oscillator blanks. 

face. These regions cannot be used for 
oscillator plates. 

An interesting form of discontinuity 
within the volume of the mother 
quartz crystal is the bubble. Bubbles 
appear in much of the quartz in- 
spected and may contain carbon diox- 
ide, vapors and gases, or even liquids. 
They sometimes make the quartz take 
on the appearance of an effervescent 
drink when held in the bright beam in 
the oil inspection bath. They are 
usually milky or whitish in appear- 
ance. Bubbles which are easily vis- 
ible in the bath may be detrimental to 
the operation of finished oscillator 
plates. Very small bubbles may, under 
some conditions, have little or no ef- 
fect on the operation of the finished 

Irregular quartz. The quartz when broken shows surfaces of 
conchoidal fracture along poorly defined cleavage planes. 

CRYSTALLOGRAPHY 

River quartz, showing the results of erosion 
of prismatic quartz lying in river bed for 
many centuries. This type of quartz is often 
of excellent quality because the surface 
imperfections have been eroded away. 

oscillator. Usually, the lower the fre- 
quency of the crystal the less will be 
the deleterious effect on trouble -free 
operation caused by bubbles. And this 
same factor will apply to the other 
flaws. 

Sometimes we may see what ap- 
pears to be a crack, but which is, on 
closer observation, a milky white wavy 
sheet of small bubbles. These sheets 
of bubbles are appropriately enough 
called veils. Veils are usually composed 
of minute bubbles and may be treated 
as such in inspection. 

When we see what we believe to be 
veils absolutely parallel to some of the 
natural crystal surfaces, a careful ob- 
servation will probably show a small 
image of the mother crystal outlined 

Portion of large prismatic crystal, showing cracks, chips, 
optical and electrical twinning surface patterns. 
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Raw quartz inspection tank having plane polarized light source with crossed 

polarizer as analyzer, plus high luminosity spotlight. 

by bubbles or foreign included matter. 
This image is referred to as a phan- 
tom or a ghost. Ghosts may be 

formed by a deposition of foreign mat- 
ter on the upper surfaces of a grow- 
ing crystal at some early stage of its 
growth. Some mother crystals show 
many parallel ghosts within them in- 

TYPE 

Weight 
Range 

Per Cent 
Usability 

Large prismatic crys- 
tal viewed with spot- 
light illumination in 

inspection t a n k, 

showing very sharply 
defined phantom or 
ghost growing within 
the large crystal. 
Needles are ap- 
parent at base end 

of the crystal. 

(Heating periodic depositions of the 
foreign matter on the upper surfaces. 
Possibly these crystals grew in caves or 
regions where periodic volcanic erup- 
tions spread dust and ashes, or cave -ins 
spread particles of rock or other min- 
erals through the air. A cessation of 
growth followed by rapid additional 

FACED 

100 to 
1000 rams 

25% 50% 75% 
to to and 

50% 75% up 

Double quartz crystal intergrowth viewed 

between crossed polarizers in oil bath. The 

line of sight of the camera is approximately 
parallel to the optical axis of the upper 
crystal. Optical twinning permeates this 

pair of crystals. 

growths might account for ghosts 
formed by small bubbles rather than by 

inclusions. 
The photograph at left illustrates 

an excellent specimen of ghost 
formation by included foreign matter. 
Some ghosts have been formed by the 
growth of different colored quartz lay- 

ers. Since there is no foreign matter 
between layers it would be safe to try 
to use this kind of quartz if it is un- 
twinned. Very little or no harmful 
effect has been noted when cutting 
oscillator plates from these ghosts. 
The precise reason for the varying 
colors is still somewhat in doubt; it 

may be the result of microscopic in- 

cluded matter. Another theory sup- 

poses that a color change is produced 
by the proximity of radioactive ores. 
(The color changing effect of gamma 
and x -rays on some minerals is well 

known.) 
Sometimes oscillator plates may 

fracture along ghost boundaries. If 
the ghost is formed by large bubbles 
or by included solid matter the volume 
containing the boundary planes should 
not be used. 

Needles may be characterized as 

elongated bubbles and the largest nee- 

dles are found parallel to the rhomb 
(Continued on page 110) 

1000 grams 
and higher 

25 %50 %75% 
to to and 

50% 75% up 

UNFACED 

100 to 
1000 rams 

25% 50% 75% 
to to and 

50% 75% up 

1000 grams 
and higher 

25% 50% 75% 
to to and 

50% 75% up 

The grading and classification of raw quartz 
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COMPANY 
600 E. Second Street 
s Angeles 54, California 
Eastern Sales Offices: 
15.05 27th Ave., Bayside 

L. L, New York 
21 East Van Buren Street, 

Chicago 5, Illinois 
216 E. Tenth Street, 

Kansas City 6, Missouri 

SCORES of prominent manufacturers and 
service organizations in the aviation, electrical 
and electronic fields are using these quickly -ap- 
plied, easily -read wire identifiers to speed pro- 
duction, save man hours and reduce costs. 

You can use E -Z -Code Labels for every type of 
wire assembly and on conduits, cables, tubing, 
etc. And they speed maintenance and repair 
work, too. Use E -Z -Code Labels and you avoid 
wire confusion ... even green hands can identify 
the right wire when it is E -Z_- Coded. N1ade of 
flexible, durable material with transparent coat- 
ing. Ready for use ... no moistening necessary. 
Available in standard code numbers and "tailor 
made" with special symbols for your specific re- 
quirements. Use the coupon. 
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LABELS 
LICK - EASY TO APPLY AND READ 
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Send item checked by return mail 
O Trial order of loo cards (3300 labels) @ 12c per card 
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CAMOLD is a name that stands for sure -fire depend - 

bility. Our products have been carefully designed to 

over almost every application in which a capacitor is 

sed. Should you be working on a project where a 

special design or rating is needed, our engineers will 

gladly cooperate. 

Oil Filled Paper Capacitors 
Made in many container types with impregnants 
to meet all specifications. 

Molded Paper Capacitors 
Perfectly sealed small units. Some types are ideal 
as mica capacitor alternates. 

Molded Mica Capacitors 
A most complete line of standard and special 
case types. Reasonable deliveries of large quan- 
tity schedules. 

Electrolytic Capacitors 
Available in various classes for radio and elec- 
trical equipment. 

Molded Wire Wound Resistors 
The finest small resistors in the lower resistance 
values. 

s e4 vice 4 aae/14sded dodie r a d'i94 claace . , , 

deusate a ,fii.st 66 6eood to e e Red ezoad today. 
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T HE shortage of trained mechan- 
ical draftsmen in the communi- 
cations industry has prompted 

many intensive training programs. 
In one of these programs, a novel 

series of slide -films has been intro- 
duced. In this series are 18 reading 
or discussional type slide -films, titled, 
Mechanical Drawing and Drafting. 
The purpose of these films is to speed 
up the process of training persons. 
The objective of this visualized ma- 
terial is to give the learner the broad- 
est possible knowledge of mechanical 
drawing principles. 

Each slide -film subject represents 
material for a single lesson or session. 
There is a total of 1,112 special photo- 
graphs, drawings, charts, diagrams 
and pictorial exhibits in the series. 

The discussional type of slide -film 
was selected since it permits a high 
degree of student participation. That 
is, under the guidance of the instructor 
the student, supplied with drawing 
board, pencil and necessary supplies 
and equipment for the lesson in hand, 
can follow the large illuminated pic- 
tured patterns of procedure. This 
method saves time and labor of the 
teacher. 

As much as 50 per cent of the time 
ordinarily required to finish a me- 

,chanical drawing course, is saved by 

TRAINING 
DRAFTSMEN 

With Slide -Films 

by L. S. METCALFE 

the addition of the visual slide -films. 
Subjects in the series are: 
Measurements and measuring (Part 

1) ... standard of measurement, work 
accuracy, discussion of the steel scale 
and its variations, dividers and cali- 
pers. (Part 2).... micrometer, (how 
it works, how to read it), discussion of 
the vernier scale principle, gauges and 
gauge blocks. 

Scales and ;models ... development 
of geometric construction. 

Addition and subtraction in geome- 
try . . . fundamentals of geometry 
(from the standpoint of construc- 
tions). 

Multiplication and division in geom- 
etry ... fundamentals of solid geom- 
etry (from the standpoint of construc- 
tions). 

Angular measurement . . . systems 
of angular measurement, degrees, ra- 
dians, trigonometrics as they are re- 
lated to each other. 

Construction ... basic principles of 
geometric construction. 

"T" squares and triangles (Part 1) ... fundamental uses of a "T" square 

Typical views from slide -films used to train 
draftsmen in war training programs. Each 
film is numbered and corresponds to an 
equivalent printed lesson given to students. 

(All photos courtesy Jam -Handy 
Picture Service) 

and the 45° and 30 -60° triangles, tools 
and equipment needed; correct care 
and usage; setting up for drawing; 
reproducing margins and title block 
of standard drawing form ; correct use 
of hands, pencil, triangle, and "T" 
square in drawing margins ; layout of 
title block. (Part 2) . . . manipula- 
tion of triangle to obtain angle lines; 
construction of figures with pencil; 
"T" square; 45° triangle and rule - 
layout of vertical and horizontal lines; 
layout of angle lines- construction of 
figures using different triangle- dupli- 
cation ; drawing hexagons. 

Geometric construction (Part 1) . . . 

material and tools needed and impor- 
tance of using them correctly, how to 
draw a perpendicular bisector to a 
base line, dropping a perpendicular 
from a prick punch mark ; bisecting an 
angle, drawing perpendicular at the 
end of a line, drawing a parallel line, 
layout of fillets between intersecting 
lines. (Part 2) ... laying out of fillets 
between a line and a circle or arc. 
duplicating an angle with compass and 
straight edge, dividing a line, layout 
of angles with a protractor. 

Drawing an anchor plate . . . list 
and pictures of tools needed; setup on 
the drawing board; layout of center- 
line and indication of holes and com- 

(Continued on page 122) 

The universal bevel protractor can also be 
used for testing and checking various angles 
')n finished work and work still in process. 

TRAINING 

VERNIER 
CALIPER 

The MICROMETER and the VERNIER 
CALIPER are both highly accurate 
measuring instruments. The common ones 
measure to a thousandth of an inch. Those 
measuring to a tenth of a thousandth of an 
inch are coming more and more into use. 77 
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THE ARMY AIRWAYS 

COMMUNICATION SYSTEM 
An Exclusive Presentation 
Of A Series of Photographs 

Of Installations Maintained 

And Operated by the AACS 

]All photos 
courtesy of 

United States 
Army Air Force] 

(Upper left) Operating an AACS air - 
ground position at a Northern base. 

(Right) An AACS communications station 
in China. 

(Below) A location or ! marker in the 
Far North operated by the AACS. 

A v -h -f antenna and wind recording instru- 
ment located on top of an AACS airdrome 

control tower. 
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AACS station in India. 

Ground direction finder at Northern base. 

Long -range ground -direction finder in 
West Indies. 

AIRCRAFT COMMUNICATIONS 

Interior of airdrome control tower. 

Far North communications station. 

Simultaneous voice radio range on North 
Atlantic route. 

Part of installation in Africa. 

Ground direction finder at West Indies base. 

Ground direction finder at Far Northern. 
base. 
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ATTENUATOR DESIGN 

The resistance R is calibrated either in 

fixed steps or in terms of degrees of rota- 
tion of a continuously adjustable poten- 
tiometer and functions as a simple voltage 
divider. The division may be given any 

assigned amount, and forms an accurate 
means of adjusting the volume of an 

amplifier. 

THERE are many methods that 
may be used to obtain variable 
gain in an amplifier. Some of 

these provide a direct control ; others, 
indirect control. 

Included among these gain systems 
are: 

(1)- Attenuation pads placed at the 
input of the amplifier. 

(2)- Tapped transformers, with, usu- 
ally, variable secondary winding 
taps, and more rarely, variable 
primary taps. 

(3)- Variable loss circuits utilizing 
non -linear devices such as cop- 
per oxide rectifiers, and auxil- 
iary vacuum tube circuits. 

(4)-Feedback circuits in the path of 
which are inserted variable loss 
devices. 

(5)- Simple voltage dividers which 
may be placed at the input sides 
of any of the various stages of 

the amplifier. One having small 
step divisions and one having 
larger step divisions of gain may 
be used in an amplifier to con- 
trol the gain over a very wide 
range of values to any practical 
degree of accuracy. The overall 
effects of two such voltage di- 
viders will alter the gain by the 

F o r A m p l i f i e r 

G a i n C o n t r o l s 

by PAUL B. WRIGHT 
Communications Research Engineer 

numerical addition of their 
separate gain changes in deci- 
bels. 

The gain control mentioned in (5) 
is the method that has been chosen for 
discussion and design in this paper. 

Gains and Losses 

Like most of the terms used in the 
technical language of the engineer, 
the usage of the terms gains and 

losses is purely relative, and is estab- 
lished by definition as so many deci- 
bels above or below an arbitrary 
reference point. The reference point 
used throughout this paper is the 
minimum gain obtainable (other than 
zero) from the amplifier when the at- 
tenuator, used as a voltage divider, is 

set for its maximum loss (other than 
infinite). All gains referred to in 

terms of decibels are gains taken rela- 
tive to this minimum amplifier gain 
reference, while all losses referred to 

in terms of decibels are taken with 
respect to the minimum attenuator 
loss. This is identical to the maximum 
amplifier gain point. This point is 

reached when the attenuator arm set- 

ting is moved so that no voltage di- 

vision takes place and all of the volt- 
age across the network is available 
across the amplifier input terminals. 
Figure 1 illustrates configuration and 
connection, while Figures 2 and 3 

show how such networks may be con- 
nected with other types of coupling. 

This attenuator is one of the special 
cases of the so- called L type attenua- 
tor. An impedance match must al- 
ways exist on the shunt side of 
the attenuator, if the calibration is 

to have any meaning. This may 
only be used in connection with 
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class A or high fidelity types of ampli- 
fiers which do not draw any grid cur- 
rent other than the small displace- 
ment current through the grid to 

cathode capacitance of the amplifier 
tube. For the audio frequency range, 
this capacity is not troublesome, 
while for the higher radio frequencies, 
inductive shunt peaking of the driver 
stage and an R -C voltage divider 
at the input of the amplifier stage 
may have to be used. The effect 
of the capacity upon the attenuator 
calibration will be come more pro- 
nounced as the frequency is in- 

creased further into the radio range. 
At the very low frequencies, in 

impedance and resistance -capacity 
coupled stages, if the impedance of the 
coupling condenser used between the 
plate circuit of the driver and the at- 
tenuator is an appreciable portion of 

the total R of the gain control, the 
calibration will again be affected. For 
this reason, it is desirable to keep the 
gain control total attenuator resistance 
as high as is feasible and consistent 
with proper loading of the driver tube. 
For transformer coupled stages, the 
gain control should have as high a 

value of total resistance R, as may 
be used with it satisfactorily. Heavy 
loading of the transformer will result 
in decreased gain because of the in- 
creased losses in the transformer. The 
particular transformer characteristics 
will largely determine what value to 
use. 

General Design Considerations 

The actual determination of the re- 
sistance values to use for such gain 
controls depends upon several factors. 
These are, in addition to those con- 
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Figure 2 

An alternate manner in which to connect the volume control 
using transformer coupled amplifiers. 

sidered in the preceding paragraph: 

(a) -Total gain variation from the 
minimum to the maximum set- 
tings of the attenuator. 

(b) -Gain per step for tapped at- 
tenuators, and gain per degree or 
division for stepless attenuators. 

(c)- Number of steps for the tapped 
control, and number of divisions 
or degrees for the stepless at- 
tenuator, or continuously adjust- 
able potentiometer. 

Figures 1, 2, and 3 show repre- 
sentative configurations that may be 
used for these gain controls. Many 
other applications in calibrated volume 
indicator circuits, radio receivers, and 
recorder systems may present them- 
selves. The design is basically the 
same for all of these applications, be- 
cause the attenuator functions as a 
simple voltage divider. In a general 
way, it may be said that voltage di- 
viders of this type should be designed 
so that a definite fiixed percentage of 
voltage change over that existing one 
step or division before the change, 
should take place. Let us take a case 
where a change in voltage is made 
corresponding to a change of 1 decibel 
from any original value. The volt- 
age change that must take place then, 
is 112.2 per cent of the original, if 
a gain, and a change to 89.12 per 
cent of the original, if a loss. A 
further change to a total of 2 decibels 
will require that the voltage become 
125.9 per cent of the original or 12.2 
per cent greater than the 1- decibel 
gain, if a gain, and 79.4 per 
cent of the original or 12.2 per 
cent less than the 1- decibel step, 
if a loss. If we follow this systemati- 
cally for the number of steps required, 
we will arrive at the percentages re- 

Illustrating 

Figure 3 

use of volume control in a resistance -capacity 
coupled amplifier. 

quired. This is not a very useful form 
for practical engineering work, for it 
is incomplete, and lacks the additional 
information required for design men- 
tioned earlier. 

The present paper is an attempt to 
correlate and systematize the methods 
required to obtain such designs, and 
to simplify the numerical work that is 
necessary to calculate even the 
simplest network of this type. 

Four methods may ordinarily be 
used for such calculations. These are: 

(1)- Arithmetical, 
(2)- Logarithmic, 
(3) -Slide rule, 
(4)- Calculating machine. 

The calculating machine is, of course, 
the most convenient and easiest to use, 
and gives results to the highest degree. 
of accuracy possible for the given data. 
Arithmetical methods give identical 
results to those of the calculating ma- 
chine with the exception that they are 
much more laborious and always admit 
greater possibility of error. Loga- 
rithmic methods, with a good table, 
give accurate results to the same pre- 
cision as the machine and arithmetical 
methods, within the scope of the data 
as normally furnished or available. 
The slide rule gives results that are 
rough and ready by comparison with 
the other methods, but for many pur- 
poses, may be quite sufficiently ac- 
curate. A ten -inch rule will give an 
average of slightly better than one per 
cent, while a twenty -inch rule will 
give better than one -tenth of one per 
cent on portions of the scale. Since 
most commercial types of resistors 
run from about zero to as high as ten 
per cent, and precision resistors from 
one -tenth to one per cent, slide rule 
results would suffice for the majority 
of applications. 

However, to satisfy the require- 
ments of the most exacting laboratory 
equipment, as well as all others need- 
ing less accuracy, complete tables have 
been calculated for the functions neces- 
sary to determine the actual values of 
the elements required. The gain range 
covered is from 0.1 to 100 decibels, 
utilizing any value of load resistance, 
R, and any number of steps from 1 

to 10. For any intermediate values 
not given directly, the tables may be 
readily interpolated. Or if desired, 
calculations from the equations given 
in the theoretical portion of this paper 
may be employed. Likewise, for any 
number of steps greater than 10, cal- 
culations may be made from the equa- 
tions in the text. 

Analytical Design 

The following definitions and 
nomenclature will be used throughout 
the text. 

e" 
k. = = the voltage ratio per step 

en -, 
or division. 
k, = E /E, = the voltage ratio of 

maximum to minimum gain. 
DB. = 20 log,. k. = decibels gain per 

step. 
DB, = 20 log,. k, = maximum possible 

variation in gain. 
R,= Resistance required for minimum 

specified gain of the amplifier, or 
maximum loss of the attenuator 
other than infinite). 

R = Total resistance of the attenuator. 
Rn = Resistance of the individual ele- 

ments which compose the attenuator. 
E = Total voltage across R. 
E. = Voltage across the resistance R,. 
en = Voltage across each individual 

resistance R ". 
K = R" /R, = (k." - k.0-1), a function 

of the gain per step. 
c = (k. - 1), also a function of the 

gain per step. Used in calculation 
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 Table 1 

R.,/ 10m 

Total 
Gain in 
Decibels 

R= 
1x10' 

R = 
2x 10m 

R= 
3x10 "' 

R= 
4x10m 

R= 
5x10" 

R= 
6x10m 

R= 
7x10m 

R. k R= R= 
8x10" I9x10m 1x10"+' 

1 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
15 
20 
25 
30 
36 
40 
45 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 

100 

.891251 

.794327 

.707946 

.630957 

.562341 

.501187 

.446684 

.398107 

.354813 

.316228 

.177828 

.100000 

.056234 

.031613 

.017783 

.010000 

.005623 

.003162 

.001000 

.000316 

.(X)0100 

.000032 

.00001() 

1.782502 
1.588654 
1.415892 
1.261914 
1.124682 
1.002374 

.893368 
.796214 
.709626 
.632456 
.355656 
.200000 

.063246 

.035566 

.020000 
.011246 
.006324 
.002000 
.000632 
.000200 
.000064 
.000020 

2.673753 
2.382985 
2.123838 
1.892871 
1.687023 
1.503561 
1.340052 
1.194321 
1.064439 
.948684 
.533484 
.300000 

.094868 

.053348 

.030000 
.016870 
.009487 
.003000 
.000949 
.000300 
.000095 
.000030 

3.565004 
3.177308 
2.831784 
2.523828 
2.249364 
2.004748 
1.786736 
1.592428 
1.419252 
1.264912 
.711312 
.400000 

.126492 
.071131 
.040000 
.022492 
.012649 
.004000 
.001265 
.000400 
.000126 
.000040 

4.456255 
3.971640 
3.539730 
3.154785 
2.811705 
2.505935 
2.233420 
1.990535 
1.774065 
1.581139 
.::9140 
.500000 

.158114 

.088914 

.050000 
.028117 
.015811 
.005000 
.001581 
.000500 
.000158 
.000050 

5.347506 
4.765970 
4.247676 
3.785742 
3.374046 
3.007122 
2.680104 
2.388642 
2.128878 
1.897368 
1.066968 
.600000 

.189736 
.1066% 
.060000 
.033740 
.018972 
.006000 
.001897 
.000600 
.000190 
.000060 

6.238757 
5.560289 
4.955622 
4.416699 
3.936387 
3.508309 
3.126788 
2.816749 
2.483691 
2213596 
1.244796 
.700000 

221361 
.124481 
.070000 
.039364 
.022136 
.007000 
.002214 
.000700 
.000221 
.000070 

7.130008 
6.354616 
5.663568 
4.047656 
4.498728 
4.009496 
3.573472 
3.184856 
2.838504 
2.529824 
1.422624 

.800000 

.252984 
.142262 
.080000 
.044984 
.025298 
.008000 
.002530 
.000800 
.000253 
.000080 

8.021259 
7.148955 
6.371514 
5.678613 
5.061069 
4.510683 
4.020156 
3.582963 
3.193317 
2.846052 
1.600452 
.900000 

.5284605 

.160045 

.090000 

.050611 

.028461 

.009000 

.002846 

.000900 
.000285 
.000090 

8.91251 
7.94327 
7.079460 
6.309570 
5.623410 
5.011870 
4.466840 
3.981070 
3.548130 
3.162280 
1.778280 
1.000000 

.316228 

.177828 

.100000 

.056234 

.031623 
.010000 
.003162 
.001000 
.000316 
.000100 

This table gives the value of Ro required for any given value of R and specified total gain. For ex- 

ample, if R = 1,000,000 ohms = 1 x 10m = 10m = 10 ", and the total gain is 25 db, Ro / 10m = R. / 10° x 

.056234 or R,. = 10° x .056234 = 56,234 ohms. 

of the attenuator elements from the 
series expansions involving c. 
The value of the resistance required 

for R is determined either arbitrarily 

for minimum gain without regard to 
matching of R to the driver stage. or 
from the criterion of a matched load, 
the number of steps and their magni- 

tude of loss per step. This implies 
that the value of the minimum gain 
may be chosen in advance. This, how- 
ever fixes the total value of R that 

Table 2 

Total 
Gain in 
Decibels 

Log,,, R 

R. R. R= R= R= R= R= R= 
1x10"' 2x10"' 3x10"' 4x10m 5x10m 6x10m 7x10m 8x10"' 

R= R= 
9x10m 1x10m+' 

1 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
15 
20 
25 
30 
35 
40 
45 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 

100 

.950000 

.900000 

.850000 

.800(X)0 

.750000 

.700000 

.650000 

.600000 

.550000 

.500000 

.250000 

.000000 

.750000 

.500000 

.250000 

.000000 

.750000 

.500000 

.000000 

.500000 

.000000 

.500000 

.000000 

.251030 
201030 
.151030 
.101030 
.051030 
.001030 
.951030 
.901030 
.851030 
.801030 
.551030 
.301030 
.051030 
.801030 
.551030 
.301030 
.051030 
.801030 
.301030 
.801030 
.301030 
.801030 
.301030 

.427121 

.377121 
.327121 
.277121 
.227121 
.177121 
.127121 
.077121 
.027121 
.977121 
.727121 
.477121 
.227121 
.977121 
.727121 
.477121 
.227121 
.977121 
.477121 
.977121 
.477121 
.977121 
.477121 

.552060 

.502060 

.452060 
.402060 
.352060 
.302060 
.252060 
.202060 
.152060 
.102060 
.852060 
.602060 
.352060 
.152060 
.852060 
.602060 
.352060 
.152060 
.602060 
.152060 
.602060 
.152060 
.602060 

.648970 
.598970 
.548970 
.498970 
.448970 
.398970 
.348970 
.298970 
.248970 
.198970 
.948970 
.698970 
.448970 
.198970 
.948970 
.698970 
.448970 
.198970 
.698970 
.198970 
.698970 
.198970 
.698970 

.728151 
.678151 
.628151 
.578151 
.528151 
.478151 
.428151 
.378151 
.328151 
.278151 
.028151 
.778151 
.528151 
.278151 
.028151 
.778151 
.528151 
.278151 
.778151 
.278151 
.778151 
.278151 
.778151 

.795098 

.745098 
.695098 
.645098 
.595098 
.545098 
.495098 
.445098 
.395098 
.345098 
.095098 
.845098 
.595098 
.345098 
.095098 
.845098 
.595098 
.345098 
.845098 
.345098 
.845098 
.345098 
.845098 

.853090 

.803090 

.753090 

.703090 

.653090 

.603090 

.553090 

.503090 

.453090 

.403090. 

.153090 

.903090 

.653090 

.453090 

.153090 

.903090 

.653090 

.453090 

.903090 

.453090 

.903090 

.453090 

.903090 

.904242 
.854242 
.804242 
.754242 
.704242 
.654242 
.604242 
.554242 
.504242 
.454242 
.404242 
.954242 
.704242 
.454242 
.404242 
.954242 
.704242 
.454242 
.954242 
.454242 
.954242 
.454242 
.954242 

.950000 

.900000 
'.850000 
.800000 
.750000 
.700000 
.650000 
.600000 
.550000 
500000 
.250000 
.000000 
.750000 
.500000 
.250000 
.000000 
.750000 
.500000 
.000000 
.500000 
.000000 
.500000 
.000000 

Only the mantissa portion of the logarithma is given. The characteristic must be obtained by in- 
spection from Table 1, and the given data specifying the value of R to be used for any required total gain 
range. For example for R = 500,000 ohms and a total gain of 10 db, R = 5 x 10° = 5 x 10m. R° / 10m 

= 1.581139. Ro = 10° x 1.581139. Loges Ro = 5 -1- 0 -- .198970, or Logo R. = 5.198970. 
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................. . 

Type a 
'...... . .. 

for 
... 

E..... 
-... p nd Sze ..... ..... ver Electronic Need ...................................... ................ ..... 

.......................... 

Lug Type Fixed Resistors 

Dividohm Adjustable Resistors 

Wire Lead Resistors 

Flexible lead Resistors 

"Corrib" Resistors 

Ferrule Resistors 

Edison Base Resistors 

Precision Resistors 

Bracket Resistors 

Non -Inductive Resistors 

Tapped Resistors 

Cartridge Type Resistors 

Strip Type Resistors 

WHATEVER your resistance problems may be... you are 
sure to find the right answer at Ohmite. Our extensive range of 
types and sizes makes possible an almost endless variety of reg- 
ular or special resistors to meet every requirement. Core sizes 
range from 2%" diameter by 20" long to 5is" diameter by 1" 

long . .. and are produced with standard or-special windings, 
terminals and other features. Many are stock units. 

Because of their extra dependability under the most critical 
operating conditions, Ohmite Resistors are used today in all 
types of electronic and electrical applications ... in planes, tanks, 
ships, in laboratory research and development, in scientific 
instruments and in the production tools of war. 

Send for Catalog andEngineeringManual F40 

Write on company letterhead for complete 
helpfwl 96 -page guide in the selection 
and application of resistors, rheostats, 
tap switches, chokes and attennators. 
ONMIT MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
4170 Flournoy St. Chicago 44, U.S.A. 

Cut -away view of Ohmite 
Vitreous Enameled Resistor 

The resistance wire is evenly wound on 

Porcelain core, rigidly held in place, in- 

sulated and protected by Ohmite vitreous 

enamel. Dissipates heat rapidly -pre- 
vents hot spots and failures. Core sizes 

range from 25;' diameter by 20" long 

to 'fs diameter by t" long. 
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Tabla 3 

K 

Gain 
per Step 

in db 1 2 3 4 

Number of Steps 
5 6 7 8 9 10 

0.1 .01158 .01171 .01185 .01199 .01213 .01226 .01241 .01255 .01270 .01284 
0.2 .02329 .02384 .02439 .02496 .02554 .02613 .02675 .02737 .02800 .02865 
0.3 .03514 .03638 .03766 .03897 .04035 .04177 .04323 .04476 .04632 .04794 

0.4 
0.5 
0.6 

.04713 

.05926 

.07152 

.04935 

.06276 

.07663 

.05167 

.06648 

.08212 

.05412 

.07042 

.08801 

.05665 

.07460 

.09428 

.05934 

.07902 

.10102 

.06212 

.08369 

.10825 

.06506 

.08866 

.11599 

.06812 
.09391 
.12429 

.07133 

.09948 

.13317 
0.7 .08393 .09097 .09860 .10688 .11585 .12558 .13611 .14754 .15992 .17334 
0.8 .09648 .10579 .11599 .12718 .13945 .15291 .16766 .18384 .20157 .22102 
0.9 .10918 .12109 .13431 .14898 .16524 .18329 .20329 .22549 .25010 .27741 
1.0 .12202 .13690 .15362 .17235 .19339 .21698 .24346 .27317 .30649 .34390 
2.0 .25892 .32597 .41037 .51663 .65039 .81879 1.03080 1.29770 1.63370 2.Q5673 
3.0 .41254 .58272 .82312 1.16269 1.64235 2.31985 3.27691 4.62875 6.53829 9.23556 
4.0 .58489 .92700 1.46918 2.32850 3.69043. 5.84893 926994 14.69185 2328493 36.90435 
5.0 .77828 1.38400 2.46114 4.37658 7.78279 13.83999 24.61138 43.76584 77.8279 138.3999 

6.0 .99526 1.98581 3.96220 7.90566 15.77385 31.47287 62.7968 1252963 249.9987 498.8126 
7.0 1.23872 2.77315 6.20831 13.89869 31.11529 69.6582 155.9459 349.1182 781.582 1749.74 
8.0 1.51189 3.79768 9.53936 23.96179 60.19928 151.1887 379.7678 953.936 2396.179 6019.93 
9.0 1.81838 5.12489 13.44395 40.70843 114.7323 323.3595 911.351 2568.534 7239.11 20402.60 

10.0 2.16228 6.83772 21.62278 68.3772 2162278 683.772 2162.278 6837.72 21622.78 68377.2 

This table gives the constants to be used with Ro of Table l to obtain the values of the resistances 
required for the gain control steps. For example, for a total resistance R = 200,000 ohms'; total gain 
= 20 db in five steps of 4 db each, 

Ro = 106 x 200000 = 20,000 ohms 
R, = 20000 x .58489 = 11,697.8 ohms 
R2 = 20000 x .92700 = 18,540 ohms 
R, = 20000 x 1.46918 = 29,383.6 ohms 
R, = 20000 x 2.32850 = 46,570 ohms 
Rr, = 20000 x 3.69043 = 73,808.6 ohms 

may be used. Hence if the total value 
of R is chosen for a definite relative 
gain variation, this will automatically 
fix the value of Ro that must be used 
to obtain the specified gain per step or 
division. 

Assuming a total resistance of R 
ohms and R arbitrary, from Figure 1, 

E = i R 
and 
E =iR 

(1) 

(2) 

The maximum voltage ratio is, from 
i and 2, and the definitions: 

E R DBt 

k, =-=-= 102D (3) 
Eo Ro 

The voltage across R + R, is: 

e, = i (R0 + R1) (7) 
The ratio of the voltage of the first 

step to that of the minimum step; from 
equations 7 and 2 is: 

R 
e1 == i 

(Ro + Ri) _1 -}R11 (8) 
E i R Ro 

The ratio of the voltages -of the 
second and the first step is: 

e2 i (Ro +R, +R2) R2 

=1+ 
e1 i (Ro + R1) Ro (9 1 

While for the nth step to the 
(n -1) th step, the voltage ratio is 

The maximum gain variation is i (Ro + R, + R2 + .. 
en + R -2 + Rn_, + Rn) 

R e._1 

DB, = 20 log,. k, = 20 logo - (4 ) 
Ro 

therefore: 

The loss per step is: 

en 

DB. = 2O = 20 logro- (5) 

Solving 3 for the resistance to use 
for minimum gain, 

Die 

Ro=R10 
R 

k, 

i (Ro +R,-}-R_+ . . . 

+ lZ__ + R_ , ) 

R. 
= 1 + 

R., + R1 + R_-{- 

+ R__ + R,,_, 
R 

=1+ 
k=n- -1 

E Rk 
k=o 

By definition, 

e. 
(6) k.=- 

e_, 
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(10) 

hence from 10 and 11, 

R 
k.=1+ 

k=n-1 
Rk 

k=o 

Solving 12 for R, 
k=n-1 

Rn = (k-1) E Rk 
k=o 

From 10, 

(12) 

(13) 

k=n-1 

E Rk= (R0 +R,+R2+R8 
k=o - . + R..-_ + Rn-1) 

k=n-1 =R+ E Rk 
k=1 

Using 14 in 13, 

k=n- -1 

R = (k- 1) [R + E Rk] 
k=1 

(14) 

(15) 

For simplification, we may write: 

c= (k -1) 
and equation 15 becomes, 

k=n-1 
R=c [Ro + E Rk] 

k=1 

(16) 

(17) 

From 17, the values of the indi- 
vidual elements may be assigned. 
Thus: 

R1=c (Ro -}-o)=cRo (18) 
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smallest 
o ¡ect 

¡ the 

That's right. You guessed it: the electron. 
The war's demand for instant mastery of 
every method of communication has ma- 
tured the science of electronics. When 
peace is won, the world will be in for a 

host of revolutionary surprises. 

Stancor transformers are now doing a job 
for war ... organizing electrons for battle. 
At the same time, Stancor engineers keep 
their eyes fixed on the new age of elec- 
tronics that will appear when the curtain 
of military secrecy is lifted. Tested and 
trained by problems of war, they will be 

ready for the problems of peace. 

STAN COR 
S T A N D A R D T R A N S F O R M E R C O R P O R A T I O N 

5 0 0 N O R T H H A L S T E D S T R E E T C H I C A G O 
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Table 4 

Log K 

Gain 
per Step 

in .db 

0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.5 
0.6 
0.7 
0.8 
0.9 
1.0 
2.0 
3.0 
4.0 
5.0 
6.0 
7.0 
8.0 
9.0 

10.0 

Number of Steps 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

.06371. 

.36717 

.54580 

.67330 

.77226 

.85443 
.92392 
.98444 
.03814 
.08643 
.41317 
.61547 
.76707 
.89114 
.99794 
.09297 
.17952 
.25968 
.33491 

.06856 .07312 .07882 .08386 .08849 .09377 .09864 .10380 .10856 

.37731 .38721 .39724 .40722 .41714 .42732 .43727 .47716 .45712 

.56086 .57588 .59073 .60584 .62086 .63578 .65089 .66577 .68088 

.69329 .71324 .73336 .75320 .77335 .79323 .81331 .83327 .85327 

.79768 .82269 .84770 .87274 .89829 .92267 .94773 .97271 .99774 

.88440 .91445 .94453 .97442 .00441 .03443 .06442 .09444 .12428 

.95890 

.02444 
.99388 
.06442 

.02890 
.10442 

.06390 

.14442 
09968 
.18444 

.13389 
.22443 

.16891 

.26444 
.20390 
.30443 

23890 
.34443 

.12811 .17313 .21812 .26314 .30812 .35313 .39811 .44312 
.08311 
.14301 .18645 .23641 .28643 .33642 .38643 .43643 .48642 .53643 

.51318 .61318 .71318 .81317 .91317 .01317 .11317 .21317 .31318 

.76546 .91546 .06546 .21546 .36546 .51546 .66546 .81546 .96546 

.96708 .16707 .36708 .56708 .76708 .96708 .16708 .36707 .56708 

.14114 .39113 .64113 .89114 .14114 .39113 .64113 .89114 .14114 

.59794 .89794 .19793 .49794 .79794 .09794 .39794 .69794 .29794 
.44297 .79297 .14297 .49297 .84297 .19297 .54297 .89297 .24297 

.57952 

.70968 
.97952 
.12853 

.37952 

.60968 
.77959 
.05%9 

.17952 

.50969 
.57952 
.95969 

.97952 

.40969 
.37952 
.85969 

.77959 

.30969 

.83491 .33491 .83491 .33491 .83491 .33491 .83491 .33491 .83491 

Only the mantissa portion of the logarithm is given in this table. The characteristic must be obtained 

by inspection from Table 3 and the specified values of gain per step and number of steps. For example. 

for five steps of 4 db each the logarithms are respectively 9.76707 -10; 9.96708 -10; 0.16707; 1.36708 and 

2.56708. 
This table may be used in conjunction with Table 2 to simplify calculations in the majority of cases. 

Only addition is needed in the use of the logarithm tables. The element values are then obtained from a 

table of anti -logarithms directly or from a table of common logarithms to the desired degree of accuracy. 

R2 _c(R.-{-R1) =c[Ro+cRo+cRo(1-}-c)] +cRa(1+c)" -, 
=c(R,+cRa)-cRo(1+c) =cR,(1+cr. -}-cRo(1+c) ] 

(20) = cRo(1 + c)oa 

(21) 
R, = c (Ra+R+R,) 

OHMS 
20,5673 

R9 16,3370 

e 12,977.0 

R, 1C,3C6C 

, E 8,1137.9 

R RS 5,5039 

F 5,166.3 

R, 4,103.7 

R Z 3,259.7 

R 2,589.2 

R 10,000 

To 
Control Grid 
of Amplifier 

R - c(R+R1 +R_+ ... +R. -, 
+ R0 -2) = c[R0 + cRo 

} cRo(1 +c) +... 
Figures 4 (left), 5 (right), 6 (below) 

In Figure 4, the volume control provides a 

load of R = 100,000 ohms, having 10 -2 db 
steps, giving a control range of 20 db. In 

Figure 5, we have the volume control range 
of 40 db in IO steps of 4 db each, giving 
a load of R - 500,000 ohms. Figure 6 

shows a variation in gain from minimum to 
maximum of 50 db, obtained in 5 steps of 

IO db each, with loading of 
R = 1,000,000 ohms. 

OHMS 
R, 663,770 

R, 216,228 

68,378 

R 

R2 21,623 

R, 6,838 

Ro 3,163 

To 
Control Grid 
of Amplifier 
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(Continued on page 112) 

OHMS 
184,521 75 

116,424.65 

-3,45925 

46,349.7 

y 29,244.65 

To 
Control Grad 
of Amplifier 

R R 

R, 

16,452.+5 

11,642:.5 

Rj 7.3459 

Rz 4.635.0 

R 2.924.45 

R S,CCG 
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Copper 
Sulphide 

NGINEERS are finding new ways to do 
old jobs -more practical ways to do 

new jobs -as they discover more and more 
applications for Metallic Rectifiers. Jobs 
once thought impractical or impossible are 
now every -day occurances. The Rectifier 
has worked its magic in pointing out the 
simple, economical, efficient way. 
Our Engineers want to help you develop 

modern Rectifier applications. Tell us your 
problems involving Metallic Rectifiers, D.C. 
Power Supplies, and conversion assemblies. 
We shall be happy to. work with you -with- 
out obligation. 

Write today on your business letterhead 
for Bulletin 64 giving full details on B -l. 

Metallic Rectifiers. 

Designers and manufacturers of Copper Sulphide and Selenium Rectifiers, 
Battery Chargers, and D.C. Power Supplies for practically every requirement. 
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SOLVING WARTIME SHORTAGES 

by RALPH BATT 

Supervisor, WGN 

WA R T I M E scarcities have 
prompted quite a few improvi- 
sations at our station. 

One of our first problems concerned 
batteries. We were unable to obtain 
sufficient batteries for standby use, as 
a source of power for remote equip- 
ment. 

This difficulty was overcome by the 
use of a vibrator with its properly 
matched and shielded transformer.* 
The vibrator was powered by either a 

small six -volt wet cell or from four 
three -volt dry cells, connected in series - 
parallel. 

For audio work a special filter sec- 
tion had to be added to reduce the low 
frequency or audio hum to a mini- 
mum. We accomplished this by the 
use of a capacitor input type filter. 
Values to meet the requirements were 
found to be an 8 -mfd first condenser 
and a 16 -mfd second condenser. The 
choke was a 15 -henry unit. This 
choke must have a low d -c resistance 
value to secure a maximum output 
voltage. The choke we are using has 
a d -c resistance of 230 ohms, although 
one of a value up to 400 ohms can be 

used satisfactorily, depending upon the 
load current. 

The vibrator, filter section and bat- 
tery source are mounted compactly 
into a small carrying case with power 

(Continued on page 122) 

*Mallory Vibrabak. 

Improvised composite pickup arm, with crystal replacement cartridge in hollowed -out 

wooden head. Counter balance was achieved by added weights. (Below) Vibrator 

power supply utilized when B batteries could not be obtained. 
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Set -Up 

RCA is in a unique position to anticipate and serve broadcast station equipment needs. 

Here are some of the reasons why: 

RCA makes and sells receivers. 

RCA makes and sells tubes. 

RCA has a well -qualified engineering department experienced in the 
design of broadcast equipment. 

RCA operates the world's greatest electronic laboratories. 

Development of improved broadcast station equipment is facilitated by this set -up. 

Results show in RCA service to the industry. 

From microphone to antenna, RCA offers the broadcast station complete equipment of 

coordinated design- assuring superior performance, maximum operating economy and 

convenience, and definitely fixed responsibility. RCA Victor Division, RADIO CORPO- 

RATION OF AMERICA, Camden, N. J. 

RCA BROADCAST EQUIPMENT 

* RCA's line of apparatus includes more of 
the equipment necessary for the efficient oper- 
ation of modern broadcasting stations than 
that of any other manufacturer. 

* RCA is the only broadcast equipment sup- 
plier manufacturing a complete line of meas- 
uring and test equipment. 
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AT THE SMPE CONFERENCE 
1 n H o l l y w o o d 

WARTIME developments in 
sound recording and reproduc- 
tion were spotlighted at the 

fifty- fourth semi -annual technical con- 
ference of the Society of Motion Pic- 
ture Engineers, held from October 18 
to 22, at the Hollywood -Roosevelt Ho- 
tel in Hollywood, California. 

The papers presented covered a wide 
range of subjects, including acoustical 
research, new sound recording installa- 
tions, postwar television planning, 
amplifiers, speakers, and transformers. 

Dr. Olsen on Acoustics 

Discussing acoustical research, Dr. 
Harry F. Olsen of the RCA Labora- 
tories, Princeton, New Jersey, de- 
scribed modern facilities for develop- 
ment and research in all branches of 
acoustics. His analysis included a 
description of the new RCA acoustic 
laboratories which has a free field 
sound room, large sound stage, stand- 
ard living room, soundproof room for 
life tests, dust -free rooms, magnetizing 
facilities, live room, field laboratory 
and towers, and conventional com- 
munication laboratories. 

In the acoustic unit, the free field 
sound room has been designed to com- 
bine acoustical conditions as obtained 
in free space outdoors ivith ideal and 
normal test conditions. The large 
sound stage is for tests of sound pick- 
up in standard conventional settings. 
By a change in acoustics the sound 
stage may be converted into a small 
theater for sound reproduction tests. 
In the living room laboratory has been 
incorporated the acoustical equal of 
the ideal living room in which sound 
instruments such as radios and phono- 
graphs may be developed and tested 
for normal home use. The soundproof 
room has been provided with special 
walls and doors for testing loudspeak- 
ers at high levels without annoyance 
to adjoining rooms, while the dust - 
free rooms are used for assembling 
magnetic structures. For testing of 
sound absorbing materials, the live 
room is used. The conventional 
laboratory bays include all types of 
measuring equipment : oscillators, 
amplifiers, recorders, bridges, etc. 
Multiple audio -frequency lines are 
provided so that laboratories may be 
interconnected. And to conduct free 
field response, power and life tests, a 

remotely located field laboratory has 
been constructed. 

These acoustic research facilities 
have already provided vital design 
data, explained Dr. Olsen. And future 
research will undoubtedly reveal many 
solutions to many acoustic problems 
now puzzling science, said Dr. Olsen. 

200 -Mil Push -Pull Recorder 

A 200 -mil push -pull sound record- 
ing system, truck- mounted, for use in 
a studio or on location, was described 
by L. D. Grignon of 20th Century -Fox 
Film Corporation, Beverly Hills, Cali- 
fornia. The presentation prepared by 
Mr. Grignon and J. P. Corcoran, also 
of 20th Century -Fox, described a new 
200 -mil push -pull modulator, limiting 
amplifier, together with test and lineup 
equipment so arranged as to make it 
possible for relatively inexperienced 
personnel to operate same without un- 
due supervision. 

Multi- Cellular Speaker 

Three members of Altec- Lansing 
Corporation, Hollywood, California, 
presented papers on loud speakers, 
transformers and amplifiers. The loud- 
speaker discussion included a descrip- 
tion of a new duplex speaker, by J. B. 
Lansing. The speaker, according to 
Mr. Lansing, has a unit that is cap- 
able under proper loading conditions 
of reproducing a frequency range of 
from 50 to 15,000 cycles. The unit 
consists of essentially a multi -cellular 
horn mounted within the foci of a low 
frequency horn. The speaker has been 
designed to have a solid angle of 
coverage of 60 °. 

Wide -Ronge Transformers 

Ercell B. Harrison of Altec- Lansing 
described transformers now being 
made for audio frequency power work, 
as well as chokes used in rectifier cir- 
cuits. The paper covered a descrip- 
tion of transformers which are used 
over wide- frequency ranges. Mr. 
Harrison also discussed methods of 
shielding to prevent pickups from stray 
electromagnetic and electrostatic 
fields. 

250 -Waft Class B Amplifier 

The discussion of amplifiers presented 
by John Hilliard, included an analysis 
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of a 250 -watt class B audio unit used 
for high powered public address and 
calling systems. Economy of weight 
and regulation in this amplifier is 
achieved by using the transformers 
described by Mr. Harrison. 

Postwar Television 

Postwar television planning and re- 
quirements served as the basis of a 
paper by Klàus Landsberg, director of 
television, W6XYZ, Television Pro- 
ductions, Inc. (subsidiary of Para- 
mount Pictures, Inc.), Hollywood, 
California. 

Mr. Landsberg explained that if, at 
the end of the war, the returning 
soldiers, war workers and the public 
in general are not to be disappointed 
by a new delay of television due to 
differences in opinions regarding the 
technical form best suited for tele- 
vision, it is the responsibility of those 
active in television and those intend- 
ing to enter the television field after 
the war, to plan now. The television 
industry must plan, among itself and 
with other industries which are af- 
fected by this new medium. The crea- 
tion of a radio technical planning 
board and its, work must, therefore, be 
greatly appreciated and supported by 
the television industry, pointed out 
Mr. Landsberg. 

In planning for television there are 
outstanding two questions, said Mr. 
Landsberg. Have there been any de- 
velopments that will revolutionize tele- 
vision and should color be incorpor- 
ated into these plans ? If revolution- 
ary developments have been made they 
are not and cannot be known now, he 
explained. It is certain though that 
thorough experimentation and testing 
of such developments would be neces- 
sary. Time for this could not be 
found until after the war when the 
majority of qualified engineers, now 
occupied with more urgent tasks, can 
be released for this work. This would 
undoubtedly delay television for many 
years. 

Demonstrations of color television 
have proven its possibility, but much 
work is required before it is simplified 
and foolproofed sufficiently to be put 
into use by the layman Electronic 
means of color scanning must be de- 

(Continued on page 104) 
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(A) Filter performance is dependent upon three major factors, basic design ... 
Q of coil and capacitor elements ... and precision of adjustment. The superi- 
ority of UTC products in this field has been effected through many years of 
research and development on core materials and measuring apparatus. We 
illustrate below a typical filter formula and some of the UTC apparatus used 
to determine quantitative and qualitative values: 

(B) The UTC inductance bridge is 
capable of four digit accuracy and 
covers a range from extremely low 
values to over 100 Hys. The effective 
resistance and inductance values are 
direct reading, eliminating the pos- 
sibility of error in conversion. 

(C) The UTC oscillator is direct reading, 
where the frequency desired is set as in a 
four digit decade box, and is accurate with- 
in 1 cycle at 1,000 cycles. The range is 10 
cycles to 100 kc. Accuracy of this type is es- 
sential with filters having sharp attenuation 
characteristics.This instrument is augmented 
by a UTC harmonic analyzer for the output 
measuring device. 

(D) The UTC Q meter is a unique device 
which has helped considerably in the de- 
velopment of the special core materials used 
in our filters. It is also of importánce in main- 
taining uniform quality in our production 
coils. The Q is read directly and covers the 
entire range of possible Q factors over the 
entire audio frequency band. 

UNITED TRANSFORMER CO. 
150 VARICK STREET NEW YORK 13, N. Y. 
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THE COMPLEX VARIABLE 
A Description of Application 

To The Solution Of Two- 

Dimensional Field Problems 

(PART TWO OF A TWO -PART PAPER) 

by SIDNEY FRANKEL 
Radio Engineer, Federal Telephone & Radio Corp. 

FVER1" solution of Laplace's 
equation is potentially a solution 
of some electrostatic problem. 

For any particular problem, however, 
it is not sufficient merely to find a 
solution of this equation. Certain 
boundary conditions must be satisfied 
as well. These ideas will be developed 
below where necessary. 

To return to equations 17a and 17b, 
they are special cases of Laplace's 
equation with 

a24) -O a-z2 

Any charge -free electrostatic field 

which varies in two dimensions only 
and is constant with respect to the 
third dimension satisfies these equa- 
tions. Conversely, any function which 
satisfies these equations can be the 
solution for the potential of some 
electrostatic field. Thus it follows 
that both the real part and the 
imaginary part of an analytic function 
of a complex variable can represent 
the solution to some electrostatic 
problem. 

For example, returning to equation 
16b and Figure 6, since both n and y 
satisfy Laplace's equation, either can 
represent an electrostatic field. If we 

ly pI jR 3 / 
/i ,..- ¡1*1 */ s-****#/¡ 1W114 r140A .**Pea 
arballl Min 
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Figure I I 

The electrostatic field around the edge of 
a thin semi -infinite conducting plane, repre- 
sented by plotting the analytic function 
w= dz, parametrically in the z- plane. 

suppose that y (x, y) represents the 
potential of some field, then the 
curves v (x. y) = constant, must rep- 
resent equipotential lines ( more 
strictly, the traces of equipotential 
cylinders). These equipotentials are 
shown in Figure 6. In particular, for 
v = o, we get xy = o so that x = o, 
y = o are traces of the planes repre- 
senting v = o. Now if these planes 
are replaced by thin conducting planes 
at zero potential (grounded), then the 
equipotentials represent a possible 
field in the neighborhood of a square 
corner. For the field to exist at all 
there must be charges in the space 
away from the corner. For example, 
with charges in the first quadrant 
only, the system of curves in the re- 
maining quadrants should be ignored. 
The accuracy of Figure 6 depends on 
how far away from the corner the 
charges are. There is always a suf- 
ficiently small neighborhood of the 
origin in which the accuracy is as 
good as one desires. 

Other functions, of course, yield 
other solutions. Another interesting 
function is 

w = \/ z (20) 
Caution must be exercised in em- 

ploying this function. In the first 
place it is not analytic at z = o, al- 
though it is analytic at any other 
point however near to z = o0. In the 

Figure 6 

The analytic function w = z plotted in 

parameter form in the z- plane. As a par- 
ticular case, if the positive x- and y -axes 
represent intersecting semi -infinite conduct- 
ing planes at zero potential, the v- curves 
are traces of equipotential surfaces and 

the u- curves are field lines. 
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THE SOLDERLESS TERMINAL THAT 

STAYS PUT 
PERMITS uniform installation with un- 

skilled labor. Provides a strong mechan- 

ical joint that withstands severe vibration. 
Used by leading electrical contractors. 

Approved by prominent electrical engi- 

neers. 

Cut down installation time and save 

valuable man -hours by using "Grip -it" 
Solderless Terminals. 

IN THREE FINISHES 

Silver Nickel Hot Tin 

Send for Samples and Quotations 
Let us have your prints and specifications. 

Quick response to inquiries! 

STEWART STAMPING COMPANY 
621 East 216th St., New York 67, N. Y. 

BUY MORE 
WAR BONDS 
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sit wrsi 
1111111. 

secorid place, as might be suspected. 
the function is not single - valued : this 
is a further cause ed trouble hick 
rimed not concern us at present. 

To determine the functions r and t 

we proceed as follows: 

w2= lu+ jr)'= (u' -v') 
+j2uv= z =x +j 

so that 
u' -v =x) 

2uv = yf 
Eliminating t' from these equations 

_ = - 4u'x+4u 21a) 
With N as parameter. this represents 

a series of x- parabola -. open to the 
left. 

Eliminating u 

y'= 4v'x +4v' (21b) 
With t' as parameter, this represents 

a series of x- parabolas, open to the 
right. 

Both families of curves are shown 
in Figure 11. If we choose the 
v- curves as equipotentials, then in 
particular we get, for v = o, the de- 
generate parabola represented by the 
positive x -axis. If this is replaced by 
a thin conducting semi- infinite plane 
sheet, then the equipotentials represent 
the field around the edge of a semi - 
infinite plane. 

In both Figures 6 and 11 we have 
not said much about the u- curves. In 
the case of any analytic function it 
can be shown that the u- curves are 
orthogonal to the v- curves, and that 
if one set of curves is taken as the 
equipotentials, the other set represents 
the lines of force. 

The procedure described above is 
known as the method of conjugate 
functions. It has the serious draw - 
hack that one does not know in ad- 

. vane what type of function to select 
to solve a given electrostatic problem. 
This situation is greatly relieved by 
the use of a general formula known 
as the Schwarz- Christotfel trans- 
formation, a discussion of which is 
beyond the scope of this paper.''' 

One of the most important functions 
for the solution of electro- static prob- 
lems is the logarithmic transformation 

= hug z 

All logarithms w ill be taken \ aper ian base unless othc r ri i se 

In studying the ktarittuuc 
formation it is convenient tv 
accordance with Figure 1. 

cos St 
sin 1 

so that 
z =x +jy 

where 

x = 
y= 

this teid b) a wire .>.t radius b, center 
to the at the origin. The 9e,io1 at the surtacr 
gated of this w tre is, b. equation 31 

trans 
w rite. ,u 

(23) 

=r( cos +i sin dl=rro 

r= \x. +' ) 

Y / =tan'- 
e= 221$... 

(25) 
Then equation 22 becomes 
w = log z= log ( r EM' )= lag r+ 1/ 1 

v 

= log Vie +y'+jtan'- 
x 

u+jv 
( 26 

Thus 
u = log \x' +y` 
v = 

x 
Considering the second of these 

equations first, we have 
y = tan v x (28) 

For fixed values of a this repre- 
sents a family of straight lines pass- 
ing through the origin (Figure 12). 
The field lines are given by 

(. 7 

x' +y' =e' (29) 
a series of concentric circles. This 
represents the field due to two semi - 
infinite conducting planes lying in 

the same geometric plane and charged 
to potentials zero ands respectively. 

On the other hand, we can take the 
curves of u = constant (equation 29) 
to be the equipotentials, which are 
therefore concentric circles ( Figure 
13) . The potential at any point is 

given by 
= u = log r (30) 

to which a constant should be added 
for accuracy. The field lines are then 
radials and the field intensity is 

E,.=_ -- 1 

- (31) 

We can replace the inner core of 
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Figures 12 (left) end 
13 (right) 

Left: potential field of 
two semi -infinite con- 
ducting planes at dif- 
ferent potentials and 
lying in the some geo- 
metric plane. Mathe- 
matically the two planes 
meet at the origin. 
Physically they must be 
separated by an infini- 
tesimal amount to main- 
tain different potentials. 
At right: the poten- 
tial field around a cylin- 
drical wire. The same 
analytic function is used 
to represent this field as 
that of Figure 12. name- 

ly, w log z. 

1 

1-.=--- 
b 

(31.) 

And is normal to the surtace of the 
H ire. By Gauss electric tiux 
theorem,' 

q 
E, roil =- 

k 

where q is the charge per unit length 
kul the conductor and k is the absolute 
dielectric constant of the medium out- 
side the Aire* Performing the in- 

tegration we get 
q = - 2sk 

(osi ersely, if the charge per unit 
length of the wire is 1,, the field 
,trength is 

ì 
E. _ 

2rtkr 
And the potential is 

a 

$ r - - log r + coast. (30a) 
2sk 

_k case of great importance arises from 
the function 

a z -a w=--tog- (32) 
2itk z +a 

In equation 3', as z -+ a 

a a 
w.-. - --log (z - a) + -log 2a 

2wk 2wk 

where 

Thus 

a - log (r, to) + coast. 
2itk 

z= a +r,E+ 

À 

u. -' - - log r, + const 
2wk 

Similarly, as z -' - a 
a 

u_, -+ - log r, + const. 
Zak 

for 
z = -a + rYr1' 

*The value of k for air is 8.854(10)-u 
farad /meter. 

sl'Os 
trog it" 
411.# 
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SERIES 345 RADIO RELAY 

A general purpose radio relay designed 

for aircraft use. Contact combinations up 

to three pole, double throw. Coil resist- 

ances range from .01 ohm to 15,000 

ohms. Standard voltage: 16 -32 volts D.C. 

Available with delayed release or de- 

layed attract. Weight: 61/2 oz. Also built 

for A. C. operation (Series 340). 

SERIES 165 VIBRATION RESISTANT 

Counterbalanced armature and sturdy 

construction throughout give this relayan 
unusual resistance to vibration. Silver 
contacts are rated at 121/2 amperes in com- 
binations up to double pole, double throw. 

Rating for aircraft is 8 amperes at 24 
volts D.C. Available with ceramic insu- 
lation for HF and UHF applications. 

GUARDIAN 
1623 -M W E S T W A L N U T S T R E E T 

SERIES 195 MIDGET RELAY 

One of the smallest of all relays. Built 
for aircraft and radio applications where 
space and weight are at a premium. 
Contact rating: 2 amps. at 24 volts D.C. 

Switch capacity up to double pole, dou- 
ble throw. 

BULLETIN 
0-F-112 

for a quick reference 
to standard relay ytypes. 

models for arrelay 
post- and war applications. 

Write for it today 

ELECTRIC 
C H I C A G O , I L L I N O I S 

A COMPLETE LINE OF RELAYS SERVING AMERICAN WAR INDUSTRY 
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X 

Figure 14 (above) 
Arrangement of two -wire transmission line. The electrostatic 

field of this configuration is readily studied with function 

w = log z, when wire diameters are small compared to spacing. 

Thus, according to equation 30a, the 
real part of equation 32, namely 

A rl 
u = - - log - (33) 

2itk r2 

represents the potential due to two 
filaments of charges X and -A per 
unit length located at z = a and 
z = -a respectively (Figure 14). 
If the filaments are very small wires 
of radius b (i.e., a parallel wire line), 
then the potential at the surface of the 
wire at z = a is 

A b 

u1 = - - log - 
2xk 2a 

since r, = b, r2 - 2a. Similarly, 
A 2a 

u2 = - -log - 
2ak b 

The potential difference is 
A 2a 

u,- u2 = - log - 
7rk b 

capacitance in farads per 

ivk 
_ (34) 

ul - u2 2a 

and the 
meter is 

A 

C= 
log - 

b 
An interesting case occurs in Figure 
14, if we are interested only in the 
field at comparatively large distances 
from the wires ; that is, at distances 
great compared to the distance be- 
tween the wires. Thus, in equation 
32 we can rewrite the transformation 
as 

a 
1 -- 

A z 

_ - - log 
27rk a 

1 -1- - 
z 

2-rk 

For "the 

write 

Figure 15 

The field lines of a linear dipole oriented along the x -axis. 

The linear dipole is a limiting case of a parallel wire line 

of infinitesimal wires; as might be expected, it is represented 
by a function which is a limiting case of the function 

for parallel wire lines. 

0 
x 

1ng I 1 

z 

-log i1 +- )1 

a 

z 

(35) 

a 

magnitude of -" we 
z 

. Thus for the case 

a 

under consideration, - <<1 so that 
z 

we can certainly expand the loga- 
rithmic functions in Taylor's series' 

a 
log (')a - - 

2 
z a2 

log 

z 2z` 3z' 

dipole moment. Passing to the indi- 
cated limits in equation 36, we find 
that all terms except the first become 
zero and the result is 

m w=- 
xkz 

(37) 

The real part of the inverse trans- 
formation yields the potential field of 
a linear dipole. This potential is 

therefore 

mx 
u= 

k(x2+y') 
(38) 

The equations of the field lines, on 
the other hand, must be given by the 
imaginary part 

v= 

a a .t` a 

1 -1-- _ --- -}---... or 
z z 2z' 3z2 

and equation 35 becomes 

A a a3 

w =- -- + -+... 
,rk z 3zs 

î,a a2 , .____1( 1 + _ + ) 
irl:i 3z' (36) 

Now we introduce the concept of 
permitting the distance, a, between the 
wires to decrease indefinitely and the 
charge, A, to increase indefinitely in 
such a way that the product Aa ap- 
proaches a finite limit, m. We can 
designate the resulting configuration 
as a linear dipole and define m as the 
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my 

7C (x2+) 

c x=-y-y= 
v 

- dy m 
= d = - 

x` -}- v' rrk 

(39) 

which, again represents a family of 
circles in the z- plane. The field lines 
represented by equation (39) are 
plotted in Figure 15. 

Conformal Transformations 

In the preceding discussion we have 
occasionally used the word trans- 
formation to characterize an analytic 
function of the form 

w = f (z) (40) 

without taking the trouble to explain 
the appropriateness of this termi- 
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MEASURE YOUR FREQUENCY DRIVE YOUR RECORDER 

WITH THE NEW 

re feo 
DIRECT READING 

FREQUENCY METER 

SEE THE ANSWER AT A GLANCE 

HERE is a brand new Norelco tool for industry - 
an electronic direct reading frequency meter 

remarkable for its compactness, simplicity and 
wide range of applications. 

Six scale ranges make possible the accurate 
coverage of all frequencies from 0 to 50,000 

cycles. The six scale ranges are: 

0 - 100 cycles per second 
0 - 500 cycles per second 
0 - 1,000 cycles per second 
0 - 5,000 cycles per second 
0 - 10,000 cycles per second 
0 - 50,000 cycles per second 

Any standard 5 milliampere recorder may be 
connected to the frequency meter and be driven 
without the aid of an auxiliary amplifier. It oper- 
ates on 110 volts AC and requires only 100 watts 
of power. It measures frequencies to an accuracy 
within 2% regardless of the input voltage, which 
may vary from 1/2 volt to 200 volts. 

Adaptable for either relay rack or cabinet 
mounting, the new Norelco Electronic Direct 
Reading Frequency Meter is as useful in the lab- 
oratory as it is in the industrial plant. This in- 
strument can be used in testing quartz crystals, 
or experimentally as the base of an FM modula- 
tion indicator. Combined with a photo- elettrie 

cell and amplifier, it can be made into a speed 
indicator. It permits the reading of high speeds, 
such as are encountered in ultraspeed centrifuges. 
It is equipped with safety cutout to prevent meter 
and recorder burnout from accidental overload. 

The new Norelco Electronic Direct Reading 
Frequency Meter is only one of several Norelco 
devices designed to help industry achieve better 
quality, flexibility and product control. Write 
to North American Philips engineers today and 
get the benefit of our wide experience in solving 
problems for industry. 

For our Armed Forces we make Quartz Oscil- 
lator Plates; Amplifier, Transmitting, Rectifier 
and Cathode Ray Tubes for land, sea and air- 
borne communications equipment. For our war 
industries we make Searchray (X -ray) apparatus 
for industrial and research applications; X -ray 
Diffraction Apparatus; Electronic Temperature 
Indicators; Direct Reading Frequency Meters; 
Tungsten and Molybdenum in powder, rod, wire 
and sheet form; Tungsten Alloys; Fine wire of 
practically all drawable metals and alloys: bare, 
plated and enameled; Diamond Dies; High 
Frequency Heating Equipment. And for Victory 
we say: Buy More War Bonds. 

Atrek0 ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS by 

NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY, INC. 
Industrial Electronics Division, 419 Fourth Ave., New York 16, N. Y. 

Main factory and offices in Dobbs Ferry, N. Y.; other factories at Lewiston, Maine (Elmet Division) ; Mount Vernon, New York 

(Philips Metalix Corporation). Represented in Canada by Electrical Trading Company, Ltd., Sun Life Building, Montreal, Canada 
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tract!! =b 
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Figures 16 (left) and 17 (right) 
Figure 16: points of the z -plane are made to correspond to points of the w -plane by means of the function w = f (z). Figure 17: by 

means of the transformation w = z-, a ray at angle H in the z -plane is transformed to a ray at angle 0, = 2 0 in the w- plane. 

nology. We will now introduce the 
set of concepts which justifies its use. 
For this purpose we suppose that we 
have two planes (Figure 16) , one of 
which we call the z- plane, and on 
which we plot values of z = x jy, 
and the other of which we designate 
as the w- plane, and on which we plot 
corresponding values of w = u + jv. 
To take a concrete example we might 
consider the function 

w = z2 (5) 

For any point in the z -plane we lo- 
cate its corresponding point in the 
w -plane by computing the value of w 
from the given value of z by means 
of equation 5. For example, to the 
point z = 10 in the z -plane corre- 
sponds the point w = 100 in the w- 
plane ; to the point z= 3 + j4 corre- 
sponds the point w = -7 + j 24, 
etc. Thus to every point in the z -plane 
corresponds at least one point in t fie 
w- plane, and conversely. The points 
of the z -plane are said to be trans- 
formed to the corresponding points of 
the w- plane. The advantage of this 
concept is not apparent until we select 
a particular curve or a particular re- 
gion in the z -plane and determine the 
corresponding curve or region in the 
w- plane. Thus, let us consider the 
transformation of points in the z -plane 
lying on the ray 

y = ax (41) 

to points in the w- plane, when the 
w -plane is related to the z plane by 

means of equation 5. As has been 
seen previously, any point in the 
z -plane may be represented as 

z = r Ei0 (42) 
where 

r = \/x2 
Y 

B = tan-1- 
x 

Equation 41 represents a ray passing 
through the origin in the z -plane 
( Figure 17). For this locus, O is 
constant; in fact, 

B = 
All values of z which lie on this line 

are therefore obtained by assigning 
to r all values from zero to infinity. 

Now by equations 5 and 42, 
= r2 Ei29 = R 

where 
R = r` 

=28 
In the first place since O is constant, 
is also constant. The locus in the 

Figure 18 

In a is a balanced two -wire transmission 
line near plane ground. In b appears a 

single -wire line near a corner substituted 
for a. In c we have b transformed to a 

single wire near plane ground. In d is a 

two -wire line in free space substituted for c. 
Thus the problem of two wires in free space 
is substituted for the problem of two wires 

near plane ground. 

w -plane is also a ray, but its angle 
to the real axis is twice that of the ray 
in the z- plane. Furthermore, since 
r extends from zero to infinity, R 
covers the same range. We can say 
that the whole region enclosed in the 
angle O in the z -plane becomes trans- 
formed to a region enclosed by the 
angle 4' in the w- plane. A particular 

x 
case of interest occurs when O = 

2 

in which case the first quadrant in 
the z -plane transforms to the upper 
half -plane in the w- plane. 

Next suppose we have a small circle 
of radius p in the z- plane, with center 
at the point z = 1. Then any point on 
this circle is represented by 

z = pEie 

B being the only variable. To what 
shape does this circle transform in the 
w -plane ? We can make use of 
Taylor's theorem for functions of a 
complex variable, which has exactly 
the same form as Taylor's theorem 
for functions of a real variable, 
namely, 

w=f(zo+h)=f(za) 
h2 

+f'(zo)h-{-f"(za)-+ 
2! 

provided the various derivatives indi- 
cated exist and the series converges. 
Writing zo = r, h = p Ei9 

, 

D radii=a 
-O O 

h 

/////////////////////////////////177 
(a) 

I radius= b 

H/ 

'iiiiii/i//iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliifiii// 
(b) (c) 
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WITH A A1C1òß&Z 2 -WAY 
RADIOTELEPHONE SYSTEM 

One police patrol car equipped with a 2 -Way Radiotelephone set is worth three cars without radio. Thus the 

installation of 2 -Way Radio provides you with an immediate extension of your police facilities. 

With police officers leaving the force to join the military services nowadays, you more than ever need to 

conserve manpower. 2 -Way Radio will help you do this -you will be able to make each patrol car do the work 

of three. And you save tires, gas and car repair as well. 

YOU CAN GET A .ñerViali 2 -WAY RADIOTELEPHONE SYSTEM 

Communities which can show either a vital public need or a vital military need for a Police Radiotelephone 

System can obtain one by merely making application for allotment from the Government Pool. For full 

information on how to proceed, simply write or phone us. A Motorola field engineer will survey your require- 

ments and get you started. No Obligation. 

For the development and production of Radio Communications Equipment for our armed forces. Motorola organi- 
zation was awarded the Army -Navy "E" with added Star for continued excellence of performance. Motorola 
is proud of the part it has been privileged to play in the speeding of Victory. 

Radio Communication Systems 
Designed and Engineered to Fit Special Needs 

GALVIN CORPORATION HICAGO 
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w=f(r+pEie).=f(r) 

p2 
Ejze 

+ f' (I) p 
Eje + f" + 

2! 

Now is p is sufficiently small, w may 
be approximated by the first two 
terms of the series ; thus 

w- f(3")+ f' pEj0 (43) 

f' (0 is in general a complex 
quantity and may be written f' = 
M OP where M and (3 are real. 
Equation 43 then becomes 

w =f (l) + M p Ej(e +ß) 

But this is again the equation of a 

circle, with center now at f(0 and 
radius Mp, or M times the original 
radius. The quantity M is called the 
magnification factor. Because the cir- 
cular shape is preserved for small 
circles, the process is known as con- 
formal transformation. It can be 
shown that any very small figure, re- 
gardless of shape located at a point 
., is transformed conformally by 
means of an analytic function f(z) so 

that the new figure is similar to the 
original, but magnified by a factor 

M = If') I 

rotated by an angle (3, and moved to 

a new position f(0. Thus, if in 
Figure 17, the circle C is located at 
z = f= 1 -l- j and has a radius 
p = .01, we get 

w= (1 +j +.01E7Á)_ 
_ (1 +j)2 

+ 2(1 + j) (.01) Ei0 + .0001 &26 

-2j +.02v/2 E7 cß +"4 

The new circle at C' has a radius 

2V2 times the old. The magnifica- 
tion is 

M= I f(r) 
1 

= 
I d /dZ (V2) Z_a 

=12x1= 211 +jI =2V2 

as expected. 
These concepts may be used to in- 

vestigate electrostatic fields of cer- 
tain configurations in terms of fields 
already known. Thus, to take a 
simple example, suppose we know the 
capacitance per unit length of a two - 
wire transmission line in free space 
and we wish to compute the capaci- 
tance per unit length of a balanced 
two wire line situated near ground as 
shown in Figure 18a. First, we know 
that the capacitance required is / the 
capacitance of one wire (say wire 
No. 1) to ground. By the well -known 
theory of electrical images, this latter 
capacitance is the same as the .capaci- 
tance to ground of the single wire 
shown in Figure 18b. If we call the 

7-plane 

W= plane 

v 
,. 

Althad 
= a 

26 

(a) 

radius =c 

(b) 

Figure 19 

In a we have a concentric line with small 
inner conductor. In b is a single wire near 
ground substituted for a by means of the 

conformal transformation w = I /z. 

capacitance of Figure 18a C., then 
Cz 

that of Figure 18b is - . Next, by 
2 

equation 5, we transform the con- 
figuration of Figure 18b into that of 
Figure 18c as previously discussed 
with respect to Figure 17. Call the 

Cw 
capacitance of this configuration - . 

2 

Finally, again by the method of 
images, change this to the configura- 
tion of Figune 18d, in which the ca- 
pacitance between wires is given by 
the well -known formula for small 
wires, 

0.308 
Cw = mmf. /in. (44) 

H 
logo - 

b 

Without going into detail concern- 
ing the theory we can say that in 
order to determine C, it is only nec- 
essary to determine H and b in terms 
of h, D and a by means of transforma- 
tion equation 5. Thus, in Figure 18b, 
taking O as the origin of coordinates 
in the z- plane, the wire is located at 

D 
Z0 =h +j- 

2 

plane is 

D' 
wo=zO2= (h2_)+JhD 

4 

Since the ordinate is the coefficient of 
j, or hD this gives 

H 
= hD, or H= 2 h D (45) 

2 

Since the magnification is 

clw 

dz Z=Zo 

we have 

D2 

=12zo1=2h--}--, 
4 

b =a 
dw 

D =2a%h2+- 
dz z =Z0 4 

(46) 

Substituting equations 45 and 46' in 
equation 44 we get for the configura- 
tion in Figure 18a, 

C2 = 
0.308 

logo 
Dh 

aN/h2 -{- D'/4 

0.308 

log,o 
D 

aN/1 + (D/2h)2 

nlmt./]n. 

(47) 

To illustrate the method further we 
will work out two examples using the 
inverse transformation 

1 w=- 
z 

which has already proved so useful in 
the construction of circle diagrams 
and in obtaining the field of a linear 
dipole. 

In the first example we compute the 
capacitance of a concentric line for 
small inner conductor from the capaci- 
tance of an open' wire line. In Figure 
19a, the concentric line is shown in 
the z- plane, the outer conductor of 
radius b being situated with its center 
on the x -axis distant b to the right of 
the origin, so that the equation of the 
trace of the outer. conductor is given 
by 

y2+x2-2bx=0 .(48) 

By virtue of the inverse transforma- 
tion we have 

z=x+jy=-= 
w u -I- j v 

-u2+`,2 
The corresponding point in the w- 
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e amateur is still in radio 
He's not at his haywire rig in the attic...he's holding 
down key engineering spots in the laboratories, the 
factories, the army, navy and marine corps. Today the 
radio amateur is the top electronic engineer who is 
doing the impossible for his country and for the 
world. And why not ?...the radio amateur has always 
done the impossible. He's the one who refused to 
obey the rules...demanded more and evermore from 
his "ham" rig. The equipment that he used...especi- 
ally the tubes...had to have greater stamina and vastly 
superior performance capabilities. Thus the radio 
amateur literally forced electronics forward. For the 
products created to stand up under his gruelling 
treatment represented real advancement. Eimac tubes 
are a good example, for Eimac tubes were created 
and developed in the great amateur testing grounds. 
That's one reason why Eimac tubes have proved so 
vastly superior for commercial and war uses. Yester- 
day the leading radio amateurs throughout the world 
preferred Eimac tubes. Today these radio amateurs 
are off the air as amateurs but wherever they are, as the 
leaders in electronics, they're still using Eimac tubes. 

Follow the leaders to 

EITEL -McCULLOUGH, INC. SAN BRUNO, CALIFORNIA 
Export Agents: Frazar& Hansen, Sot Clay St., San Francisco, Calif., U. S. A. 
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radius =d2 

r, 

radii = d, 

radius =d2 

Figure 20 (a and b at right; c above) 

In a is a balanced two -wire line in circular conductor. In b we have a balanced 
two -wire line above plane ground substituted for a by means of the conformal 
transformation w = l /z. In c is a four -wire colinear system in free space 

substituted for b by virtue of the theory of electrical images. 

1.1 

x- 
u2 

V 

y = - --- 
(49) 

therefore, 

0.308 0.616 
C -2 - 

2h 2h 
log,o - log,o - 

c c 

However, we have, from 
Substitution of equations -/9 in equa- 19b, 

48 for x and v yields 

u2 + v' 21) ti 

(u2 + v-)- u' + 

which reduces to 

1 -2bu =0 
or 

=0 

1 1 1 

h= - - -= - 
b 2b 2h 

and since Idw /dz¡ = 1 /z2 

c= a(1/b2) 

Putting these values for b 

equation 52, we have for 
centric line with small inner 

1 

u = - (50) 
2b C2= 

In the w -plane this represents the 
equation of a straight line parallel to 

1 

the v -axis and distant - from that 
2b 

axis (Figure 19b) . The center of the 
concentric line, (b, o) is transformed, 
by means of the inverse equations 

X 
u= 

X2 + y_ 

y 
v= 

x2 + y2 

(51) 

to the point (1/b, o) in the w- plane. 
Thus the transformed configuration is 

that of a circular wire above ground. 
Its capacitance to ground is twice that 
of two wires in free space. By equa- 
tion 44 and Figure 19b, we have, 

0.616 0.616 

2 (1/2b) b 
log,a log,,,- 

a (1/b2) a 

(52) 

Figure 

, we have 

and c in 
the con - 

conductor 

(53) 
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It happens that this formula can be 
shown by other means to be true for 
any size of inner conductor. This 
particular example was selected to il- 

lustrate the method in terms of fa- 

miliar concepts rather than because it 

possesses any particular virtues for 
the solution of this particular prob- 
lem. 

We conclude the discussion of elec- 

trostatic field problems with the solu- 
tion of the balanced two -wire line en- 

closed in a circular conductor (Figure 
20a) . From the previous discussion 
it is readily seen that for small wires 
this transforms, by means of equa- 
tion 20 to the configuration of figure 
20a, where 

1 1 b -c 
h, = 

b +c 2b 2b (b +c) 
1 1 b + c 

h2 = _ 
b -c 2b 2b (b - c) 

a 
d, = 

+ c)2 

a 
d.. = 

(b - c)2 
(54) 

By the method of images, the field 

to the right of the plane in Figure 20b 

is the same as the field to the right of 

the dotted line in Figure 20e. 

By arguments similar to those in 

deriving equation 33, it can be shown 
that the potential at a point, P 

(Continued on page 116) 
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INSULATORS 
,Fl9i R . F . 

Many commonly used insulating materials function perfectly in low frequency circuits such as audio, 60 
cycle power or even the lower radio frequencies. These same materials at medium or high radio frequencies 
act as high resistances to waste precious R. F. Many porcelains, steatites, glasses and similar materials 
have this fault and only tests under laboratory conditions will detect it. Johnson insulators were not only 
designed for high R. F. but the materials were selected only after exhaustive tests to determine the best. 
Can you afford to take chances? Demand the best -they cost no more -specify Johnson. 

CATALOG 967E 

J O H N S O N C O M P A N Y W A S E C A M I N N E S O T P 
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PHASE - CONTROLLED RECTIFIERS 

HEATING with r -f has become 
an important production fac- 
tor. Although the principles 

of r -f heating are quite familiar to the 
radio engineer, its application to in- 
dustrial processes has posed many un- 
usual problems. This is especially true 
where mass production systems are 
concerned. 

The fundamental factor governing 
operation of the modern mass pro- 
duction system is speed. Unit factors 
are viewed in such respect to this fac- 
tor that corrections or alterations in 
unit product considerations affect en- 
hancement of the basic speed factor. 
Thus, certain processes, such as heat 
treatment, are arranged to provide 
adequate processing of the unit prod- 
uct in unit time. The production of 
tinned steel strip may be taken as an 
example illustrative of these princi- 
ples. 

Steel strip, in such a production 
system, is coated with a layer of elec- 
trolytic tin. This coating is, in the 
crystalline state, characteristic of elec- 
trolytic coatings, being reduced to the 
even, homogeneous state desired by 
users of the product, by application of 
fusing temperatures. These opera- 
tions are carried out at high speeds, 
often approaching 1,000 feet per min- 
ute. The speed may vary consider- 
ably with various factors affecting the 
electroplating section of the process- 
ing line. Hence, the heat treatment of 
the plated metal must vary, in degree 
of heating, with the speed of the 
metal strip. Other factors requiring 
compensation of the fusing tempera- 
ture include ambient operating tern- 

An A n a l y s i s o 

T h e i r B e h a v i o r 

Figure I 

Characteristic operation of a thyratron 
with resistive Toad. 

by S. 1. MURCEK 

perature, mass of the product, and 
variation in power supply systems op- 
erating the complete production sys- 
tem. 

It has been stated that the prime 
factor governing the operation of such 
a production system is speed. In the 
tinned strip system described, there- 
fore, means must be provided for the 
facile and rapid variation in the fus- 
ing temperature applied to the moving 
product. This requirement has been 
complicated by the addition of auto- 
matic control to the heat treating sys- 
tern, the automatic control tending to 
provide rather precise control of the 
treatment temperature. Such require- 
ments dictate the considerations under 
which the heat treating equipment 
must operate. Since, in many of these 
processing systems, r -f induction heat- 
ing provides the basis for the heat 
treatment section of the production 
system, the problem resolves itself into 
one involving the control, in power 
output, of a high power radio fre- 
quency system. 

An effective means of varying the 
power output of an r -f oscillator or 

final amplifier stage is by variation of 

the voltage applied to the plate circuit 
system involved. In the past, this has 
been accomplished by means of an a -c 

induction voltage regulator incorpo- 
rated into the power supply rectifier. 
However, the induction regulator it- 
self introduces an appreciable time lag 
into the control system. Such regula- 
tors affect control in voltage through 
displacement, mechanically, of the 
rotor with respect to the stator, the 
displacement being produced by means 
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of a small motor equipped with a 
worm gear reduction train. It ap- 
pears that the induction regulator sys- 
tern must, eventually, be superseded by 

a more rapid and readily controlled 
system, preferably one in which the 
control may be applied directly with 
the control voltage from the automatic 
indication equipment. The only means 
of such control, at this writing, which 
suits all these requirements, is the 
phase -controlled thyratron rectifier. 
Such rectifiers are already being ap- 
plied in numerous industrial applica- 
tions. 

Though the conventional thyratron 
or grid -controlled gas rectifier is gen- 
erally well understood, a brief review 
of the characteristics of this tube lends 
itself well to the explanation of certain 
peculiarities in its use as a controlled 
rectifier. 

Essentially, the thyratron is a con- 
ventional triode, or even a tetrode, in 

which the tube atmosphere has been 
purposely adulterated with any one of 

the noble gases, such as neon, argon, 
or mercury vapor. The introduction 
of the gas or vapor affects the charac- 
teristics of the tube materially. Fore- 
most, the grid maintains control over 
the tube only when negative with re- 
spect to the tube cathode, and this 
prior to the application of the plate 
voltage. Once the grid -to- cathode 
voltage is reduced to a critical value, 
this varying with the gas or vapor 
contained in the tube atmosphere, a 
portion of the tube atmosphere ionizes, 
the grid having no further contra ! 
over the tube plate current after this 
occurence. The plate current charac- 
teristics of the tube are then similar 
to any hot cathode gas or vapor recti- 
fier, in that the plate -to- cathode volt- 
age is low, and practically constant 

PRODUCTION CONTR 
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WITH Selenium rectifiers rapidly becoming stand- 
ard throughout American industry, today's engineers 
count on Selenium Corporation for the most com- 
plete line of selenium rectifiers. Units with these 

important advantages: 1. Permanent characteristics; 
2. Temperature range from -50°C to +75°C; 
3. Unlimited life; 4. Maximum efficiency per unit wt.; 

5. Weather resistant; 6. Special types available. 

Write on your firm letterhead for literature. 

SELENIUM CORPORATION of AMERICA 
Emby Selenium Instrument Rectifiers Emby Selenium Self-Generating Photo Cells Selco Selenium Power Rectifiers 

1800 -1804 West Pico Boulevard, Los Angeles 6, California Eastern Sales Division: 215 -05 27th Ave., Bayside, L. I., 

Telephone: Bayside 9 -8958 Canadian Sales Division: J. R. Longstaffe, Limited, 349 Carlaw, Toronto, Canada. 
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regardless of current conducted 
through the tube. Grid control may 
be secured once again only by first 
placing the control grid negative with 
respect to the cathode, then interrupt- 
ing the plate current, or reducing it 
to a low critical value. These, gen- 
erally, are the characteristics of the 
thyratron when operated from con- 
tinuous currents which do not ap- 
proach zero volts during their appli- 
cation to the thyratron system. 

Resistive Load Operation 

When the thyratron operates from 
an alternating voltage source, it ceases 
to conduct during the negative alter- 
nation of each cycle, functioning as a 
rectifier. Hence, grid control may be 
secured during any of the negative al- 
ternations. Moreover, during the first 
positive half -cycle of the applied volt- 
age wave train, decrease of the grid 
voltage to the critical value may not 
result in the complete conduction of 
the entire positive alternation, the lat- 
ter being conducted only partially. 
This condition is illustrated in Figure 
1. Here, E, is the thyratron plate -to- 
cathode voltage, and I,, the load cur- 
rent conducted by the tube. Evidently, 
the load is purely resistive, since the 
load current is in phase with the ap- 
plied voltage. At the time f6 in the 
alternation shown, the grid -to- cathode 
voltage is altered in such a manner 
that the grid swings positive. Here, 
the grid voltage falls to zero, passing 
through the critical grid voltage Es, 
at which instant the tube gas ionizes 
and the tube begins to conduct. The 
current conducted by the tube in this 
alternation is represented by the area I which is but a portion of potential 
total load current, I,,. During the con- 
duction period, the plate -to- cathode 
voltage decreases to a relatively con- 
stant value E,,, which is the critical 
voltage drop characteristic of the gas 

or vapor present in the tube atmos- 
phere. 

The total current which may be con- 
ducted by the thyratron can readily be 
represented thus: 

I sinwt chat 
1 = , where (1) 

J o 21; 

i is the current conducted by the tube 
(average), I the crest tube current, 
and w is the angular velocity, if the 
applied voltage wave is sinusoidal in 
form. The current is integrated over 
the entire cycle, since the representa- 
tion of Figure 1 is that of a half -wave 
rectifier which conducts only the posi- 
tive half -cycle of each complete cycle. 
This expression reduces to: 

i = 0.318 I, where 
i is the average current conducted by 
any half -wave rectifier. 

However, in the instance of Figure 
1, the conduction is not over the entire 
positive alternation. Consequently, 
expression 1 may be limited to the 
condition shown in Figure 1. Thus : 

I 7r 

io _ - sin wt dwt, where (2) 
2x 0 

io the base-limited current conduoted 
by the thyratron, and O is the lag angle 
in the grid voltage with respect to the 
plate -to- cathode voltage wave. From 
this, it is quite evident that the aver- 
age current, or even voltage, con- 
ducted by any thyratron rectifier 
which employs an a -c grid voltage, 
similar in frequency but variable in 

phase relationship to the applied volt- 
age wave form of control, may be 
readily varied through the expedient 
of increasing or decreasing the phase 
lag of the a -c grid voltage, with re- 
spect to the cathode -to -plate voltage 
wave. This is the fundamental con- 

cept of rectifier thyratron phase -con- 
trol. 

The peculiar form of the critical 
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Figure 2 

Typical control char- 
acteristics of a thy- 
ratron tube. Here Eb 

is the tube plate -to- 
cathode voltage and 
Es is the grid to 
cathode voltage. 
Since the real plate - 
to- cathode voltage 
is Ev, the negative 
grid voltage required 
to maintain the tube 
atmosphere noncon- 

ductive is Es. 

grid voltage wave in Figure 1 is 
largely due to the manner in which the 
positive grid current is limited. Nor- 
mally, the critical grid voltage might 
be representated by the a -c negative 
alternation E., in which the instan- 
taneous value of this voltage with re- 
spect to the tube cathode, represented 
by the zero voltage axis, is directly 
dependent on the plate -to- cathode volt- 
age. Typical control characteristics 
for a thyratron tube are given in Fig- 
ure 2, in which Eg is the tube plate -to- 
cathode voltage, and Ea is the grid -to- 
cathode voltage. If the real plate -to- 
cathode voltage is E, as is indicated 
here, the negative grid voltage re- 
quired to maintain the tube atmos- 
phere non- conductive is obviously Eg, 
an a -c voltage having quite the form, 
but not the amplitude of the impressed 
plate-to- cathode voltage. It should be 
observed that conduction by the tube 
is not possible until the impressed 
plate -to- cathode voltage exceeds the 
characteristic ionization potential. 
Hence, the grid voltage critical char- 
acteristic is non -sinusoidal in this re- 
gion. Further, since the grid current, 
when the control grid is positive with 
respect to the cathode, must be lim- 
ited, it is conventional to insert a 
rather high resistance in series with 
the grid. Under this condition, when 
the plate is positive with respect to the 
cathode, -the grid -plate capacity is suf- 
ficient to introduce a portion of the 
plate -to- cathode voltage in series, ef- 
fectively, with the control grid, pro- 
ducing the critical grid wave form Es. 
Such a theoretical conception of the 
composition of the critical grid volt- 
age is sufficient indication that the a -c 

grid control voltage, to be effective in 

providing phase -control, must be sev- 

eral times the magnitude of the crest 
critical grid voltage. 

Radiation Control 

Since the radio engineer's most ef- 
fective means of control over objec- 
tionable radiations from power r -f 
equipment is, admittedly, the applica- 
tion of plate voltages having the least 
possible ripple modulation to such 
equipment, the application of power 
outputs from a phase -controlled recti- 
fier system would require, apparently, 
considerable filtering. The application 
of such a rectifier, then, reduces to se- 

lection of a phase -controlled rectifier 
in which the d -c ripple modulation 
over the desired control range is 

within the ripple factor of an econom- 
ical filter. 

An exemplary circuit for a base - 

controlled rectifier is shown in Figure 
3. The a -c power is drawn, in this 

circuit, from a conventional three- 
phase system, and is converted into 

four -phase power through application 
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i 

Most Electronic Equipment being built 
today demands Insulated Wires of cer- 
tain specific characteristics for most 
efficient operation. The selection of 
these Insulated Conductors is a task with 
which LENZ can be of considerable 
assistance. 

For almost 40 years, LENZ has been pro- 
ducing insulated wire and cables for the 
producers of Electronic and Wire Com- 
munication Equipment. Today thousands 

ELECTRICAL CORDS 

upon thousands of miles of wire are pro- 
duced for Military Communication 
Equipment. 

The LENZ engineers who developed 
these products who know the require- 
ments of military equipment, are ready 
to help you with any wire problem. A 
letter, wire or phone call is all that is 

needed to add a staff of Wire Experts 
to your own engineering department. 

WIRES AND CABLES 

LENZ ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
1751 NORTH WESTERN AVENUE, CHICAGO 47, ILLINOIS 

In Business Since 1904 
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Figure 3 

A phase -controlled rectifier wherein a -c power is derived from a three -phase 
system and converted into four -phase operation. 

of the familiar Scott T arrangement. 
The rectifier proper consists of four 
phase -controlled thyratrons ; hence the 
system is in the four -phase half -wave 
classification. It should be taken into 
consideration that the a -c components 

of the grid voltages lag the anode volt- 
ages applied to the tubes by 90 °, these 
a -c grid components being conve- 
niently derived directly from the 
plate system transformer. Control 
over the thyratrons is effected by the 

E91 

E92 

Eb 

fik\ 

E 91 

lb) (c) 

Figures 4 (above) and 5 (right) 
In Figure 4 a, the grid d -c component of 
one of the thyratron grids in the phase - 
operated unit shown in Figure 3 is indicated 
as Egg, the a -c component being shown as Egi. 

In b, the d -c grid voltage component is 

zero and the tube conducts at 90 °. In c, 
we see full forward conduction. Here the 
d -c component of the grid voltage is suffi- 
ciently positive to maintain the grid positive 
over the duration of the entire plue alterna- 
tion in the plate voltage. In Figure 5, 

appears a pattern of the output voltages 
provided by the rectifier illustrated in Figure 
3. The plate voltages are represented by 

the half cycles Ela, 2a, lb, 2b. 

grid voltage cl -c component, which is 
variable in magnitude and is revers- 
ible ira polarity with respect to thyra- 
tron cathodes. This follows, since the 
cathodes of the thyratrons are con- 
nected with the voltage divider center 
tap, the latter being connected across 
the separate control d -c power supply. 
This is also true of the control poten- 
tiometer. The variable contact of the 
control potentiometer thus varies the 
d -c voltage and polarity of the thyra- 
tron control grids with respect to the 
cathodes. 

Operation of the rectifier is illus- 
trated briefly, in the graphs of Figure 
4. In Figure 4a, the grid d -c com- 
ponent of one of the thyratron grids is 
indicated as Egg, the a -c component 
being shown as Egi. Since the d -c 
component of the grid voltage is ex- 
treme negative with respect to the tube 
cathode, represented by the zero axis 
of the a -c plate voltage wave ÉII, the 
grid voltage modulation peaks, re- 
training negative with respect to the 
tube cathode, do not swing the tube 
grid positive with respect to the for- 
mer electrode. Hence, at this time, 
the tube does not conduct. In Figure 
4b, the d -c grid voltage component is 
zero, and the tube conducts at 90 °. 
Full forward conduction is obtained in 
Figure 4c, wherein the d -c component 
of the grid voltage is sufficiently posi- 
tive to maintain the grid positive over 
the duration of the entire positive al- 
ternation in the plate voltage. Man- 
ipulation of the d -c control voltage, 
therefore, effects variation in the aver- 
age current output of the rectifier sys- 
tem. 

A pattern of the output voltages 
provided by the rectifier in Figure 3 

is shown in Figure 5. The plate volt- 
ages are represented by the half -cycles 
Ela 2a lb lb. Each positive alternation 
is displaced by 90° with respect to the 
adjacent pulses, in a symmetrical pat- 
tern. Consideration of these voltages 
indicates that, with resistance loading, 
the load current is commutated from 
the preceding to the succeeding pulse 
at the angles ¢l, 02, etc., where the 
voltages pass through equality. Here, 
the total amplitude of the ripple volt- 
age is at its minimum. 

Ela E20. Elb E2b Etcz 

2 
2 71 
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SYMBOLS . . 

some of safety and some of danger... all are aids to navi- 

gation of the airways- the "Highways Of The Air". 
1 

Another symbol - -the trademark of 
RADIO RECEPTOR CO., INC.-stands for advanced de- 

sign, honesty in manufacture and reliability of operation 

on all types of airline and airport radio equipment. 

AIRPORT TRAFFIC CONTROLS 

RADIO RANGES MARKERS LOCALIZERS 

COMMUNICATION TRANSMITTERS AND RECEIVERS 

Please do not ask us now for catalogs or technical literature be- 
cause all of our efforts are concentrated on war work. We shall, 
however, have off the press shortly an interesting non -technical 
booklet, "HIGHWAYS OF THE AIR ", which we will send on request. 

EXECUTIVE OFFICES, 251 WEST 19th STREET, NEW YORK 11, N.Y. 

Keep It Up -Buy Moro War Bonds 

Awl 
. 

ARMÿ_ O_, 
JLY\ I, 

S I N C E 1 9 2 2 I N R A D I O A N D E L E C T R O N I C S 
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The current delivered to the filter 
system input terminals is given in the 
pattern of Figure 6a. It is observed 
that the current is conducted by each 
thyratron only over half of each alter- 
nation, conduction beginning, with 
commutation, after the first quarter, 
and ceasing after the third quarter, in 
each alternation. From this, it follows 
that the similar instance involving the 
output voltage may be written as fol- 
lows: 

e= 
F a 

sin wt dwt, where 

2 /l +a 

( 3) 

e is average voltage, and E the crest 
voltage provided by each tube. The 
form of the rectifier d -c output volt- 
age from 3, indicates ready analysis 
with respect to the ripple voltage com- 
ponents contained. Further, it is ob- 
served that each rectified voltage pulse 
approaches square- topped form ; there- 
fore, the curvature of each voltage 
pulse -crest will decrease with an in- 
creasing number of rectifying phases. 

Application of phase -control to the 
thyratron rectifiers alters the charac- 
ter of each voltage pulsation consid- 
erably. In Figure 6b, the thyratrons 
are restricted to conduction late in 
each half -cycle. The current ripple, 
under extreme phase control, increases 
considerably. However, in the in- 
stance of Figure 5, it may be seen that 
the voltage ripple increase may be 
restricted by restricting the phase - 
control lag angle to a value less than 
half the conduction angle. The aver- 
age voltage delivered by the rectifier 
to the load, if the latter is a resistance, 
may be found from : 

is the origin of the conduction and 
4 
3n - is its angular limit. The phase 

4 

control angle, which is variable, is 
given by a. However, the expression 
4 is a special case of the original ex- 
pression 3, which is the rectifier aver- 
age output voltage. Hence, limitation 
of the phase- control lag angle must 
inevitably limit the range over which 
the rectifier voltage output may be 
varied. 

Here, an important detail of the 
phase -control must be taken under 
consideration. In Figure 6b, and also 
from Figure 5, as the phase lag con- 
trol angle is increased, it approaches 
the primary limits imposed by the 
points of inflection in each phase volt- 

age, at the angle in each instance. 
2 

If the lag angle a is increased to these 
limits, each of the thyratrons, will 
evidently, conduct at the 90° angle. 
It is possible to increase the angle of 
phase lag beyond these limits, in 
which instance the average voltage 
output must be given in two expres- 
sions, including 4, since the function 
is then discontinuous. However, noth- 
ing is to be gained from such an ex- 
pedient insofar as limitation of the 
output ripple voltage is concerned, the 
ripple voltage exceeding any accepta- 

Figure 7 

A partial pattern of 
a six -phase half -wave 

output system. 

2E 3/4 it + a 

e = - sin of dot, where (4) 
IC r /4+a 
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Figure 6 

In a, appears the pattern of the current 
delivered to the filter system input terminals. 
In b, the pattern shown results when the 
thyratrons are restricted fo conduction late 

in each half cycle. 

ble limit once the points of discontinu- 
ity are attained. Extension of the lag 
angle will, however, increase the range 
of control over the average voltage 
output (Figure 6b),each phase conduc- 
tion angle decreasing with increases in 
the angle a. Thus, it may be deduced 
that an increase in the possible phase 
lag angle, below the limits of discon- 
tinuity, with small ripple voltages, 
woud appear to be a theoretical pos- 
sibility. 

It has been stated that an increase 
in the number of rectifying phases 
would prove advantageous from the 
aspect of decrease in the curvature, in 
the maximum voltage region, of each 
conduction period. This suggests that 
application of phase- control to an in- 
creased number of rectifying phases 
would also tend to increase the phase 
lag angle permissible with minimum 
increase in the ripple output voltage. 
Figure 7 is a partial pattern of a six - 
phase half wave output system. In 
this pattern, the commutation of the 

load current occurs at the angles 
7C 

3 
2n 

and -, respectively, for the two suc - 
3 

ceeding rectified alternations. The 
average voltage for which this wave 
is a representation may be readily 
found, then, through application of 
these new limits to expression 3. It 
must be further observed that con- 
duction of the load current now exists 
only over one -third of each alterna- 
tion. Hence, the average expression 
for the six -phase half -wave system of 
Figure 7 may be written as 

3 E 2 /3r +a 
e = - sin of dot, 

1C ,r /3 + a 

in which e is the average voltage de- 
livered to the output terminals of the 
rectifier. 

In the case of the four -phase half - 
(Continued on page 120) 
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ACTUAL -SIZE 
ILLUSTRATIONS 

INDENTS 

FACILITATE 

TAPPING 

OF ANY 
TURN! 

r No. 15 9 0 
Single winding with in- 
dents. Weight complete, 
only 3% ounces. Coil 

diom. x 4" long. 
1/4" overol) height. ac 

No. 1591 
Double winding (topped 
Outer coil with inner wind- 
ing for coupling to a low- 
impedance load). Weight 
complete, 234 ounces. Coil 
2" diom. x 3" long. 31/4" 
overall height. 

MADE "SPECIAL " -MADE FAST - 
and MADE RIGHT 

These two Air -Wound units, designed for 
ship -to -shore radio telephone transmitters, 
are typical of B & W small coils now being 
produced to meet exacting specifications by 

modern production methods at the rate of 

1200 a day! 
Many outstanding advantages accrue to 

these coils as a result of the famous B & W 
Air -Wound construction: Exceptionally light 
weight; mechanical ruggedness (they are not 

likely to be put out of commission by dropping 
or rough handling); adaptability to design or 
engineering changes in laboratory or field use; 

and the ease with which, ANY of the closely - 
wound turns may be tapped, thanks to the 
special indent feature. 

B & W Air Inductors of this 
general type are available for 
all normal frequency ranges. 
Literature on request. 

BIG COILS, TOO! 
Here you see the small No. 1591 Air Inductor 
shown in comparison to a B & W high -power 
unit for 10 KW. service. Details on any type 
gladly sent. 

AIR INDUCTORS 
Air -Wound and Ceramic and Phenolic Form Types 

BARKER & WILLIAMSON, 235 Fairfield Ave., Upper Darby, Pa. 
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RSS AND PARALLEL R -X SLIDE RULES 

N the July issue of COMMUNICA- 

TIONS* an excellent method of 

solving parallel resistor problems 
by means of a reciprocal slide rule 
was described. With this slide rule 
as a basis of thought, two additional 
types of scales have been developed. 
They solve a number of interesting 
problems. The first scale (A) solves 

problems of the form X = V A` + B`, 

in which any of the quantities may be 
unknown. The second scale (B ) 

solves problems of the form 

lZl _ 
1 

N/ 1 1 

R X 
Problems of the first scale (A) oc- 

cur in finding the magnitude of the 
impedance of series reactance and re- 
sistance, the effective value of super- 
imposed currents or voltages of differ- 
ent frequencies, the admittance from 
susceptance and conductance, and the 
hypotenuse of a right triangle. Any 
number of squared terms may be under 
the radical. 

The second scale (B) applies to 
problems met when parallel resistors 
and condensers or inductances are 
used. The two elements beneath the 
radical must be at right angles in an 
electrical problem as shown in Fig- 
ure 1. 

Scale (A) is illustrated in Figure 3. 
Since the ratio of the largest number 
5 to the smallest number 0.5, is only 
ten to one, it is necessary to have 
three scales to cover the complete 
range to best advantage. Three sepa- 
rate scales could be made, but it is 
more convenient to put three sets of 
numerals along the same scale. The 
two other sets, covering a range of 
from 0 to 10 and from 0 to 20, are 
obtained by multiplying the original 
scale by 2 and 4 respectively. To pre- 
vent confusion each set of numerals 
should be lettered in a different color 
if possible. A little more care is 
needed in reading the outside scales 
because the major divisions are 

by WARREN G. BROWN 

o 

by ohms law 

t , z 
1.1+ _ X 

J 

from the triangle 
(Z)2'R2 

+X2 

the equation may be shown as 

(3);z= I 

R +X2 

R 

Figure 

marked for the inside scale. As an 
example take the point 7 on the out- 
side scale. There is no division op- 
posite this point because it corresponds 
to 1.75 on the inside scale. Marking 
an odd point such as 1.75 would only 
serve to make the inside scale harder 
to read also. 

Both scales are shown with the zero 
at the left end. This approach was 
followed since it simplifies the project 
of laying out the scales. The two 
scales may be lined up and the lines 
drawn across both of them at the same 
time. Of course the same thing may 
be done with the reciprocal slide rule. 
When using the rule it makes very 
little difference in which direction the 
scales read. 

All of the divisions shown in the 
sketch are not given in the table. The 
scale is linear enough so that the divi- 
sions may be divided in halves or 

*Robert C. Paine, A Reciprocal Slide Rule; 
pp. 16, 17, 86, 91. 

See page 72 for RSS and Parallel R 

and X scales. 

fifths without appreciable error. This 
may be done by eye. The distances in 
the table are given to the nearest 
tenth of a millimeter but they do not 
have to be laid out that accurately. 
This accuracy may be approached with 
good technique or special equipment. 
Too many divisions should be avoided 
when the scales must be marked by 
hand. Even when using a fine draw- 
ing pen the lines obtained are much 
wider than those on a 10" slide rule. 
It is not difficult to interpolate between 
divisions up to 5 mm apart. 

Figure 2 shows how the length 
of the hypotenuse of a right triangle 
having legs of 3 and 4 units may be 
obtained. The answer 5, happens to 
be at the limit of the scale, but the 
problem could be worked on the next 
scale easily. The best way to become 
familiar with these scales is to try out 
a few well known combinations. The 
readings should come out well within 
one millimeter of the correct point if 
reasonable care has been exercised in 
calibration. 

Referring to scale (B) (Figure 3), 
if there are several resistors or several 
reactors the resultant resistance and 
the resulting reactance may both be 
found separately on the reciprocal 
slide rule and then substituted in the 
equation by means of this scale. The 
reciprocal slide rule will solve any 
parallel impedance probem if the two 
impedances are at the same angle or 
are separated by 180 °. This scale will 
solve any parallel impedance problem, 
if the two impedances are at right 
angles. Between the two scales any 
problem of this type could be solved, 
although series circuits would have to 
be converted into parallel circuits first. 
It should be noted that only two terms 
may be put under the radical in an 
electrical problem. The slide rule 
could handle more terms but the an- 

(Continued on page 120) 
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Figure 2 

Scale A (RSS scale) 
arranged in typical 
slide rule fashion to 
show its use. In this 
particular figure, the 
scales are placed to 
show how the length 
of the hypotenuse of 
a right triangle hav- 
ing legs of three and 
four units may be 

obtained. 
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WILCOX EQUIPMENT 
used by major Airlines throughout 

the United States 
Proof of quality and dependa- 

bility is in performance. Wilcox 

radio equipment is installed on 

major Commercial airlines 
throughout America, and in ad- 

dition it is being used through- 

out the entire world in connec- 

tion with military operations. 

For airline radio communica- 

tions, depend on Wilcox! 

ki) 
WILCOX ELECTRIC 

COMPANY 

Quality Manufacturing 
of Radio Equipment 

14th & Chestnut * Kansas City, Mo. 
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Scales for Figure 31A1 
RSS Scales 

No. Cm. No. Cm. 

0.0 0.00 2.8 7.84 
0.5 0.25 2.9 8.41 

0.6 0.36 3.0 9.00 
0.7 0.49 3.1 9.61 
0.8 0.64 3.2 10.24 

0.9 0.81 3.3 10.89 

1.0 1.00 3.4 11.56 
1.1 1.21 3.5 12.25 
1.2 1.44 3.6 12.96 
1.3 1.69 3.7 13.69 
1.4 1.96 3.8 14.44 
1.5 2.25 3.9 15.21 
1.6 2.56 4.0 16.00 
1.7 2.89 4.1 16.81 

1.8 3.24 4.2 17.64 
1.9 3.61 4.3 18.49 
2.0 4.00 4.4 19.36 
2.1 4.41 4.5 20.25 
2.2 4.84 4.6 21.16 

2.3 5.29 4.7 22.09 

2.4 5.76 4.8 23.04 

2.5 6.25 4.9 24.01 

2.6 6.76 5.0 25.00 

2.7 7.29 (Values given 
to the nearest 
.1 mm) 

Scales for Figure 3181 

Parallel RxX Scales 

No. Cm. 

oo 0.00 1.90 6.93 

10.0 0.25 1.80 7.72 

9.0 0.31 1.75 8.16 

8.0 0.39 1.70 8.65 

7.0 0.51 1.65 9.19 

6.0 0.69 1.60 9.76 

5.0 1.00 1.55 10.41 

4.75 1.11 1.50 11.11 

4.50 1.23 1.45 11.89 

4.25 1.38 1.40 12.75 

4.00 1.56 1.35 13.72 

3.75 2.04 1.30 14.79 

3.25 2.37 1.25 16.00 

3.0 2.78 1.225 16.63 

2.9 2.97 1.200 17.36 

2.8 3.19 1.175 18.08 

2.7 3.44 1.150 18.90 

2.6 3.70 1.125 19.75 

2.5 4.00 1.100 20.66 

2.4 4.34 1.075 21.63 

2.3 4.73 1.050 22.68 

2.2 5.16 1.025 23.78 

2.1 5.66 1.000 25.00 

2.0 6.25 (Values given 
to nearest .1 
mm.) 
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Destination nown 
Somewhat at the mercy of the elements, a paratrooper can't always 
select the exact spot for his landing. But he will approach his objective. 

With new applications for electronic devices 
appearing rapidly, we can't be very specific 

about our peacetime program now. One thing 

Is certain, however... we know where we are going. 

If past performances and present accomplish- 

ments are any indication, we can anticipate our 

postwar objectives and plan for them accordingly. 

Specialists in the electronic field for almost 

a quarter century, ours is a progressive or- 

ganization, with perfectly coordinated labor - 

management relations. Ever on the alert for new 

ideas, we cannot help but compile an enviable 

record of advanced designs and applications, 

many of which appear to be suited for postwar 

'civilian requirements. Today, 100% in vital war 

work, production schedules occasionally 

to accept additioal contracts of 

nature. May we be of service to 

ELECTRONIC CORP. OF AMERICA 
45 WEST ISth STREET NEW YORK II, N.Y. WATKINS 9 -1870 
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Figure I 

Condenser testing jig that has reduced 
testing time on 1000 condensers from 

170 man hours to 30 man hours. 

BY DEPRESSING KNOB,SCREW DRIVER ON INSIDE END 

ENGAGES WITH SLOT IN CONDENSER SHAFT PERMITTING 

CONDENSER TO BE ROTATED WHILE BREAKDOWN POTENTIAL 

IS APPLIED. 

DOOR SWITCH PERMITS BREAKDOWN 

POTENTIAL TO BE APPLIED ONLY 

WHEN COVER IS LOWERED. 

PRODU 
War Product 

SLOT IN CONDENSER SHAFT 

CTION AIDS 
i o n Drive Award Winners 

THE communications industry 
can well be proud of its vast 
army of war workers. Their 

award winning production -aid sug- 
gestions in the WPB War Produc- 
tion Drive have been responsible for 
the saving of millions of dollars and 
hundreds of thousands of invaluable 
man -hours. And the campaign is far 
from over. Daily hundreds of sug- 
gestions roll into Washington head- 
quarters . . . suggestions that are 
speeding production schedules to new 
highs every minute. 

Through the courtesy of the WPB, 
a few of these amazing time - saving 
suggestions that have won WPB Pro- 
duction Awards, are presented. 

Condenser Testing Jig 

In Figure 1 appears a condenser 
testing jig suggestion sent in by E. M. 

Bercvarick, of Western Electric, that 
has reduced the time for testing 1,000 
condensers from 170 man -hours to 30 
man -hours or 140 man -hours savings. 
This jig has been used already on 
19,000 condensers. 

On the 1,000 -volt breakdown test on 
condensers now requiring two men, 
one man can be spared by means of 
this jig. One man was formerly re- 
quired to turn the condenser shaft, 
while the other applied the 1,000 volts. 
The motor will now turn the shaft. 

To insure variable condensers not 
breaking down under service condi- 
tions, a current of 1,000 volts is ap- 
plied between plates, which is con- 
siderably more than service applica- 
tion. The use of two men on this op- 
eration was instituted in order to lo- 
cate breakdown points with greater 
ease than is generally possible under 
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power drive. By compromising on 
this suggestion, a manually operated 
jig was provided, which eliminated the 
extra man and retained the desirable 
feature of manual operation. As this 
is a continuous production job, the ef- 
fect of this suggestion has been to re- 
lease many man -hours for use on 
other work. 

Tube Sealing Suggestion 

As a result of the suggestion of Ed- 
ward Steel of RCA, shown in-Figure 
2, a 3% reduction in main sealing 
shrinkage was obtained on type 815 
power tube. Material or tube shrink- 
age saving will be $2,050 a year. 

Mounts on power tubes are usually 
annealed and preheated to bring the 
stem temperature up and to avoid 
cracked seals. By adding four addi- 
tional heating elements and improving 
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N 

TEH war record of America's radio tube engi- 
neers is an impressive one. Yet these able and 

ingenious men, too, have their "problem children ". 

In this category are the miniature tubes used by 
our combat troops in communication radio sets. 
Admittedly these tubes are tough little "hombres" - especially "tough" for that selected group of 
engineers whose responsibility is to produce them 
by the tens of thousands. Only because of the 
sweat and tears of these men has the flow of mini- 
atures to our armed forces been maintained and 
steadily expanded month after month. 

N ATIO 

That National Union is one of the nation's im- 
portant manufacturers of miniatures is evidence of 
the success of N.U. engineers in helping to solve 
one of this Industry's most difficult war production 
problems. Thus do research and development ex- 
periences in wartime build a reservoir for post -war 
accomplishment. Whenever problems involving 
vacuum tube design and application press for 
solution, look to National Union engineers for 
the answers. Learn to count on National Union. 

NATIONAL UNION RADIO CORPORATION, NEWARK, N. J. 
Factories: Newark and Maplewood, N.J., Lansdale and Robesonia, Pa. 

u N Io N 
RADIO AND ELECTRONIC TUBES 
Transmitting, Cathode Ray, Receiving, Special Purpose Tubes Condensers Volmme Controls Photo Electric Cells Panel Lamps Flashlight Bulbs 
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Figure 2 (below) 

The suggestion of Edward Steel that affected a 3% reduction 
in main sealing shrinkage on type 815 power tubes. 
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the existing technique, better control 
of the main sealing -in operation was 
obtained. 

The idea behind adding four heat- 
ing elements to the type 815 pre -beater 
at the main sealing machine was to in- 
crease the temperature of the stem 
press, "it being a pressed glass stem" 
so that the temperature of the glass 
and the temperature of the sealing pin 
would be approximately equal. This 
in turn somewhat rectified the differ- 
ence in the co- efficient of expansion 
between the metal and glass. 

Filament Redesign 
In Figure 3 appears an award win- 

ning suggestion of William J. Carlin, 
RCA. 

In the past, on two receiving tubes, 
the filament apices were designed to 
be positioned in the cathode as at "A" 
and 2% to 3% heater -cathode shorts 
were common. With a redesign of the 
filament these apices were positioned 
above the cathode as per B, the bare 
heater to cathode shorts were reduced 
about 1%. 

Wire Braid Shield Stripper 
A unique wire braid shielding strip- 

per to remove metal shielding from 

wire ends, that has saved 75% in pro- 
duction time, is shown in Figure 4. 
It was conceived by Walter I. Linda11 
of the Submarine Signal Company. 

By the old method using scissors, 
one hour and thirty minutes was re- 
quired to remove metal shielding from 
100 wire ends or fifty -five seconds 
each. The time required for the same 
quantity with the improved stripper 
is twenty -five minutes or fifteen sec- 
onds each. 
Glass Cuffing 

A glass cutting and splicing tech- 
nique that on a gross production of 

Figure 5 

Glass cutting and splicing technique de- 
veloped by L. Cronin that will save $7,500 

a year. 

Figure 7 

A method of salvaging tubes, conceived by 
Fred Folimer. Over 100 815 -type tubes are 
recovered every month with this method. 
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Figures 3 (top) and 4 (below) 
The suggestion of William J. Carlin appears 
in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows the unique wire 
braid shielding stripper developed by Walter 

G. Lindell. 
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20,000 a year at 30% shrinkage (the 
material saving versus cost of salvage 
will amount to $7,500 per year), was 
developed by L. Cronin of RCA. It 
is shown in Figure 5. 

Previously, no attempt was made to 
salvage an expensive anode (P -351- 
B1) for a special power type tube. 
These anodes were merely discarded 
for scrap copper. Then this glass cut- 
ting and splicing technique and re- 
covery process was developed, and a 
salvage group was set up, with 40% 
of shrinkage tube anodes now being 
salvaged. 

The copper anode has glass sealed 
to paper thin copper on either end. 
Previously, the glass was broken off 
in haphazard manner in order to save 
the internal elements. This anode can 
be saved by making hot cuts as indi- 
cated with sealing fires and splicing 

(Continued on page 106) 

w/MG M/LA. 
--TOP MICA 

&L ASS EULQ 

SKEICH Foe 1,411A16 MICA, 

Figure 6 

A suggestion eliminating the necessity of 
side, wing, or positioning micas on two 
types of receiving tubes, proposed by 

W. J. Carlin. 
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"ORANGE LEADER CALLING .. " "ROGER!" 

Preoperational checking of transmitters news 

make sure that messages will be received. Brown- 

ing Frequency Meters (types SI and S2) have for 

some years provided simple, comparatively in- 

expensive means for such checking. Type S2 is 

accurate to within .005%. They are easy to operate. 

They stand up under hard use. Full details are 

given in literature available upon request. 

The balanced -capacitance Browning Signal System for plant 
protection without guard patrols is another product of 
Browning Laboratories research. A descriptive folder will 
be mailed when requested. 

LABORATORIES, INCORPORATED 
WINCHESTER, MASSACHUSETTS 
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THE CIRCLE DIAGRAM 
(Continued from page 25) 

hence: 

S (1 -x)2 (n2 -n,) 
_ (x -n,) (n2 -x) (20) 

[S (n_ -n,) + 11 x2- 

2 S (n.-n,) + 
n, + n2 

2 
x 

+S(n2- n,) +n,n2 =0 
(21) 

Let m, and m2 stand for the two roots 
of 20 i.e., for the squares of the 
ratios of cut -off frequencies to mini- 
mum loss frequency. And let: 

P = S (n.,-n,) 

Then: 

P + n,n2 S (n2- n1) 
m,m = _ 

P +1 S(n2 -n,) +1 
and finally 

s= 
1 1 - n,n2 

n2 - n, 1 - m,m2 
1) 

(22) 

Symmetrical Filters 

This group includes confluent filters 
in which 

n,n2 = 1 

Frequencies of maximum loss and 
cut -off frequencies are then symmetri- 
cally spaced about the minimum loss 

frequency, provided a log scale is 

considered. In fact, the value of 

m,m2 (see the preceding discussion) is 

now: 

P + n,n2 
= 1 

P + 1 

The expression of S given in equa- 

tion 22 is meaningless in this case. 
The true value of S results by adding 
the two roots m, and m2: 

hence: 

S= 

m,+m2 

n, + n, 
P+ 

2 

2 P-F-1 

1 2- (ni -f-n,) 
1 

2-(m,-i-mg) n2 - n, 

1 

n12[ 
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1- n, 
m, (__)'_ni1 

1 -m, 
(23) 
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with the famous 
SCR -299 built by 
Hallicrafters 

THE SCR -299 high powered mobile transmitter, using 

Quartz -Laboratories crystals has more than met the 

expectations of the U. S. Signal Corps and has 

received high praise from leading military authorities, 

one of whom said, "My observations in the theatres 

of war make it possible to say that the SCR -299 hit 

the jackpot in the mobile radio field as has the jeep 

in transportation." 

Quartz Laboratories is proud of its contribution to 

this fine transmitter unit. 

QUARTZ LABORATORIES 
KANSAS CITY, MO. 
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Equation 18 may be expressed 
graphically as shown in Figure 7. 

The two points of coordinates u1, v,, 
and u2, v,, may be located on the U /S, 
V/S plane by intersecting paths of 
constant n with a path of constant x. 
It is understood that these paths no 
longer represent loci of the filter point 
when certain parameters are varied. 
They are merely the loci expressed by 
the equation : 

d j (1 -1 /x) 
u -}-jv= (1 -n) 

d j(1 -n /x) 
(25) 

where u = U/S and v = V /S. Two 
such loci, or constant -n paths are ob- 
tained if x is varied and n is kept con- 
stant at the values n,, n2. A third 
path (constant -x) connotes variation 
of n with x kept at some given value. 
The two former are distinctive of 
each filter section ; the latter of each 
frequency. 

Constant n Paths 

If equation 25 is compared with 
equation 2 relating to monocyclic 
filters, it can be seen that the only 
difference is in the value of M, which 
for monocyclic filters is always a 
positive quantity, and is now replaced 
by the expression 1- n, the sign of 
which depends upon n. 

Consequently, constant- n paths of 
confluent filters are obtained in the 
same way as the filter paths of Fig- 
ure 5, having let 

bI = 1-n , M'=Me-- 1 

(1-- n ) 2 

n 
There are two constant -n paths for 

each confluent filter. These are shown, 
for each of five possible conditions, in 
Figure 8. 

Constant -x Paths 

From equation 25 we obtain : 

udx -v (x -n) _ (1 -n) dx 
vdx -u (x -n) 

_ (1 -n) (x -1) 
Hence : 

n(v v -+ x = x 1- n -}- = 
d d 

n(1-x-Fn)=1-x+x (u-}-vd) 

and finally : 

(1-x)$ 
u2 -}- v$ -}- v -{- dx = 0 

dx 
(26) 
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t` 

O 

Harmonic distortion is the addition of spurious frequencies to the funda- 
mental in definite harmonic relationship. Though the frequency curve may be 
excellent, harmonic distortion turns up as raspy reproductions, with an 
unnatural twang, in rnicrophones, amplifiers and speakers. Five percent is 
considered a satisfactory upper limit for good reproduction. and as much as 
fifteen percent is allowable for speech communication. 

Now come new Electro-Voice Dynamic Microphones with radical innovations 
in diaphragm fabrication, reducing harmonic distortion to a lower degree 
than hitherto possible. Cleaner, crisper, more highly intelligible reproductions 
are achieved. New Electro-Voice Dynamic Microphones are aiding both the 
CAA and the Signal Corps in securing improved communications. If you are 
a manufacturer of war equipment, details will be sent upon request. 

.4.11741....n. .,.- - - . , 

-41 
-:..:41611.411141* 

The Harmonic Wave Analyzer measures the presence of spurious 
frequencies introduced by microphone distortion. To the ear, such 

frequencies give the feeling of ragged and false speech quality 
that may be unintelligible under the stress and strain of battle. 

- . 

.- - - 04; 30 'Or 

Electro-Voice engineers have found a way to eliminate harmonic 
distortion in microphone design, as proved by the Wave Analyzer; 
and the completely natural reproduction from the new Electro- 
Voice microphones. 

-e" -.411 
, 

. .4 

. 

1 - 

,4 - .4. . 
1.16,.;" 

Air 

. 40 . 

ELECTRO-VOICE MANUFACTURING CO., INC. 1239 SOUTH BEND AVENUE SOUTH BEND, INDIANA 
Export Division: 13 East 40th Street, New York 16, N. Y. - S. A. Cables ARLA 
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Equation 26 represents a circle as 
shown in Figure 9. When x = 1, i.e., 

at the frequency of minimum loss, the 
circle becomes tangent to all the 
constant -n paths, and its diameter is 

then equal to d. 
Each constant -x path corresponds 

to two distinct values of frequencies 
such that their product approaches fo. 

Direction of travel of u + jv 
points along constant -x circles is anti - 
clockwise for increasing values of n. 
Direction of travel along constant -n 
paths is clockwise for increasing 
values of x. Consequently (see Figure 
10), points like A and B refer to the 
lower of the frequencies represented 
by a given path, and so does point L 
(having coordinates U/S and V /s). 
The reverse is true of points C, D 
and H. 

Points H and L describe, with vary- 
ing frequency, a path similar in all but 
the scale to the filter path proper. 
This is a fourth order curve, approxi- 
mating two circles joined together, as 
shown roughly in Figure 11. 

Circle Diagram Charts 
We may conclude from the forego- 

ing discussion that in every case there 
exists a graphical procedure whereby 
the filter point, connoting the vector 
quantity Zi/Z2, hence the filter be- 
havior at some frequency, may be de- 
termined. Such a procedure involves 
the tracing of circles whose center co- 
ordinates may be evaluated from suit- 
able design coefficients. It is not nec- 
essary to resort to calculation for this 
purpose, since the expressions for the 
coordinates are simple enough to per- 
mit the use of geometric constructions. 

The series of charts show how this 
may be done in a number of cases. 

The charts have been classed in 
two categories. This distinction has 
reference to the frequency range in 

(Continued on page 109) 

Figure I I 

Filter path of a confluent filter. If all the 
points like L and H (Figure I0) are joined 
together, the filter path is obtained. This 
is not circular, but approximates the two 

circles joined together by a chord. 

WAVE FILTERS 
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"Plus ça change 
plus c'est la 
même chose:' 

`(THE MORE IT CHANGES, 
THE MORE IT IS THE 

SAME THING) 

Over 95% of Sprague capacitors being produced 
today are different from those of pre -war days 
-and a lot of hard, painstaking and fast work 
has gone into making the necessary changes to 
meet wartime conditions. The primary insula- 
tion, the basic dielectric, the fundamental proc- 
esses -these did not spring full fledged over 
night, but are "the long result of time." These 
processes produced good condensers before the 
war, are producing good condensers now to 
meet war specifications -and will produce good 
post -war condensers. Specifications change, the 
condensers change to meet them, but always 
Sprague condensers are good condensers. 
`Plus ça change - -' " 

SPRAGUE SPECIALTIES COMPANY, NORTH ADAMS, MASS. 

NOTE TO SUPPLIERS 
Just as we do our best to make Sprague a good place 
from which to buy, so do we aim to make it a good place 
to which to sell. We are always open to suggestions, new 
ideas, and all the other helps that suppliers are often so 
well equipped to give. Although we buy carefully -just 
as we manufacture carefully -we aim to back this buy- 
ing with the same courtesy, consideration, and loyalty 
we ourselves like to receive. 

SPRAGU E 
CAPACITORS RESISTORS O 
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ROCHESTER FALL MEETING 
(Continued from page 26) 

metic mean QA. This equivalent Q 

then relates the selective variable S 
to frequency deviations in comparison 
with resonant frequency f0. The 
coupling factor C is related to the co- 
efficient of coupling (K) between cir- 
cuits through the geometric and arith- 
metic mean Q. 

Gray Paper on Ceramic Dielectrics 

Some of the operating character- 
istics, advantages and disadvantages of 

ceramic dielectric materials, which 
have extremely high dielectric con- 
stants, will be analyzed in a paper by 
Robert B. Gray, physicist of Erie Re- 
sistor Corporation. 

Data at present available is tem- 
perature variation of capacity and 
power factor, frequency variation of 
capacity and power factor, voltage co- 
efficient, stability with age, stability on 
voltage test and humidity resistance. 
Characteristics of one type of mate- 
rial that will be discussed, appear in 
the graph, Figure 4. 

F -M I -F Design by Parker 

Because of the severe selectivity re- 
quirements imposed by the f -m band 
of 42 to 50 mc, the superheterodyne 
receiver has been the only satisfactory 
type so far developed for this use. 
Consequently, all the problems of 
spurious response, gain, selectivity, 
and stability which have faced the de- 
signer of a -m equipment used on the 
broadcast and short -wave bands, must 
be faced by the designer of f -m re- 
ceivers. 

With the increasing popularity of 
f -m resulting in more and more trans- 
mitters in close proximity laying down 
strong local fields, the use of high 
values of intermediate frequencies be- 
comes mandatory in order to reduce 
the spurious responses. Higher values 
of intermediate frequency make the 
realization of satisfactory gain and 
stability more difficult. Hence, the 
design engineer is forced to com- 
promise on some value of intermediate 
frequency which will result in ac- 
ceptable gain and stability with the 
minimum of spurious responses. With 
better components and improved tech- 
nique, desired values of gain and cir- 
cuit stability can be attained at higher 
frequencies with consequent reduction 
in spurious responses. 

These problems will be analyzed in a 
paper on i -f transformer design for f -m 
receivers by William H. Parker, Jr., of 
Stromberg- Carlson. He will take each 
of several popular values of intermedi- 
ate frequency between 1700 kc and 16.0 
mc and present quantitative and com- 
parative data which should be of value 

(Continued on page 105) 

Figures 3 (top) and 
4 (right) 

Figure 3 illustrates 
the universal selec- 
tivity curves that P. 

C. Gardiner of Gen- 
eral Electric used to 
prepare chart shown 
in Figure 2. These 
data will be dis- 
cussed by Mr. May- 
nard in his paper on 
i -f systems. In Figure 
4, appears the char- 
acteristics of one 
type of ceramic that 
will be analyzed by 
R. B. Gray of Erie 

Resistor. 
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SPECIAL 

SPECIAL 

SPECIAL 

DEPENDABILITY 

Awarded for Excellence in Pro 

duction and Quality of Material 

Superbly engineered ... mechanically and electrically, 
Delur wire -wound potentiometers perform their functions 
dependably. There's a Delur potentiometer to fill your 

needs. Here, we illustrate a few ... however, we can and 

do produce these units to required resistances. We will 
gladly furnish technical data upon request. 

úr- 4ijscop oration 
SHELTON, CONNECTICUT 

iEW YORK PLANT : 99 Hudson Street, New York City CANADIAN SALES O F F I C E : 560 King Street West, Toronto 
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NEWS BRIEFS OF THE MONTH 
WPB ISSUES MONTHLY 
PRIORITY GUIDE 
A new monthly publication, Products 
and Priorities, describing products, ma- 
terials, and services handled by the War 
Production Board is being released by 
WPB. 

The issues will include all information 
formerly contained in Priorities and in 
Product Assignments, both of which will 
be discontinued. A year's subscription 
of thirteen issues may be obtained for 
$2.00 from the Superintendent of Docu- 
ments, U. S. Government Printing Office, 
Washington, D. C. Single issues will be 
available at 20 cents each. 

Persons who now subscribe to Priori - 
ties will receive the new publication for 
the balance of their regular subscription. 
Product Assignments had not been avail- 
able for public distribution. 

A feature of Products and Priorities 
is a master alphabetical index listing 
every product, material, or service which 
comes under W P,B supervision or control. 
This simplifies the location of the num- 
bers of any applicable WPB orders and 
forms, all necessary CMP references, 
and the WPB Division and section re- 
sponsible for the product, material, or 
service. 

The publication also includes a list of 
Claimant Agencies, Claimant Agency 
program symbols, etc. 

* * * 

WALKER ELECTED APCO PRESIDENT 
Frank W. Walker, chief engineer of the 
forty -four f -m station Michigan State po- 
lice network, was elected president of the 
Associated Police Communication Offi- 
cer, Inc., at the close of the tenth annual 
War Communications Conference at 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Ero Erickson, supervisor of the Illinois 
State police radio system at Chicago, 
was chosen secretary- treasurer. 

Ray Groenier, conference chairman, 
was elected first vice -president ; R. M. 
Jones, Birmingham, Alabama, second 
vice- president, and Win. E. Taylor, Bal- 
timore, sergeant -at -arms. 

A large postwar planning committee 
was selected at the conference to prepare 
a program anticipating postwar police 
radio technical and frequency allocations 
requirements, in co- operation with the 
FCC, IRE and RMA. Talks covered 
recent priority developments affecting 
radio equipment. Frank McIntosh of 
WPB, spoke on priorities. Representa- 
tives from the OCD outlined progress of 
the WERS program. 

RADIO AND RADAR DIVISION 
DEPARTMENTS ORGANIZED 
Organization of the departmental setup of 
the Radio and Radar Division of the 
WPB to clarify spheres of activity has 
been announced by Ray C. Ellis, Direc- 
tor of the Division. 

The new setup includes three assistant 
directors: Sidney K. Wolf for produc- 
tion, J. W. Abney for internal manage - 
nient, and Harold Sharpe for labor. 

The Radio and Radar Division is the 
focal point for the electronic, test equip- 
ment and industrial instrument industries 
and the Government claimant industries 
interested in their products. The Divi- 
sion is responsible for having radio and 
other electronic equipment and compo- 
nents produced to meet the demands of 
the Armed Services and the contractors 
to the Services, as well as to maintain 
essential civilian equipment. 

* * * 

STAR ADDED TO SOLAR "E" FLAG 
The Solar Manufacturing Corporation, 
285 Madison Avenue, New York City, 
with plants in Bayonne and West New 
York, New Jersey, has been awarded 
a white star for its "E" flag. 

* * * 

LT. PRINCE HONORED 
AT ASSOCIATION LUNCHEON 
At its August luncheon meeting the As- 
sociation of Electronic Parts and Equip- 
ment Manufacturers of Chicago honored 
its executive secretary, Kenneth C. 
Prince, before leaving for Princeton 
University, where he will begin his 
training as a Lieutenant (jg) in the 
United States Navy. 

Lt. Col. John M. Niehaus, labor of- 
ficer, United States Army Signal Corps, 
and Albert A. Epstein, assistant direc- 
tor of the Sixth Regional War Labor 
Board, friends of Lt. Prince, addressed 
the members. 

An election of officers for the ensuing 
year was also held at this meeting. P. 
H. Tartak, president of the Oxford - 
Tartak Corporation, Chicago, was elect- 
ed chairman. E. G. Shalkhauser, presi- 
dent of Radio Manufacturing Engineers, 
Inc., Peoria, Illinois, was named vice 
chairman. Helen A. Staniland, vice 
president of Quam -Nichols Company, 
Chicago, was re- elected treasurer. Lewis 
G. Groebe, associated with Lt. Prince in 
the practice of law, was elected secre- 
tary pro tern. 

FM BROADCASTERS 
NAMES NEW OFFICERS 
At a recent meeting of FM Broadcasters, 
Inc., L. W. Herzog, W55M, Milwaukee, 
was named secretary- treasurer. He suc- 
ceeds Robert T. Bartley, former vice- 
president of the Yankee Network, Boston, 
who has filled the job since FMBI'S for- 
mation in January, 1940. Mr. Bartley 
tendered his resignation following his re- 
cent appointment as NAB war director. 

C. M. Jansky, Jr., of Jansky & Bailey, 
was made technical advisor of the asso- 
ciation. 

A new engineering committee was also 
named and W. R. David of General Elec- 
tric was selected as its chairman. Others 
on the committee are Everett Dillard, 
K49KC, Kansas City ; Dr. Ray H. Man- 
son, W51R, Rochester ; Franklin M. Doo- 
little, W65H, Hartford ; and C. M. Jan - 
sky, Jr., W3XO, Washington. 

Three new members were also admitted 
to FMBI, boosting the total to 65. The 
trio includes Marcus Loew Booking 
Agency (W63NY -WHN), New York 
City ; WJJD, Inc., Chicago, Ill. ; and the 
Piedmont Publishing Co. (WSJS) Win- 
ston- Salem, N. C. 

* * * 

DU MONT ENGINEERS PRESENT 
PAPER ON CATHODE -RAY TUBES 
The Radio Club of America inaugurated 
its fall season program with a paper 
Considerations in the Application of Ca- 
thode -Ray Tubes in Equipment, by Dr. 
P. S. Christaldi, chief engineer, and I. E. 
Lempert, cathode -ray tube engineer, Al- 
len B. Du Mont Laboratories, at a meet- 
ing at Columbia University. 

The characteristics of commercially - 
available types of cathrode -ray tubes were 
discussed, with special emphasis on the 
use of published specifications when de- 
signing equipment. Several applications of 
cathode -ray tubes were described, illus- 
trated by slides and demonstrations. 

* * * 

CHICAGO SIGNAL CORPS 
CONTRACTORS WELCOME 
MAJOR GENERAL INGLES 
Signal Corps contractors in Chicago wel- 
comed Major General Harry C. Ingles 
upon his first visit to the city since his 

1 appointment as Chief Signal Officer, with 
a dinner at Chicago's Lake Shore Club. 

1 

Among, those who attended were : W. J. 
Halligan, R. E. Samuelson and R. C. Rus- 
sell of Hallicrafters ; E. N, Rauland ; Major 
Edward W. Medberry ; Lieutenant Com- 

(Continued on page 97) 

Left to 
ferente 
Walker, 

right: Ray S. Gronier, 1943 con - 
chairman; Ero Erickson, Frank W. 
and J. M. Wherritt, APCO bulletin 

editor. 

Back row, left to right: J. J. Kahn, president, 
Standard Transformer Corporation; Lieu- 
tenant Kenneth C. Prince; Paul H. Tartak, 
president, Oxford -Tartak Radio Corporation. 
Front row, left to right: Lieutenant Colonel 
John M. Niehaus, Albert A. Epstein, and 

Helen A. Staniland. 
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W. J. Halligan, Major General Harry C. 
Ingles, Lieutenant Colonel John M. Niehaus, 
Brigadier General Edgar L. Clewell, and 1 

Paul Galvin. 
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'JUST TN /NK, NOGARTH, IT TOOK 
ECHOPHONE FC -f AND TOTAL 
WAR TO BRING US TOGETHER!" 

sbur 
S. AA 

%/NDAY 

JWw /A OAUOw F.. 
Mal C, NFNOI.CAÇ 

smcsearro sr 

_/F/O, f[OP /O4 

Ech op one Mode EC -1 
(Illustrated) a compact communications receiver 

with every necessary feature for good reception. 

Covers from 550 kc. to 30 mc. on three bands. Elec- 

trical bandspread on all bands. Six tubes. Self - 

contained speaker. Operates on 115 -125 volts AC 

or DC. 

ECHOPHONE RADIO CO., 201 EAST 26th ST.. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
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THE INDUSTRY OFFERS . 
CONTINUOUS LENGTH SOFT 
COPPER COAXIAL CABLE 

Soft temper %" copper coaxial cable 
may now be obtained in continuous lengths 
up to several thousand feet, from the 
Andrew Company, 363 East 75th Street, 
Chicago 19, Illinois. 

The cable is wound on wooden reels 
and is electrically identical to rigid cables 
of the same size. Considerable time and 
labor is said to be saved in installation 
because the cable is easily uncoiled and 
bent by hand to the desired contour, and 
connectors, junction boxes and expansion 
fittings are not necessary. So that all 
splices are pressure tight and foreign 
matter and moisture excluded during 
shipment, the cable may be fitted at the 
factory with Andrew glass- insulated ter - 
minuals and shipped under pressure. 

* * * 

CAPACITRON OIL CAPACITORS 
A Lok -Seam oil capacitor, said to be the 
first 100% automatically sealed rec- 
tangular oil capacitor is now being pro- 
duced by Capacitrons, Inc., 318 West 
Schiller, Chicago 10, Ill. 

The Lok -Seam is said to eliminate 
solder entirely. Both the top and the 
bottom of the steel container is auto- 
matically double rolled, crimped and 
sealed with a uni -terni¢ plastic mass. This 
entire series of operations is performed 
automatically on the Lok -Seam machine. 

Bulletin 101 supplies data on types 
available at this time. 

* * * 

WATER -TIGHT LAMPHOLDER 
A water -tight lampholder with a key- 
less composition base, rated 660 watts, 
250 volts, is now available from the C. 
D. Wood Electric Company, Inc., 826 
Broadway, N. Y. City. It is molded of 
low moisture absorbtion composition. 

THORDARSON FLASHTRON 
Flashtron, an electronic package unit, is 
now available from Thordarson Electric 
Manufacturing Company, Chicago, Ill. 

Flashtron incorporates two grid con- 
trolled rectifier tubes. Each of these 
tubes controls power to separate output 
circuits through suitable transformers. 
The interconnection of the tube elements 
is such that only one circuit is operating 
at any given instant and one of the cir- 
cuits is always functioning (Patent 
2,208,235) . 

In service, an actuator or primary sen- 
sitive element (bourdon tube, thermostat, 
etc.) with its electrical contacts, is con- 
nected to the grid circuit of one of the 
tubes of the Flashtron. The output cir- 
cuits are connected to a suitable bi- 
directional motor or other reciprocal con- 
trol (valve, etc.). When the contacts of 
the actuator approach the closed position, 
the tube releases power to its output cir- 
cuit operating the motor or control in a 
given direction. The change in direction 
immediately reflects its action to the 
actuator, opening the contacts and restor- 
ing the first tube to a non -operating con- 
dition. The second tube then functions. 
This changes the direction of operation 
and the cycle repeats itself. The valve 
is constantly re -set to the desired position 
in exact response' to the primary sensitive 
element which is actuating the Flashtron. 
Visual observation of the grid control 
tubes operating many times a second in- 
dicates the control obtained with the 
system. 

A typical application is the controlling 
of steam pressure. A bourdon tube is 
fitted with a pair of contacts to operate 
the Flashtron at a pre -set pressures. The 
output circuits are connected to a bi- 
directional motor operating a steam valve. 
Control of pressure is said to be so per- 
fect that there is practically no move- 
ment of the motor or valve except to 
compensate for differences in boiler pres- 
sure or load. 

The Flashtron operates with and sup- 
plies to the output terminals 115 volt, 
50 -60 cycle current. It should be noted 
that one of the actuator connections is 
at ground potential which simplifies the 
primary sensitive element. The potential 
applied to these contacts does not exceed 
15 volts rms, .001 ampere. 

The unit is housed in an all -steel box 
11 / "x7 / "x3 / ". 

C-3 

T-: 

ACTUATOR OUTPUT CIRCUITS 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

o 
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JUNCTION BOX SET 
A junction box assembly is now available 
from Trav -Ler Karenola Radio & Tele- 
vision Corp., 1038 W. Van Buren St., 
Chicago 7, Ill. 

This unit consists of a length of two - 
conductor, tinsel cordage with a two - 
conductor plug attached to the cordage 
on one end, and a junction box attached 
on the other end. The junction box 
(JB -47) has a two -piece bakelite plastic 
case. The lower section of this case has 
two silver -plated copper terminal jump- 
ers, and four terminal binding posts for 
the necessary connections. A tight- fitting 
neoprene jacket sleeve makes a close seal 
over the end of the plug, which is con- 
nected to the cordage. 

The complete cord set, or any integral 
part, can be furnished promptly. 

* * * 

VARIABLE FREQUENCY 
ELECTRONIC GENERATOR 
An electronic generator capable of de- 
livering power with good regulation and 
waveform over a frequency range of 300 
to 3500 cycles, has been developed by 
Communications Measurements Labora- 
tory, 120 -24 Greenwich Street, N. Y. 
City. 

This generator CML 1400 includes a 
variable- frequency oscillator, followed by 
several driver stages. The output stage 
employs a pair of 833 -A tubes in class B. 
Because of the high impedance of such a 
power source, the regulation of genera- 
tors of this type is quite poor, ordinarily. 
The CML 1400 is said to overcome this 
difficulty by means of a control circuit 
which maintains output voltage at a sub- 
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stantially constant level from no load to 
full load. 

Power output is 1400 watts at 120 volts 
rms, with a load of unity power factor. 

* * * 

BALLASTS WITH BOTTOM LEADS 

To facilitate installation and reduce the 
r use of critical metals Jefferson Electric 

Company, Bellwood, Illinois, have pro- 
vided fluorescent lamp ballasts with leads 
out of the bottom. This makes possible 
direct mounting of the ballast on shallow 
wiring channels, no wider than needed to 
enclose the leads. Ballasts with bottom 
instead of end leads are available at pres- 
ent in the popular capacities- two -lamp 
and three -lamp 40 watts, two -lamp and 
four -lamp 100 watts. 

* * * 

SPEED CAMERA 
To photograph split- second action of 
high speed equipment, an 8000 -frame a 
second camera has been developed by 
Bell Telephone Laboratories, and manu- 
factured by Western Electric. 

This camera, known as the Fastax, 
uses 8 mm and 16 nun film, sometimes 
at the rate of 70 miles an hour. It has 
an exposure period of 33 millionths of a 
second. 

Bell Telephone Laboratories' scientists 
have made with this camera such diverse 
cinematic studies as the action of the 
vocal cards in producing speech and the 
explosive short circuiting of wires carry- 
ing heavy currents of electricity. 

The Fastax camera can be operated at 
slower speeds, too. It is thus invaluable 
in determing stress and impact conditions 
of new equipment designs under test ; 

color, black and white and polarized 
light pictures having been taken of these 
tests. The middle speeds (1,500 to 4,000 
frames per second) have been used to 
study automatic operations, to study the 
laboratory- controlled breakage of parts 
and the causes of noisy operation in ma- 
chines. 

The Fastax employs continuous film 
drive, as distinguished from the stop - 

! expose- advance cycle of the professional 
and amateur slow motion cameras. Ex- 

; posure of successive frames is accom- 
i plished by a revolving prism acting as an 
optical compensator. Hence the images 
travel in synchronism with the film past 
the film gate during the exposure period. 

The object under study is illuminated 
by the continuous concentrated light of 
high intensity lamp filaments instead of 
the intermittently flashing gaseous dis- 
charge lamps as in the case of strobo- 
scopic cameras. This basic principle en- 
ables the Fastax to photograph self - 
luminous objects such as fusing lamp 
filaments, or to make high speed analyses 

(Continued on Page 92) 

4fter a motor or dynamotor has been properly designed, 
built, and inspected - what then? At Eicor it is installed 
on one of these run -in lines for a series of tests extending 
over many hours, to subject the unit to conditions more 
severe than those encountered in its operating life. 

Each unit is individually connected and fused, and then 
supplied with input voltage considerably higher than that 
specified. Output, too, is increased markedly to provide 
an overloaded condition for observing the electrical and 
mechanical characteristics before final inspection is made. 

Naturally the details and duration of these 
"proving ground" tests vary with the design and 
duty of each motor or dynamotor. But every 
unit must at this point prove itself under adverse 
operating conditions. The efficiency and 
regulation are calculated - ripple 
measured - noise level checked - 
and above all, output stability 
established beyond question. 

These operations characterize 
the thoroughness and care used 
in building all Eicor products. 

MOW Ilf R ' , 1501 W. Congress St., Chicago, U.S.A. 
DYNAMOTORS D. C. MOTORS POWER PLANTS CONVERTERS 
Export: Ad Auriemo, 89 Broad St., New York, U. 5. A. Cable: Auriema, New York 
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Personals 
AN interesting note recently came 

in from "Bill" Halligan, presi- 
dent of Hallicrafters. "Bill" is 

a life members of our Association and 
an extremely enthusiastic booster of 
VWOA. Many thanks, "Bill," and 
best of luck. . . . Saw Paul Godley, 
well known radio engineering consult- 
ant, recently. He evinced an interest 
in becoming a life member of the As- 
sociation. Paul was the radio amateur 
who went to Europe for the first trans - 
Atlantic tests of short -waves by Amer- 
ican amateurs, under the auspices of 
the American Radio Relay League. 
At a later date we will include a bi- 
ographical sketch of Paul's radio 
career.... We haven't had word from 
Hal Styles, chairman, and Mack 
Scheaffer, secretary of the Los An- 
geles- Hollywood chapter of VWOA 
lately. Probably they, too, are busy 
with activities aiding the War ef- 
fort. . . Our sincere congratulations 
to W. A. Ready, president of the Na- 
tional Company, and honorary mem- 
ber of our Association, and the men 
and women of the National Company 
upon receiving the Army -Navy "E" 
for excellence in war production. Due 
to pressure of war work, Mr. Ready 

was unable to visit with us at the Astor 
during our last Dinner -Cruise. We look 
forward to seeing him at our next one 
in February, 1944.... And the rest of 
you keep that in mind. February, 1944, 
at the Astor. Exact date later.... We 
always wondered what the "V. L." 
stood for in John V. L. Hogan's name. 
We now know. It's Vincent Lawless. A 
pioneer in the radio field, JVLH has 
long been a member of VWOA. . . . 

We have a letter from J. McWilliams 
Stone, president of the Operadio Cor- 
poration, desiring information on be- 
coming a life member. Mr. Stone was 
a wireless operator in the early days 
of the art. When we obtain more in- 
formation we will include a biographi- 
cal sketch in this page. In the mean- 
time a cordial welcome to Mr. Stone. 
... Our sincere thanks to George H. 
Clark for his efforts in preparing ma- 
terial for the Year Book and the Year 
Book Supplement (copies of which 
can be secured by sending fifty cents 
to the secretary together with your 
name and address), and securing notes 
for this page each month. A few more 
Georges and we would have an easy 
time of it.... W. S. "Bill" Fitzpatrick 
did a grand job of reminiscing in sev- 
eral issues past. Perhaps the picture 
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Early de Forest receiver, 1906, installed at 
Key West station. 

(Courtesy Clark Radio Library) 

included on this page, of early wire- 
less equipment, will bring hack mem- 
ories to many of us. If so, and par- 
ticularly if you ever used that ancient 
stuff, please send in a few notes. Don't 
worry about composition . . . just 
scribble a few lines and we will do the 
rest.... Our good wishes to Ludwig 
Arnson, president of the Radio Re- 
ceptor Company, who received a star 
for their Army -Navy pennant. . . . 

We are very anxious to obtain details 
of heroism on the part of wirelessmen, 
past and present, and naturally of par- 
ticipants in the present global conflict 
to be included in the 1944 Year Book. 
If you know of such cases please bring 
them to our attention. Should you 
lack complete details we shall be glad 
to communicate with the proper au- 
thorities. . . . Our belated congratu- 
lations to Colonel A. W. Marriner, 
formerly Director of Air Corps Com- 
cunications, upon his recent promotion 
to the rank of Brigadier General... . 

W. C. Simon, our hard -working 
Treasurer, tells us that our bank bal- 
ance is well in the black. . . . It has 
been some months since we heard of 
the doings up Boston way. . . . A 
cocktail party will soon be given to 
the radiomen of the Armed Services 
in New York. 

Dues 

OOK in your wallet and see whether 
you have a 1943 membership 
card. If not, please forward a 

check for two dollars to the secretary 
and unless you have been delinquent 
for several years) you will promptly 
receive one. When you do send in your 
dues be sure to include your latest ad- 
dress together with a few notes on 
your present business connections. If 
you have had interesting experiences 
in radio, let's have them for inclusion 
in this page. Each month LW has a 
real job securing sufficient material for 
this page from this correspondent, be- 
cause we have a real job getting ideas 
from you. 

Make it easier for all of us by send- 
ing in interesting anecdotes frequently. 
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THE McEL OY CODE 
r 

'<4 

VP...-. Adr 

if you plan to 
participate in 
tomorrow's 
electronic era... 

perhaps a McElroy 
engineer can be 
of service to you. 

This is the McElroy Code. This is the key to 
our thinking. This is the force which generates 
McElroy initiative. This is the power of crea- 
tive engineers in concerted action. This is 
why McElroy is the world's largest mcmufac- 
hirer of automatic radio telegraph apparatus. 

ii;4;i2.74.._14-1-; ; , - 7: 

1. 

MANUFACTURING CORP. 
112 BROOKLINE AVE., BOSTON, MASS. 

WORLD'S LAMEST MANUFACTURER OF AUTOMATIC RADIO TUMOR APPARATUS 

AA,- 4. 
VriXeit, 
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At home as well as on the battlefront, blood plasma helps save lives . 

donate a pint of blood to the Red Cross today. 7.! 
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Pointing 
the way.. 
WITH UNERRING ACCURACY 

Today, as a result of American en- 
gineering skill ingeniously applying 
amplification principles to highly 
specialized instruments, thousands 
of amplifiers by "Eastern" help to 

guide our army and navy bombers 
with unerring accuracy in success- 

fully completing their vital missions. 

Our engineering staff invites your 
inquiry -large and small production 
runs, even single units, receive our 
usual prompt attention. Write for 
Bulletin 93C. 

BACK THE ATTACK * 
EASTERN 

AMPLIFIER CORP, 

BUY WAR BONDS * 794 E. 140th St., New York 54, N.Y. 

THE INDUSTRY OFFERS . . 

(Continued from page 89) 

by polarized light. The wide choice of 
light sources permits the use of many 
film types including color film up to 
1,000 frames per second. 

* * * 

DIRECT READING FREQUENCY METER 

A direct reading frequency meter for a 
range of 50,000 cycles has been an- 
nounced by North American Philips 
Company, Inc., through its Industrial 
Electronics Division, 419 Fourth Avenue, 
New York City. 

The meter can be used for testing 
quartz crystals, for use in a wow meter 
for phonograph motors and for experi- 
mental work as the base of a frequency 
modulation indicator. 

When combined with a photoelectric 
cell, light source and amplifier, the in- 
strument can be used as a speed indicator 
to read speeds. 

No auxiliary amplifiers are needed to 
drive a recorder. An overload cut -out 
protects recorder from damage. 

The maximum frequency is 50,000 
cycles with six ranges, 0 -100 ; 0 -500 ; 

0 -1000 ; 0 -5000 ; 0- 10,000 ; and 0- 50,000. 
An accuracy of 2% is said to be retained 
over the entire range. Each frequency 
range can be individually adjusted for 
maximum accuracy. 

Frequency is indicated directly on front 
panel of meter or on separate recorder. 
The meter has an input impedance of 
100,000 ohms or over. Stability is said to 
be maintained with line voltage varia- 
tion between 105 and 125 volts. 

The meter is designed either for relay 
rack or cabinet mounting. 

PyroPyroferric research and err of search development 
poabntt for 

producing 
specification proved the 

resistance high or low frequency, metal com_ great Physical strength 
am, high high Pyroferric with its 
and to fit any circuit. Pyre will background of research and experi- 

ence 
gladly consult with you in 9Y requirements. your Powder XPeri- 

Met- 
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* * * 

HIGH -SPEED HAND SANDER 

A light- weight, high -speed hand sanding 
unit has been developed by the Sund- 
strand Machines Tool Company, Rock- 
ford, Illinois. 

The machine weighs less than 6 pounds, 
has a speed of 3500 oscillations per 
minute and can be equipped with differ- 
ent types of sandpaper attachments for 
large or small, wide or narrow, flat or 
curved abrading surfaces on metal, wood, 
plastics, or composition. 

Operation of the machine is obtained 
with pad movements started and con- 
trolled by a palm lever fitted at top of 
the machine housing. When machine is 
gripped to operate, the reciprocating ac- 
tion of pads starts. Upon release, the ma- 
chine automatically stops. 

This Sander is said to be free fromi 
vibration. 

* * * 

ERCO RESONANCE METER 

A resonance meter known type mw -60,i 
has been developed by Erco Radio Lab- 
oratories, Inc., Hempstead, N. Y. 

The indicator can be used for determin- 
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ing resonance in oscillators and trans- 
mitters, standing wave ratios, etc. 

It is adaptable for field or laboratory 
measurements. 

* * * 
OPEN BLADE SNAP -ACTION SWITCH 
A small open blade snap- action switch is 
now being made by Aero Electric Corn - 
pany, 1319 Superior Avenue, Cleveland, 
Ohio. 

A patented rolling spring is said to 
produce a positive snap- action with less 
than 6 oz. operating pressure. The engi- 
neering design and operation of the roll- 
ing spring switch is said to minimize 
contact burning because of its extremely 
fast action. This switch is also designed 
to permit both pre- travel and over -travel. 

It has a rating of 15 amps. on 125 volts 
a -c. Overall size is 3 1/16 "x11 /16 "x / ". 
Made in single pole, single or double 
throw, set and return types. Also assem- 
bled to suit the needs of relay builders. 

* * * 

POCKET SIZE GAGE 
A pocket size, three -point pipe gage for 
instantaneous measurement of all sizes 
of pipe from %" to 12 ", has been an- 
nounced by the Three -Point Gage Com- 
pany, 3821 Broadway, Chicago, Ill. 

This gage consists of two pivoted steel 
plates with edges curved at three points 
for contact with the pipe to be measured, 
together with scale which automatically 
registers not only the pipe size in terms 
of inside diameter but the drill size for 
tapping. 

An advantage claimed for this new 
gage is that it is necessary to contact 
only a small section of the pipe contour 
and that it will measure pipe in any 
position, even against the wall or in a 
corner, and will measure a covered pipe 
if there is a small opening near a union 
or other fitting where the gage may be 
slipped in. It is also maintained that the 
gage can be applied in dark places and 
taken to the light for reading. 

The gage is constructed of steel with 
deep etched numerals, and the size when 
closed is 2/" x 4/ ". 

* * * 

RUBBER TO METAL BOND 

A method of bonding natural or synthetic 
rubber to metal, or plastics to metal has 
been announced by The U. S. Stoneware 
Company, Akron, Ohio. 

The new method, known as Reanite 
Bonding Process, is said to develop a 
bond between rubber and metal ranging 

(Continued on page 94) 

Voice 

Communication 

Equipment 

Everywhere that the global war- 
fare uses voice communication 
UNIVERSAL products play a rel- 
atively important part. Meeting 
every U. S. Army Signal Corps 
Laboratory test, microphones, 
as well as plugs, jacks, switches, 
and cords must pass rigid tests 
for ruggedness and durability, 
and are therefore the highest in 
perfection from a mechanical 
and engineering standpoint. 
Now available to prime and 
subcontractors for earliest pos- 
sible deliveries. 

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE co. SRO. 
INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA 

FOREIGN DIVISION, 301 CLAY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO 11, CALIFORNIA 
CANADIAN DIVISION, 560 KING STREET W., TORONTO 2, ONTARIO, CANADA 
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WHEN the Smoke Has Cleared Away 
Visions of the future are somewhat obscured 

today by smoke that ascends from battlefields. Until 
victory has dissipated this pall, industry knows but one 
duty ... service to its government. Diversion of Astatic 
facilities to the manufacturing of wartime Radio Cable 
Connectors, has necessitated limited production of Astatic 
Microphones, Pickups, Cartridges and Cutting Heads, only certain 
models of which are now made to fill orders with high priority rat- 
ings. Later, when the clouds of war have been rolled away, a com- 
plete line of Astatic products, incorporating newest ideas advanced 
in the miracle field of electronics, will again be available. 

IN CANADA; 
CANADIAN ASTATIC. LTD 

TORONTO. ONTARIO 

THE ASTATIC CORPORATION 
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO 

CHASSIS 

RACKS 

Serving the 
Electronics 

Field 
¡ Exclusively 

Write for 
Catalogue 
No. 41-A 

Though manufactured by modern high -speed methods, 
Par -Metal products have a definite quality of 
craftsmanship - that "hand- made" quality which is 

born of years of specialization. 

32 -62 -49th STREET . . LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y. 
Export Dept. 100 Varick St., N. Y. C. 
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THE INDUSTRY OFFERS ... - 
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from 900 psi to as high as-200 psi on a 
pull test. This compares with bonds rang- 
ing from 250 to 400 obtained by present 
methods. 

While the bond develops its maximum 
strength at room temperatures, its 
strength over a range of -40 °F to as 
high as 300 °F is said to be substantially 
stronger than bonds obtained by conven- 
tional processes. 

The Reanite Bonding Process is said 
to be suitable for bonding natural or 
synthetic rubber, or plastics, to almost all 
metals : iron, steel, stainless steel, mag- 
nesium, aluminum, aluminum alloys, cop- 
per, bronze or brass. 

In application, the surfaces to be joined 
are brushed, sprayed or dipped with 
Reanite. After being permitted to dry for 
an hour the surfaces are joined and the 
unit vulcanized by any of the conven- 
tional methods. 

The Reanite Bonding Process may also 
be used to bond metal to metal, or leather 
or wood to metal or to each other. 

The Reanite joint is said to be un- 
affected by fresh or salt water, and is non- 
corrosive to metals. 

* * * 

PLASTICS METAL PLATING 
A process by which plastics, glass, or 
any non- conductor can be plated with 
any of the plating metals, has been an- 
nounced by Precision Paper Tube Com- 
pany, Special Products Division, 2023 
West Charleston Street, Chicago 47, 
Illinois. 

The process can be used on convex and 
concave surfaces, convolutions, corners 
and recesses. The metal plating is said to 
be permanent. 

* ** 

TWO -POLE CONTINUOUS DUTY 
CONVERTERS 
A line of two -pole rotary converters has 
been announced by the Kato Engineering 
Co., Mankato, Minnesota. 

These new units are available in 225 
and 350 volt- amperes continuous load 
capacities at 3600 rpm with 40 °C tem- 
perature rise. Available for changing 32, 
110 or 220 -volts direct current to stand- 
ard 110 -volts, 60- cycle, a -c. These con- 
verters are said to keep radio interfer- 
ence down to a minimum and to provide 
best possible wave forms to facilitate all 
phases of radio filtering. 

* * * 

HYDROGEN GAS PURIFIER 
An electric hydrogen gas purifying unit' 
is now being manufactured by the Eisler, 
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Engineering Co., Newark, New Jersey. 
The hydrogen gas, to be purified under 

a pressure of 30 to 50 lb. per square inch, 
passes first through an electrically heated 
furnace A, which holds a calorized seam- 
less steel tube E, containing small pieces 
of pure copper for removing oxygen. 
Then the gas moves progressively 
through three glass containers B, C and 
D, each 4 feet long and 3 inches in diam- 
eter, filled with purifying ingredients 
such as caustic potash or sodium lime. 
From the last glass tube D, the purified 
gas enters a manifold with three outlets 
L, M and O leading to three different 
supply lines, from where it may be di- 
rected to small furnaces or other places 
where purified hydrogen is required. Each 
of the supply lines is controlled by one 
adjustable diaphragm reducing valve F, 
G and H, providing a possible reduction 
of pressure down to / pound per square 
inch. 

The electric oven operates on 110 or 
220 volts. An autotransformer is pro- 
vided for regulating the heat, which 
never should be over a maximum of 

are reported at 1200 °F. Best results 
980°F. 

All parts of the equipment are mounted 
on a frame of heavy square steel tubing. 
Removable caps on top and base of the 
glass dryers permit easy filling with 
chemicals and occasional cleaning of these 
containers without any trouble. The glass 
dryers are made of transparent pyrex 
glass. 

G. E. INDICATOR LAMP 

A small molded plastic indicator lamp has 
been announced by the speciality division 
of G. E. Special feature is a lock -on 
color cap which the manufacturers say 
cannot be shaken loose or freeze to the 
base. As many as five circuits can be 
identified on one panel by the use of five 
different color caps- amber, red, green, 
white and blue. 

The lamp is supplied ready for mount- 
ing. The base is mounted directly to the 
back of the instrument panel and the 
color cap is screwed into the base 
through the panel. A coil spring applies 
constant pressure to the base of the lamp 
bulb to maintain a good electrical contact. 
The lamp takes 6 to 8 -volt bulbs. 

* * * 

DEMONSTRATOR BOARD 

A 5 -tube a -c /d -c superhet demonstrator 
board for training programs is now avail - 

(Continued on page 96) 

Rectangular type "09" 
high -voltage capacitors 
widely used for heavy - 
duty continuous- service 
applications. Double rub- 
ber bakelite sealed por- 
celain-pillar terminals. 
Upright or inverted 
mounting. 600 to 5000 v. 
D.C.W. Choice of ca- 
pacities. 

1 
Heavy -duty oil- filled 
"bathtubs ". Logical 
choice for assemblies 
subjected to hard usage. 
One -piece drawn metal 
case with soldered bot- 
tom plate. 400 to 1000 v. 

New type "10" Hyvol. 
Double terminals on 
stepped bakelite threaded 
terminal post. Fully in- 
sulated can Insulator 
washer no longer neces- 
sary for non- grounded 
mounting on metal chas- 
sis. 600 to 1500 v. 

Aerovox oil -filled high - 
voltage capacitors Series 
"20" in voltages up to 
50,000 D.C.W. 

For sheer ability "to take it" day after day, month in 
and month out, year after year, nothing excels the properly 
engineered and built oil- filled capacitor. Which explains 
why Aerovox oil- filled capacitors have been drafted for 
the war effort. Such capacitors. ranging from compact oil - 
filled tubulars and "bathtubs" and rectangular -can types, 
to the large -can types and even to the giant Series 20 units 
in ratings up to 50,000 v., are available on very highest 
priorities, these days. If your work is of a vital military 
or war -industry nature, you can count on these Aerovox 
oil- filled capacitors. Write for catalog. Submit 
your requirements. 

INDIVIDUALLY TESTED 

AEROVOX CORPORATION, NEW BEDFORD, MASS., U. S. A. SALES OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES 

Export 100 VARICK ST., N. Y. C. Cable: 'ARLAB' In Canada: AEROVOX CANADA LTD., HAMILTON, ONT. 
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THE INDUSTRY OFFERS ... 
(Continued from page 95) 

able from Lafayette Radio Corporation, 
901 West Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, 7, 
Illinois and 265 Peachtree Street, At- ' 

lanta, 3, Georgia. 
It is laid out in bread board style with 

the parts mounted in position for quick 
removal and replacement to demonstrate 
function at each part in the circuit. Ter- 
minals are provided at all tube elements 
for measurement of voltages and signals. 
Jumpers are provided to open condenser, 
resistor and coil circuits and to short out 
these circuits wherever no damage will 
result. Schematic diagram is in color 
according to the RMA codes. Tubes are 
included. 

* ** 
DI -ACRO BENDER 
A bender that permits increased diamater 
forming has been developed by the 
O'Neil -Irwin Manufacturing Company, 
Minneapolis 15, Minnesota. 

This new bender has a radius capacity 
with conversion of approximately nine, 
inches. The length of operating leverage 
is thirty -five inches. It has an automatic 
and reversible forming nose. In addition, 
it features two -way action and right or 
left -hand mounting or operating. 

ALLIED RADIO TRAINING KIT 
A 5 -tube superheterodyne receiver kit fo 
training programs has been announced b 
Allied Radio Corporation, Educational 
Division, 833 West Jackson Boulevar 
Chicago 7, Illinois. 

(Continued on gage 125) 
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HEWS BRIEFS 
(Continued from page 86) 

mander George C. Norwood ; Colonel 
Charles N. Sawyer ; Lieutenant Colonel 
John M. Niehaus ; Brigadier General Ed- 
gar L. Clewell ; Paul Galvin ; Colonel 
Lester J. Harris ; Lieutenant Colonel 
Samuel R. Todd; Major Henry S. Kill- 
ington and Major George E. Phelps. 

* * * 

HAZELTINE HOLDS "E" CEREMONIES 

The "E" pennant was presented to Hazel- 
tine Electronics Corporation recently at 
plant ceremonies in Little Neck, L. I. 
Admiral H. G. Bowen, USN, presented 
the flag, which was accepted by William 
A. MacDonald, president of Hazeltine. 
Colonel O. C. Maier, USA, Signal Corps, 
presented the "E" pins. The address of 
welcome was delivered by the Hon. New- 
bold Morris, president of New York City 
Council. 

* * * 

SCHRAMM JOINS CLAROSTAT 
Emil O. Schramm, Jr., has joined Clar- 
ostat Manufacturing Company, Inc., 
Brooklyn, N. Y., as purchasing agent. 

Mr. Schramm has been engaged in 
radio engineering, research and servicing 

,i since 1923. He attended Brooklyn Poly- 
' technic, M.I.T., and graduated with his 

engineering degree from the University 
of Southern California. Prior to joining 
Clarostat he was with the War Depart- 

, ment as an ANEPA field expediter. 
* 

KELLEY -KOETT EXPANDS 
A new building will soon be added to the 
plant of the Kelley -Koett Manufacturing 
Company, Covington, Ky., manufacturers 
of x -ray equipment. A. H. Feibel is 
president of the company. 

* * * 

AUTOMATIC PRODUCTION 
TESTER BULLETIN 
A 6 -page folder describing the Roto - 
bridge automatic high speed production 
circuit tester has been released by Com- 
munication Measurements Laboratory, 
120 Greenwich Street, N. Y. City. The 
Rotobridge is said to test a circuit a 
second and check circuit resistance values 
as low as .001 ohms with Wheatstone 
bridge precision. 

* * * 

PHILIPS SEARCHRAY DATA 
Two 4 -page folders describing the Search - 
ray have just been issued by the indus- 
trial electronics equipment division of the 
North American Philips Company, Inc., 
419 Fourth Avenue, New York City. 
A. E. Snyder is manager of this division. 
Two Searchray types, the 80 and 150, 
are on demonstration, upon request. 

* * * 

NOREM NOW ASS'T PROFESSOR 
AT SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY 

Í Bert H. Norem has been appointed as- 
Ì sistant professor of administrative en- 
gineering in the College of Applied 

i Science, Syracuse University, Syracuse, 
N. Y. 

* * * 

RIVETING CHART 
ÿ A 20 "x30" wall chart with essential in- 

formation on Cherry Blind riveting for 
aircraft plants, schools, field service de- 

1 pots, engineering departments, etc., has 

J 
(Continued on page 98) 
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Over land and under sea, Presto Recorders have 
their ears glued to Sounds ... pick them up and play 
them back so Sailors, Soldiers and Aviators may 
know who's there- friend or foe! As in peace, so 
in war ... if it's a noise Presto will get it - faithfully 
and realistically. 

Presto Recording Corporation 
NEW YORK 19, N. Y., U. S. A. 

World's Largest Manufacturers of Instantaneous Sound Recording Eauipment and Discs 
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-a 
Here, at Doolittle, we are coordinating 

every effort and skill to help provide the 
communications equipment so essential for 
/ictory. This will mean better peace -time 
ommunications after our battles are won. 

To Assure Victory 
Buy More U. S. War 
Bonds and Stamps Builders of Precision Radio Communications Equipment 

7421 S. Loomis Blvd., Chicago, U. S. Aa 

/TO THE "Nth" DEGRE 
Perfect co- ordination of skilled minds and hands' 
in a well knit organization with 20 years of radio 
manufacturing experience has been the secret of 
MERIT'SiA'success in building precision equipment 

ow ;manufacturing for every branch 
tif thé Armed Services. 

Enlarged facilities enabl= 
to offer prompt shipmen 

riority orders. 

Transformers-Coils-Reactors - Electrical Windings of All Types 

for the Radio Trode and other 

Electronic Applications. 

COIL & TRANSFORMER C 

%ptulnbs St. Ct ICAGO 6', 1 
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NEWS BRIEFS 
(Continued from page 97) 

been published by Cherry Rivet Company, 
231 Winston Street, Los Angeles 13, Cal. 

A feature of the chart is a scale repro- 
duction of both countersunk and brazier 
head rivets. Three columns of rivets 
serve as a guide to rivet sizes for three 
types of installations. One column covers 
flush riveting ; another, combination of 
machine countersunk or dimpled top sheet 
and machine countersunk bottom sheet ; 

and the third column shows proper sizes 
for brazier head riveting in various thick- 
nesses of material. 

* * * 

J. KERR NOW 
G. E. EASTERN AREA TUBE REP. 
Joseph A. Kerr, former radio representa- 
tive with G. E. Metropolitan Distributing 
Branch in New York City, has been ap- 
pointed tube representative for G. E. elec- 
tronics department. 

* * 

WOOL FELT BOOKLET 
A 28 -page booklet on felt has been issued 
by the Felt Association, Inc., New York. 
Called Felt Facts, the booklet tells the 
story of the manufacture and uses of 
wool felt, which has been employed as an 
alternate for rubber, cork, certain fabrics 
and plastics. Copies are available free 
of charge from Korbel and Colwell, Inc., 
480 Lexington Ave., New York City. 

* * * 

RCA WINS THIRD "E" FLAG STAR 
The Camden plant of RCA Victor Divi- 
sion has been awarded the third star for 
its Army -Navy "E" pennant. 

The original "E" pennant was received 
by RCA in January of 1942. 

* * 

RAYTHEON PLANS 
POSTWAR PROGRAM 
Plans for the postwar activities of Ray- 
theon Production Corporation were dis- 
cussed at a meeting in Chicago, recently. 

Attending the meeting were general 
sales manager E. S. Reidel, and A. E. 
Akeroyd, F. E. Anderson, Fred Sim- 
mons and Russ Lund, from the Newton. 
Mass., plant. 

* * * 

STANDARD DESIGN PRESSED 
STEATITE LISTINGS 
A detailed listing of standard pressed 
steatite parts for which tools are already 
available has been issued by Henry L. 
Crowley & Company, 1 Central Ave., 
West Orange, N. J. 

The listings are in the form of detailed 
and dimensional drawings of bush- 
ings, trimmer -condenser bodies, terminal 
strips, tube sockets, tube parts, coil bases, 
variable- condenser end pieces, oscillating - 
crystal cases, etc., with corresponding 
part numbers. Well over a hundred 
standard parts are listed, with more to 
follow in supplementary bulletins issued 
from time to time. A copy of this catalog 
is available to anyone designing or pro- 
ducing equipment utilizing steatite, writ- 
ing in on his business letterhead. 

* * * 

C. A. PRIEST APPOINTED 
TRANSMITTER DIVISION MANAGER 
C. A. Priest has been appointed manager 
of the transmitter division of the G. E. 
electronics department. In this capacity, 
Mr. Priest will assume the responsibility 
for the operations of the Syracuse, New 
York plant of the division, and will have I 
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his headquarters in that city. Mr. Priest 
was engineer of the radio transmitter 
,engineering division at Schenectady be- 
fore his new appointment. 

. * * 

DISTRIBUTORS DISCUSS PROBLEMS 
WITH RCA OFFICIALS AT 
SPECIAL MEETING 
About 200 RCA Victor distributors and 
their executive personnel gathered re- 
cently at the Waldorf-Astoria in New 

;York to hear officials of the RCA Victor 
- Division discuss mutual problems and 
current thinking on postwar distribution. 
I Represented were wholesalers for all 
of RCA products including radios, phono- 
graphs, records, tubes, parts, and cotn- 

mercial sound. Similar meetings were 
held in Chicago, San Francisco and New 
Orleans. 

H. C. Bonfig, general sales manager, 
opened the New York meeting. L. W. 
Teegarden, assistant general sales man- 
ager, discussed the part which whole- 
salers will play in the postwar distribu- 
tion of RCA products. Vance C. Wood - 
cox, director of commercial research, 
told of the scientific studies being con - 

'lucted by RCA. 
E. W. Engstrom, director of research 

of the RCA Laboratories, described the 
:onsolidation of RCA's extensive research 
activities at Princeton, N. J., and Thomas 
F: Joyce, manager of the radio, phono- 
graph and television department, outlined 

I 

the RCA current advertising programs. 
* 

G. E. RESIN AND INSULATION 
MATERIALS SALES DIVISION 
GOES TO SCHENECTADY 

SThe resin and insulation materials divi- 
Sion of the G. E. appliance and merchan- 
dise department has moved its sales and 
order service headquarters office to Sche- 
nectady, N. Y., from Bridgeport, Conn. 

* * 

THROAT MICROPHONE BULLETIN 

Universal Microphone Co., Inglewood, 
Cal., has published a catalog describing 
throat microphone type T -30 -S. 

Descriptive data includes the functions, 
wearing methods, handling, resistance, 
current, repairing, dimensions and com- 
ponent weights. 

* * 

BRANDT, HENYAN, LUCAS 
N NEW G. E. POSTS 

i 
rthur A. Brandt has been made general 

ales manager of G. E. electronics de- 
artment. 
George W. Henyan has been made as- 

istant to the vice president and V. M. 
ucas has been appointed manager of the 

Government division. 
* * 

G. A. PRICE NEW V -P 
AT WESTINGHOUSE 

' Gwilym ;1. Price has been elected vice 
resident of Westinghouse Electric and 
anufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

* * * 

NEW ALUMINUM 
DEOXIDIZING METHOD 

A new principle of aluminum deoxidizing 
'is said to have been evolved by the tech- 

nical process division of Colonial Alloys 
Company, Philadelphia, Penna. 

This new principle embodies the use of 
ran alkaline solution known as deox- 
aluminum which is used as a dip, at room 
or elevated temperatures, from about 10 
seconds to 1 minute. 

Deox -aluminum is supplied as salts and 
is mixed with water by the user in the 
amount of about 12 ozs. of salts per gal - 

(Continued on page 100) 
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Type K Cannon Connectors are 
light in weight yet rugged and dur- 
able. Made in three basic types... 
Wall Mounting Units, Straight 

and 90° Cord Connectors. 

nd effective 

Vibration Testing Equ ent 

In this delicate scientific equipment developed and used 
by Consolidated Engineering Corporation for measuring 
acceleration, velocities and displacements, uninterrupted 
operation is of paramount importance. 

The use of this equipment requires frequent coupling 
and uncoupling of fittings and Consolidated Engineers 
have found that Cannon Connectors save time and 
are uniformly dependable under all conditions. 

Because of the wide variety of shapes, sizes and 
contact arrangements which are STANDARD 
with Cannon, and because of their dependability, 
Cannon Connectors are used in an ever increas- 
ing number of war and peacetime industries. 

The Cannon Catalog Supplement gives data on 
Type K and seven other types of generally used 
connectors. Send us a request on your business 
letterhead and we will mail you a copy. Address 
Department A -121, Cannon Electric Development 
Company, Los Angeles 31, California. 

CANNON ELECTRIC 
Cannon Electric Development Co., Los Angeles 31, Calif. 
Canadian Factory and Engineering Office: Cannon Electric Co., Ltd., Toronto 

REPRESENTATIVES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES - CONSULT YOUR LOCAL TELEPHONE BOOK 
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RADIO AND 
ELECTRONIC 

COMPONENTS 

%cue Delivery/ 
TUBES CAPACITORS 
RELAYS COILS RESISTORS 

TRANSFORMERS TEST 

EQUIPMENT 1001 OTHERS 

We've been around for 17 years ... so 

we know where to look, what to look 

for, and what to buy! We know materi- 
als, qualities, workmanship, prices! We 

can take that big burden off your shoul- 

ders and replace it with the components 

and equipment that you need to help 

speed your production. 

Write, Wire or Phone HARVEY 

If we haven't what you want in 
stock, well find it for you as fast 
as wartime conditions permit. 

Telephone Orders to BRYANT 9 -1946 

NEWS BRIEFS 
(Cont¡nned from page 99) 

Ion of water. The solution may be kept in a container of steel, wood, or glass or rubber lined tanks, or any alkaline resisting material. 
The bath may serve both as an alum- inum anodizing rack stripper and as a general cleaning method to supplant con- ventional systems. 
Samples are available. 

* * * 
SCOPHONy AWARDED NEW PATENTS 
Basic U. S. patents 2,330,171 and 2,330,- 
172, issued as part of the group of patents covering the Skiatron system, a new tele- vision projection unit, have been granted 
to Scophony Corporation of America, 527 5th Avenue, N. Y. City. According to Arthur Levey, president of SCA, the patented systems provide large- screen 
projection. 

The inventions were conceived by Dr. 
A. H. Rosenthal, director of research and 
development of SCA. 

* * * 
EXPANSION BOLT CATALOG 
A 20 -page catalog with data on expan- 
sion anchoring devices has been released 
by the Chicago Expansion Bolt Company, 
2240 West Ogden Avenue, Chicago 12, 
Illinois. 

Items covered by the new catalog in- 
clude expansion bolts, expansion nuts, 
anchoring units, toggle bolts, lead wood - 
screw shields, lag screw shields, single 
and double machine bolt shields, hook 
bolts and drilling devices. 

* * * 

FIFTH "E" FLAG TO RCA 
The Indianapolis plant of the RCA Vic- 
tor Division has won the Army -Navy 
"E" pennant. This is the fifth such 
award to be won by RCA. 

* * * 

PHILIPS TO MOVE OFFICES 
North American Philips Company, Inc., 
Dobbs Ferry, N. Y., will move its com- 
mercial and administrative departments, 
late in November, to the Pershing 
Square Building, New York. Philips 
Export Corporation, with offices in the 
Hotel Roosevelt Building, New York, 
will also move here. The industrial elec- 
tronics equipment division in New York 
will move to the new location, too. 

The change will not affect production 
personnel at the three plants in Dobbs 
Ferry and Mount Vernon, N. Y., and 
Lewiston, Maine. The purchasing de- 
partment will remain at Dobbs Ferry. 

* * * 

SUN RADIO CHANGES NAME 
The Sun Radio Co., 212 Fulton Street, 
New York City 7, has changed its name 
to Sun Radio & Electronics Co. The com- 
pany was established in 1922. 

* * * 

SHEA NOW P. M. OF ECA 
H. Gregory Shea has been appointed pro- 
duction manager of Electronic Corpora- 
tion of America. 

* * 

BEN MILLER TO REPRESENT 
RADIO ESSENTIALS 
Ben Miller has been appointed manufac- 
turer's representative of Radio Essen- 
tials, Inc., for Southern Wisconsin and 
Illinois with headquarters at 149 West 
Ohio Street, Chicago, Illinois. Mr. Mil- 
ler was formerly sales manager for 
Meissner Mfg. Co. 

Herman Smith president of .Radio Es- 
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sentials, Inc., who announced Mr. Mil- 
ler's appointment, also announced that 
Irving Rosen will be his representative 
contacting distributors in metropolitan 
New York. 

* * * 

WILLIAM LODGE RETURNS TO CBS 

William B. Lodge, for the past eighteen 
months associate director of the Air- 
borne Instruments Laboratory of Colum- 
bia University, Division of War Re- 
search, has returned to the general en- 
gineering department of CBS. 

Lodge first joined the Columbia Broad- 
casting System in December 1931. He 
was engineer in charge of radio frequen- 
cies division when he left the network 
for his recent special war post. For the 
present Lodge will divide his time be- 
tween CBS and the Airborne Instruments 
Laboratory. He will supervise the opera- 
tions of the CBS general engineering de- 
partment during the current leave of ab- 
sence of E. K. Cohan, CBS director of 
engineering. 

* * * 

WORNER PRODUCTS RENAMED 

The Worner Products Corporation will 
hereafter be known as Worner Electronic 
Devices. And after November 1st, they 
will occupy new quarters at 848 North 
Noble Street, Chicago 22, Illinois. 

* * * 
ZENITH F -M U -H -F BIBLIOGRAPHY 
A new edition of the u -h -f reference 
guide, published last year, has just been 
released by Zenith Radio Corporation, 
680 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, 
11, Illinois. This issue has also been 
prepared by Elizabeth Kelsey. It's an 
interesting presentation, replete with in- 

EN I;W TANKS 
RE l'Rl:Nl'ING"' 

At every critical point, " Surco- American" 
high quality insulation is contributing to the 
victory which is coming closer and closer . 

If you need flexible plastic tubing in inside, 
diameters from .005" to 2" or insulated wire, 
which will stand extremes in temperature. 
get in touch with us. We have over 26 
formulations to meet the most exacting speci- 
fications and we also make insulating 
tapes of all kinds as well as extruded and 
molded plastic parts. 

Literature and samples on request. 
Address Dept. L 

11,40 
ELECTRICAL INSULATION CO. 

84 Purchase St. Boston, Mass 
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formation that engineers will find most 
useful. Papers on u -h -f and f -m that 
have appeared in the past ten years are 
effectively cataloged. In addition a sec- 
tion has been devoted to short biographi- 
cal sketches of outstanding u -h -f and f -m 
specialists. 

As long as copies last, they are avail- 
able gratis. Send your request to Miss 
Kelsey. 

* * * 

PRESS WIRELESS WINS WHITE STAR 
The Hicksville, Long Island, plant of 
Press Wireless, Inc., has won a white 
star for their "E" flag. 

* * * 
IDEAL COMMUTATOR LEAFLETS 
Two new leaflets covering Wire Nuts 

r and Safe -T -Grip fuse pullers have been 
released by the Ideal Commutator Dress- 
er Company, 1288 Park Avenue, Syca- 
more, Illinois. 

* * 

AEROVOX FILTER DATA 
I Three releases of the Aerovox Research 

Worker covering design data for m -de- 
r rived type filters have been released by 
i the Aerovox Corporation, New Bedford, 

Massachusetts. 
In these interesting releases appear 

data on low and high pass filters, fre- 
t' quency charts and series -derived band 
I filter charts. 

* * * 

I BELL SOUND SYSTEM BULLETIN 
A thirty -two page catalog, No. 38, de- 
scribing amplifiers, inter -communicators, 
public address systems, etc., has been re- 
leased by the Bell Sound Systems, Inc., 
1183 Essex Avenue, Columbus, Ohio. 

* * * 

SAYRE M. RAMSDELL, DEAD 
Sayre M. Ramsdell, president of the 
Sayre M. Ramsdell Associates advertising 
agency, died at his home recently. He was 
45 years of age. Among the principal 
clients of the agency are Philco Corpora- 
tion and National Union Radio Corpora- 
tion. 

* 

AERO NEEDLE OFFERS COUNTER CARD 
A counter card featuring the Aero point 
III phonograph needle is now being of- 

(Continued on page 107) 

ARMY OFFICIAL VISITS SONOTONE 
PLANT 

The Newest Development 

in Military Headsets ! 

This new headset was designed to 

fit under the new helmet that pro- 

tects the soldier's head and neck. A 

small soft plug fits into the ear, pro- 

viding a more effective seal against 

outside noises. Because the plug type 

earpiece focuses the sound directly into 

the ear, these new receivers have a tre- 

mendously higher fidelity of response. The 

inserts are made of neoprene, thus requiring 

almost no strategic material. Now a complete, 

all- purpose headset may be issued to each tele- 

phone and radio operator individually. 

These new headphones are manufactured under 
the most rigid Signal Corps specifications. They are made 

to operate at 40° below zero and 170° above zero ... and in 

the extremes of arid to the most humid climates., 

Power requirement is much less than required by the older 
type of headset. The response is very flat and is uniform 
within 8 Dbs from 400 to 2200 cycles and approximately 
15 Dbs from 100 to 3500 cycles. Produces an average of 

10 dynes cm2 at an input of 6 microwatts. 

Left to right: L. G. Pacent, president, 
Pacent Engineering Corporation, N. Y. (con- 
sulting engineers to Sonotone); Dr. Fred W. 
Kranz, vice -president and director of pro- 
duction, Elmsford plant; A. J. Harris, plant 
manager, Martlex plant; Capt. A. C. Ander- 
son, S.C., chief, Special Products Section; 
J. Leggio, U. S. Signal Corps inspector; 
I. I. Schachtel, vice -president, Sonotone 
Corp., and Robert L. Lewis, vice -president, 

Pacent Engineering. 

Consolidated Radio's modern mass production 
methods can supply signal corps und other head- 

phone units in quantities to contractors. 
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DANIEL KONDAKJIAN 

7;;;;srofogree4g1Paroori 

...ear - marked for 

a bright post-war 

future tomorrow 

Every day we are approaching nearer to the time when 

advancements in television, radio, aviation and elec- 

tronics in general, can be parts of everyday life. When 

this occurs, products which have materially aided the 

forces of Victory, will come into their own once again. 
This time as a human betterment. 
Daniel Kondakjian leads, bases and caps -vital com- 

ponents of electronic tubes -will assume this subse- 

quent role in a similar efficient and dependable manner. 

THE ENGINEERING CO. 
27 WRIGHT STREET, NEWARK, NEW JERSEY 

THREE COMPLETELY EQUIP- 

PED PLANTS AVAILABLE FOR 

POST-WAR PRODUCTION 

Inquiries pertaining to post- 
war intent -and applicable 
to our plant capabilities 
for caps, bases, television 
tubes and three great types 
of leads -are invited. Blue- 
prints, sketches, or dala 
sent to us for consideration 
or collaboration, will be 
treated in strict confidence. 

4 s R' 

TUNGSTEN LEADS I ' ) D A N I E L K O N D A K J I A N BASES AND CAPS 

CURRENT VOLTAGE 
FLUCTUATION 

VOLTAGE OF 24V WITH AMPERITE 
BATTERY ä CHARGER , VOLTAGE VARIES 

VARIES APPROX. ONLY 

REDUCED 
WITH 

AMPERITE 
REGULATORS 

eaWte4 . 

1. Amperites cut battery voltage fluctua- 
tion from approximately 50% to 2 %. 

2. Hermetically sealed - not affected by 
altitude, ambient temperature, humidity. 

3. Compact, light, and inexpensive. 

Used by U.S. Army, Navy, and Air Corps. 

DELAY RELAYS: For delays from 1 to 100 seconds. 
Hermetically seeded. Unaffected by altitude.... Send for catalogue sheet. 

ENGINEERS: 
This 4 -page folder will help you solve 
Current and Voltage Problems; contains 

much valuable data in practical form - Write for your copy now. 

AMPERITE CO., 561 Broadway, New York (12), N. Y. 

In Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., 560 King St., W. Toronto 
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RTPB HOLDS FIRST MEETING; 

DR. BAKER APPOINTED 

CHAIRMAN 

T HE Radio Technical Planning 
Board held its first meeting Sep- 
tember 29, at the Roosevelt Ho- 

tel, New York City, N. Y. Voting 
sponsors represented at the meeting 
were American Radio Relay League ; 

FM Broadcasters, Incorporated; Insti- 
tute of Radio Engineers ; National 
Association of Broadcasters, and Radio 
Manufacturers Association. 

Other sponsors present, but not yet ' 

qualified to vote, were : The American 
Institute of Electrical Engineers ; 

Aeronautical Radio, Incorporated; In- i 

ternational Association of Chiefs of ' 

Police, and National Independent 
Broadcasters. 

Dr. W. R. G. Baker, vice president 
of General Electric, was appointed as 
chairman of the new RTPB for a terni 
of one year. A plan of organization 
and procedure was adopted at this 
meeting. 

Accordilhg to organization and pro 
cedure plan, the objectives of the 
RTPB shall be to formulate plans for 
the technical future of the radio in- 
dustry and services, including fre- 
quency allocations and systems stand- 
ardization, in accordance with the 
public interest and the technical facts, 
and to advise government, industry, 
and the public of its recommendations. 
Such planning shall be restricted to en- 
gineering considerations. 

The RTPB will be representative of 
the many branches of the radio field 

Haraden Pratt, who represented the IRE a 

the RTPB meeting. 
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}4,4, Wig 
Ir. W. R. G. Baker, who was appointed 

RTPB chairman for a one -year term. 

nd will call upon technical experts 
rom all branches to assist in the work 

of planning in conformity with its 
objectives. 

Such studies, investigations, recom- 
nendations, and standards as are re- 
uired to attain its objectives, will be 
eveloped. The board will also con - 
ider and appropriately act upon sug- 
-estions or requests for recommenda- 
ions from branches of the govern- 

.. [lent or important groups in the radio 
field. 

The sponsors of the RTPB shall be 

Id hose non -profit associations and so- 
ieties which have an important in- 
rest in radio and which indicate a 
illingness to cooperate in achieving 

he objectives of the RTPB. 
Those sponsors who agree to con - 

ribute in the first year of operation 
sum of one thousand dollars or more 

the financial support shall be des- 
nated contributing sponsors. The 
inimum qualifying sum for subse- 

uent years shall be set by the ad- 
inistrative committee not less than 
xty days before the close of the 
perating year. 
No sponsor shall be obligated for a 

ontribution greater than that to 
rhich it agrees in advance, nor shall 
he RTPB incur financial obligations 
t any time exceeding the total sung 

4f contributions previously agreed 
ipon by the sponsors. 

The board shall be composed of 
me person or his alternate selected by 
ach sponsor, both to be selected by 
ach respective sponsor, and of the 
hairman of all panels. 

¡-r -.-. . 

...... --.-..,i'' ï' jj ,1. r { ,... ... .. 
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CRYSTALS 

for At1.`Quartz Crystal 

Piezoelectric Applicafions 

rrßy :-- BIALÉY 
ri?EUOncr cuhuMIL 

NUM1:' 

TODAY, the entire output of Bliley Crystal Units is directed to vital 
communications equipment for war purposes. When the United Nations 

win the last battle, as they most certainly will, the fruits of increased engi- 
neering knowledge, expanded facilities and improved production technique, 
will be available to a peace time world . . . a new world of greater human 
comfort through applied engineering and science. 

In this new world, Bliley Crystals will take their rightful place with their 
pre -war record of dependability, accuracy and user acceptance. Not counting 
applications covered by war time secrecy necessities, there will be Bliley Pre- 
cision -made Crystals for diathermy, ultrasonic generators, pressure gauges, 
carrier- current communications systems, radio frequency filters, and precision 
interval timers. And, of course, in greater quantities than ever before, frequen- 
cy controlling crystal units for all radio communication necessities, F. M. or 
A. M., fixed, portable, mobile or air borne. As always, Bliley Engineers are 
ready to extend their assistance to you ... call on them freely. 

BLILEY ELECTRIC COMPANY 
UNION STATION BUILDING ERIE, PA. 
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Basic Facts on 
Electricity Needed 

to UNDERSTAND 
ELECTRONICS! 

BASIC 
ELECTRICITY 

for 

COMMUNICATIONS 
b(, Y ° 

W. H. TIMBIE 

A clear, concise, practical book 
for those who want to prepare 
themselves now for the rapidly 
growing fields of Communications 
and Industrial Electronics. 

Only those facts and principles 
every communications or elec- 
tronics worker needs to know - 
and know well, are presented. 
Actual job problems are used 
throughout to show, step by step, 
how to solve electrical and com- 
munications problems that arise 
in practice. 

This book gives you a compre- 
hensive picture of the fundamen- 
tal laws and principles govern- 
ing communications practice. You 
will know the instruments and 
apparatus used -what they look 
like -how they work. You will 
know the symbols and language 
of the trade, and learn to figure 
quickly daily problems. This 
book will give you a foundation 
that will serve you well at all 
times and prepare you for ad- 
vanced work in the field. 

603 pages $3.50 
ON APPROVAL COUPON 

JOHN WILEY & SONS, INC. 
440 Fourth Avenue, New York 16, N. Y. 
Please send me a copy of Timbié s BASIC ELEC- 
TRICITY FOR COMMUNICATIONS on ton days' 
approval. At the end of that time. if I decide to 
keep the book, I will remit $3.50 plus postage; 
otherwise I will return the book postpaid. 

Name 

Address 

City and State 

Employed by C -10 -43 

SMPE CONFERENCE 
(Continued front page 48) 

veloped, pointed out Mr. Landsberg. 
All these considerations point to the 

necessity of deciding whether we 
should plan for immediate postwar 
television or for a later, maybe much 
later time. To answer this one ques- 
tion, Mr. Landsberg said, we must ask 
several others. Above all can tele- 
vision with its present standards and 
present state of the art give a high 
quality service or not? Mr. Lands - 
berg believes that the experience of 
the past years enables us to answer 
with all emphatic yes. "Television is 
ready to give an excellent service !" 
he emphasized. 

And said Mr. Landsberg . . . "the 
quality of television pictures today 
is such that it can be compared to the 
quality of sixteen millimeter motion 
picture film. With improvement of 
circuit components and tubes for the 
transmitter as well as the receiver, 
particularly the improvement of cam- 
era tubes and cathode ray receiver 
tubes, so much better quality of images 
can be obtained without a change in 
the system that it seems doubtful that 
different systems will become neces- 
sary. 

"Wartime mass production of simi- 
lar equipment has shown the way for 
production of television receivers be- 
low $100.00. 

"Projection of high quality tele- 
vision pictures to theatre screen size 
is no longer a laboratory dream. 

"With new types of camera tubes 
no excessive light level is required for 
a television pick -up. 

"Through progress made in u -h -f 
transmitter tubes and antenna design a 
signal strength adequate to give prac- 
tically interference -free reception even 
in poorest receiving localities can be 
produced. 

"Relay transmitters make linking of 

cities and trans -continental television 
possible. 

"All these facts prove that black 
and white television is ready now to 
give a highly adequate service with 
presently used systetns and standards. 

"Undoubtedly the addition of color 
is desirable, but should be perfected 
and thoroughly tested prior to its in- 
corporation into standards and public 
service. Technicolor motion pictures 
although highly perfected have to this 
clay not replaced black and white film. 

"Another consideration in television 
planning is the frequency band tele- 
vision stations should occupy. This is 

important since an always larger spec- 
trum is made useful for radio services, 
because always new services desire 
space in the ether. Television, I be- 
lieve, would encounter difficulties in 

moving to higher frequencies where 
multipath transmission becomes a more 
serious factor, since reflected signals 
are a greater hazard to picture trans- 
mission than to many other services. 
Still, television will require more room 
in the frequency spectrum; plans must 
be made to obtain it. 

"When the end of the war approach- 
es, the first group of men released from 
war work will be the designers. At 
that time, which may be well before 
the war's end, standards for television 
must be ready so that they can design 
the receiver and projector models, 
which are to be put into production 
right at war's end, if such production 
shall help cushion against sudden 
work and employment stoppage." 

The technical portion of Mr. Lands - 
berg's paper covered a discussion of 
new types of camera tubes, projection 
systems, transmitting antenna, color 
systems, background projection, light- 
ing equipment, relay transmitters, 
present standards and various pro- 
posed standards. 

JONES 500 SERIES 

PLUGS AND SOCKETS 
Designed for 5,000 volts and 25 amperes. 
All sizes polarized to prevent incorrect 
connections, no matter how many sizes used on 
a single installation. Fulfill every electrical and 
mechanical requirement. Easy to wire and in- 
stantly accessible for inspection. Sizes: 2, 4, 6, 

8, 10, and 12 contacts. Send for a copy of Bul- 
letin 500 for complete information. Write today. 

HOWARD B. JONES 
2460 W. GEORGE STREET 

CHICAGO 18, ILL. 
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ROCHESTER FALL MEETING 

(Continued from page 84) 

to the engineer in the development of 
future intermediate frequency ampli- 
fier systems. 

Jones to Discuss 28 -Volt Operation 

An analysis of the Sylvania 28D7 
power output tube and its power sup- 
plies, will be presented by Walter R. 
Jones, manager, commercial engineer- 
ing department, Sylvania. 

Considerable interest in the opera- 
tion of radio equipment directly from 
the battery source in airplanes has 
arisen since the introduction of this 
tube. With this tube is has been pos- 
sible to obtain power outputs on the 
order of 200 milliwatts under resis- 
tance- coupled drive conditions, and 
when the tube is transformer driven as 
high as 750 milliwatts can be obtained. 
Type 28D7 in reality consists of two 
beam tetrodes in one envelope with . both control grids and both plates 
brought out separately. The two units 
may be connected as cascade ampli- 
fiers, both sections in parallel, or as 
push -pull amplifiers. 

With the output tube problem for 
28 -volt application solved, it became 

. desirable to learn if standard receiving 
tubes would give reasonable per- 
formance with 28 -volt supply or 
whether a new line of tubes would be 
necessary to produce equipments cap- 
able of giving satisfactory perform- 
ance. Fortunately, it developed that 
standard receiving tubes may be em- 
ployed quite satisfactorily with seem - 
ingly remarkable results. Input load- 
ing effects, especially at the higher fre- 
quencies, have to be recognized and 
provisions must be made to reduce 
these effects as much as possible. The 
operating conditions of tubes under 
rated conditions do not always serve 

- as an indication of the performance to 
be expected under low plate voltage 
conditions ; that is, tube types having 
the highest mutual conductance under 
250 -volt conditions will not necessarily 
have higher mutual conductance under 
28 -volt conditions. The performance of 
high mu triode tubes under low volt- 
age conditions is not too satisfactory ; 
whereas, low mu triodes operate very 
well. 

It has been possible to build super- 
heterodyne receivers operating up to 
50 megacycles and higher for 28 -volt 
operations having sensitivities com- 
parable to those obtained with 250- 

' volt plate supplies. If proper pre- 
cautions are observed, considerable 
savings in set and motor generator 

(Continued on Page 106) 

WE'RE TUNING NATURE'S EAR 

TO THE WAR EFFORT 

This piece of South American quartz crystal 
is remarkable for its piezo- electric properties. 
Ground so it responds to the proper frequency, it 

becomes a most important part of electronic 
devices used by our armed forces. > > > This grind- 
ing is a very "touchy" operation. Our special 
equipment and specially trained personnel are 
doing a fine job, we believe. > > > This is one of 

"Connecticut's" contributions to the war effort. 

CONNECTICUT TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC DIVISION 

MERIDEN, 

',EAT 

AFRICAN 

NOOS rRIf S 

CONNECTICUT 

Our development engineers are glad to discuss electrical 
and electronic product ideas which might fit in with our 
postwar plans. Address Mr. W. R. Curtiss at the above address. 

Q 1943 Great American Industries, Inc., Meriden, Conn. 
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FLEXIBLE COUPLINGS 
The No. 39000 series of Millen, "Designed for 
Application" flexible coupling units include, in 
addition to improved versions of the conventional 
types, also such exclusive original designs as the 
No. 39001 insulated universal joint and the 
No. 39006 "slide -action' coupling (in both 
steatite and bakelite insulation). 

The No. 39006 "slide action" coupling permits 
longitudinal shaft motion, eccentric shaft motion 
and out -of -line operation, os well as angular 
drive without backlash. 

The No. 39005 is similar to the No. 39001, but 
is not insulated and is designed for applications 
where relatively high torque is required. The 
steatite insulated No. 39001 has a special anti - 
backlash ball and socket grip feature, which, 
however, limits its serviceable operation to 
torques of six inch -pounds, or less. All of the 
above illustrated units are for t/4" shaft and are 
standard production type units. 

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY 

MALDEN 
MASSACHUSETTS 

PRODUCTION AIDS 

( Continued from page 76) 

glass to glass in the conventional man- 
ner to the required length. This 
method was made practical by rede- 
signing the featheredge specifications 
to give a seal that would not become 
porus or weakened materially in sub- 
sequent processing. It has been found 
that this method is superior to one 
that removes the glass from the seal- 
ing surface since the original seal is 
left intact. 

A suggestion eliminating the neces- 
sity of side, wing, or positioning 
micas on two types of receiving tubes 
which have a yearly production of ap- 
proximately 855,000, is shown in Fig- 
ure 6. Devised by W. J. Carlin of 
RCA, it affords a direct labor saving 
of 1,330 hours per year and a direct 
material saving of $1,440 a year. 

The wing micas as shown were 
originally designed to position the 
mount in the glass bulb. These 
micas were also the means of reduc- 
ing vibration on this tube type under 
consideration. However, after a 
series of tests it was decided that posi- 
tioning of mount and vibration limits 
could be successfully met by using the 
top mica as the positioner and vibra- 
tion cushion. Standardization for this 
change has been placed. 

A method of salvaging tubes, pro- 
posed by Fred Follmer of RCA, is 
shown in Figure 7. 

This suggestion proposed a way to 
salvage tubes that are rejected due 
to cracked bulbs, stems or flares by 
removing the cage and rewelding it 
onto a new stem. With this idea it 
has been possible to recover over 100 

shrinkage tubes per month. 
Savings for the first year were esti- 

mated as $822.49 in material and 194 

man- hours. 
The suggestion stated that on the 

815 and similar type tubes, shrinkage 
due to cracked flares, poor seals, lead 
wires missing, and other types of pre - 
exhaust shrinkage might be saved by 
cutting the cage portion of the mount 
away from the stem at the point where 
it was welded and rewelding to a new 
stem. This will work only on mounts 
that have not been mishandled, caus- 
ing internal electrical shorts. 

The mount above the reference line 
is cut from its several wires and 
electrical connectors and rewelded to 
a new stem. 

IN recognition of the tremendous po- 
tential worth of practical ideas for 

improving the job from the men who 
do the job, the War Production Board, 
under the leadership of Donald Nelson, 
set up a system of national honors for 

the suggestions which in actual indus- 
trial usage prove to be of value in in- 
creasing production. Labor- Management 
Committees have been established in 2,400 
plants in which 5,000,000 war workers 
are fighting the "Battle of Production." ' 

Union representatives comprise the labor 
half of the committees in all plants where 
there is a recognized labor organization. 

Throughout the country, Labor -Man- 
agement Committees have been encour- 
aging workers to write out their ideas, 
and drop them in suggestion boxes con- 
veniently located in the plant. If a 
worker thinks that he is doing two opera- 1 

tions where only one is necessary, or 
that a substitute raw material might be 
more effectively used, or that a mechani- 
cal adjustment in his machine would 
make his work more efficient, or if he has 
any other ideas for improving and in- 
creasing production, he can make his 
contribution to the suggestion box in the 
knowledge that his proposal will receive 
careful consideration. 

Both management and labor representa -; 
fives on the Committees review sugges- 
tions for merit. If they are found to be 
useful, they are adopted in the plant. If 

, 

the Committee considers the suggestion' 
to be of enough value to have promise 
of broader application throughout indus- 
try, it is submitted to War Production 
Drive Headquarters, where it is reviewed 
by the Board for Individual Awards, 
composed of technicians and engineers in 

various industrial fields. Four grades of) 
awards are given, proportionate to the i 
breadth of application of the idea. Almost' 
1,000 workingmen have already received' 
recognition from the government. 01. 
these, 14 have received the highest award 
-the Citation for Production Ideas,, 
which is "a citation for a suggestion mak- 
ing an outstanding contribution to the 
war production program of the United 
States." 

So that these building blocks in the 
country's War Production program may 
be available to every plant in every in- 
dustry, War Production Drive Head -' 
quarters has a nation -wide exchange, 
service. A pamphlet briefly describing 
the award winning suggestions is avail- 
able on request, and war plants interested 
in specific items may write for a fuller' 
description, and blue prints if necessary, 

ROCHESTER FALL MEETING 

(Continued from page 105) 

equipment can be realized by the ap. 
plication of tubes under 28 -volt operat; 
ing conditions. 

Floyd's Paper on Vacuum Capacitors 

This paper will describe the proper: 
ties, characteristics and uses of th(' 
vacuum capacitor, particularly twr 

General Electric vacuum capacitors 
the GL -1L38 and the GL -1L22. De 
sign considerations will be discusser 
from the viewpoint of both the de 
signer and the manufacturer. Capaci 
tance formulas and the deriving of th 
equation for energy loss will be dis 
cussed. The effects of humidity, tern 
perature and vibration on this typ 
capacitor will also be analyzed. 
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NEWS BRIEFS 

(Continued from page 101) 

feted by the Aero Needle Company, 737 
North Michigan Ave., Chicago. 

The card contains 13 packaged needles. 
Aeropoint phonograph needles incor- 

porate the exclusive shock -absorbing 
curved spring design engineered by Fred 
Williamson. 

* * * 

R. L. DRAKE COMPANY MOVES 
R. L. Drake Company has moved from 
Piqua, Ohio, to their own building at 11 
Longworth Street, Dayton 2, Ohio. Prod- 
ucts made by Drake consist of interfer- 
ence filters, radio frequency coils, radio 
and electronic equipment. 

* * * 

HOWARD W. BENNETT NOW 
G. E. SPECIALTY DIVISION MANAGER 
Howard \V. Bennett has been made man- 
ager of the G. E. specialty division. In 
this capacity, Mr. Bennett will be respon- 
sible for the engineering, manufacturing, 
and sales operations of that division. 

* * * 

FOURTEEN COMPANIES ADDED 
TO RMA ROSTER 
Fourteen new member companies have 
been elected to membership of RMA. The 
new RMA member companies are Ansley 
Radio Corporation, Long Island City, 
New York ; Felt Products Mfg. Co., Chi- 
cago, Illinois ; A. W. Franklin Mfg. 
Corp., New York, New York ; The 
Jackson Electrical Instrument Co., 
Dayton, Ohio ; E. F. Johnson Co., Wa- 
seca, Minnesota ; Majestic Radio & Tele- 
vision Corp., Chicago, Illinois ; Merit Coil 
& Transformer Corp., Chicago, Illinois ; 

James Millen Manufacturing Co., Inc.. 
Malden, Mass. ; Poray, Inc., Chicago, Il- 
linois ; Rocke International Electric 
Corp., New York, New York ; Sound, 
Inc., Chicago, Illinois ; Syracuse Orna- 
mental Company, Syracuse, New York ; 

United Electronics Company, Newark, 
New Jersey, and Wm. T. Wallace Mfg. 
Co., Peru, Indiana. 

* * * 

REVELATION PATENTS MOVES 

The Revelation Patents Co., Inc., has 
(Continued on page 123) 

WIRE RECORDER DEMONSTRATED 

Colonel E. M. Kirby, Chief of the Radio 
Branch of the Army's Bureau of Public Rela- 
tions, demonstrating two models of General 
Electric's magnetic wire recorder at a recent 
meeting of the Associated Press Managing 

Editors Association in Chicago. 

l 
...the Heritage of 

Permoflux 
DYNAMIC HEADPHONES 
When the need came for a better performing headphone, 
Permoflux . applied advanced sound reproduction principles it had 
developed years before. 
The same efficient designs which had established Permoflux 
Acoustical Products as leaders in many fields, provided in Permo- 
flux Dynamic Headphones an increased measure of sensitivity 
and improved signal audibility under every operating condition. 
While Permoflux Dy ,antic Headphones are today completely in 
the service of our fig ' t1g forces, the coming of Victory will make 

em available to 

CORPORATION 
4916.22 W. Grand Ave;, Chicago, 111 

PIONEER MANUFACTURERS Of PERMANENT MAGNET DYNAMIC TRANSDUCERS 
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GOULD 
MOODY 
CAN GIVE YOU THE 
RECORDING BLANKS 

YOU REQUIRE 

GLASS BASE 
INSTANTANEOUS 

RECORDING 
BLANKS 

Don't delay ordering your "Black Seal" Record - 
ing Blanks because of priorities. An AA -2X rating 
is automatically available to all broadcasting 
stations, recording studios and schools. 

"No better instantaneous recording blank was 
ever made," say engineers in major broadcast- 
ing stations from coast -to -coast of the new 
Gould -Moody "Black Seal" Glass Base instan- 
taneous Recording Blanks. 

Enclosing your priority rating when ordering 
will expedite deliveries. 

THE GOULD-MOODY 
COMPANY 

RECORDING BLANK DIVISION 

39S BROADWAY NEW YORK 13, N.Y. 
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U -H -F PRODUCT ENGINEERING 

(Continued from page 19) 

struction may offer possibilities. This 
is a development which can only be 
realized at u -h -f. Again, it is not 
necessary that we be tied down to 
octal or loctal base construction. Ra- 
dial elements, with dual termination 
seem to offer distinct advantages, par- 
ticularly where concentric or resonant 
circuit elements are to be used. 

There is one particular u -h -f prob- 
lem that must be solved. This prob- 
lem concerns contact resistance. 
Methods for eliminating contact re- 
sistance, particularly in tube mounting 
are necessary. Here is a tough one 
that should interest metallurgists or 
electrochemical engineers. 

Suitable insulating material puses 
another problem. We could use an 
insulator having the dielectric constant 
of polystyrene, the ease of handling of 
lucite, and the rigidity of steatite. The 
dielectric constant is usually limited 
because of dust conditions, unless con- 
struction is such as to make r -f cir- 
cuits dust tight. This presents an- 
other problem in design. 

Antenna tolerances at u -h -f are quite 
sharp. In covering a wide band of 
frequencies, say 110 to 140 megacy- 
cles, there is bound to be mismatch at 
the terminal frequencies, when a sim- 
ple antenna of intermediate frequency 
resonance is used. Where the antenna 
is physically a part of the receiver, it 
should be fairly easy to resonate it 
over the band by either physical or 
electrical means. However, when the 
antenna is coaxially fed from some 
distant point, it presents a difficult 
problem. Here again, some thought 
may produce some new ideas on ape- 
riodic antenna construction. This is 
vital, when good reception and high 
efficiency are essential factors. This 
factor is particularly important in 
commercial applications such as air- 
craft or ship intercommunication. 

A necessary adjunct to all this is 
the development of test equipment 
built along new principles to operate 
efficiently in the u-h -f spectrum, par- 
ticularly for line production. This 
field, in which civilian development 
was abruptly terminated by our en- 
trance into the war, will probably be 
the laboratory for technological ad- 
vancements that will be eventually 
adapted for commercial and home use. 

While resonant and concentric line 
frequency control are adequate for 
some uses, there is no substitute for 
crystal control, as exemplified at the 
lower frequencies. This is particularly 
important for the transmitter. A 
method of fundamental u -h -f fre- 
quency control without doubling or 
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Premax Antennas 
Keep Jf-Him In Touch 

Standard Design Premax Antennas and 
Mountings are playing an important part in 
this war. Perhaps you have an antenna prob- 
lem we can help with. 

Premax 1340dUC1"S 
Division Chisholm -Ryder Co., Inc. 

4401 Highland Ave. Niagara, Falls, N. Y. 

NEW Test Lead 

This new ICA Test Lead 
(No. 373) is approved by 
the Signal 
Corps. Pre- 
ferred by lead- 
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tripling, is a necessity if broadcast 
selectivity is to be attained at u -h -f. 

Developments of the crystal type 
advocated would have the additional 
benefit of further opening those bands 
lying above 200 megacycles. Since 
communication is not the only func- 
tion served by radio, clear cut methods 
of design may develop improvements 
in frequency generation useful in 
other fields. 

All u -h -f developments appear to be 
focused on two essential facts :, the 
need for the development of new 
lingual technique and mental concepts, 
and new methods of physical con- 
struction based on basic radio theory. 
While all the problems at u -h -f have 
not been detailed here, some of the 
basic problems that warrant attention 
have been outlined. 

THE CIRCLE DIAGRAM 
(t out inued from page 82) 

which the charts are most conveniently 
used. 

Filters designed for comparatively 
low frequencies operate over relatively 
wide bands and may be constructed 
with highly dissipative (low Q) com- 

ponents-in a relative sense. 
Conversely, filters for high fre- 

quency operation work within a coni- 

paratively narrow band, and a low 
value of d are essential in this case. 
The term sharp definition filters has 
leeen used with reference to this group. 

The high frequency charts differ 
from the others in the choice of the 
frequency scale. The approximation: 

l - (f /f0)2 = 1 -2f /f0 

permits the use of a more convenient 
scale without appreciable error. 
Furthermore, neglecting d with re- 
spect to unity simplifies the construc- 
tion. 

Other simplifications have been in- 
troduced, resulting in a consistently 
small error, always such as not to in- 
fluence appreciably the accuracy in- 
herent in these or any other graphical 
methods. 

[To be Continuedl 

IN d Lof VIDIM 

Housed within four daylit 
floors is a modernly equipped 
tool and die shop, and every 
facility for fabrication from 
raw stock to shining finished 
product of such items as: 

METAL STAMPINGS .. . 

Chassis, radio parts, cans, and 
special stampings to specifica- 
tions 

MACHINE WORK . 

Turret lathe, automatic screw 

machine parts and products 
from bar stock to castings 

LAMINATIONS . . . 

Scrapless E & I type ranging 
from '." to l'/" core size. 
Many other types and sizes. 

Laminations made to your spe- 
cifications 

PANEL BOARDS . . . 

Bakelite items from dial faces 
to 24" panels machined and 
engraved to specifications 
PLASTIC PARTS . . . 

From sheets and rods to any 
specification 

MECHANICAL 
INSTRUMENTS . . . 

Line production checking 
equipment, jigs and tools 

ELECTRICAL 
INSTRUMENTS . . . 

Switch boxs, lighting fixtures, 
etc. 

OUR ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT WILL COOPERATE IN THE 

DEVELOPMENT OF ANY SPECIAL ITEM TO MEET YOUR 

REQUIREMENTS. 

?'e Twíte T«4 weed etaefragel 

WI LLO R 
MANUFACTURING CORP 
794 East 140th Street, New York 54, N. Y. 
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NEW HfART - 
SUPREME 

TESTING 
INSTRUMENTS 

SUPREME METERS 

DURABLE 4712477-64,E,ACCURACY 

A test instrument without a dependable, accurate 
meter is about as useful as a gun without bullets. 
The meter is the essential part ... the heart of any 
testing device. NO TESTING INSTRUMENT CAN 
BE BETTER THAN ITS METER. 

And now SUPREME INSTRUMENTS have a new 
heart ... a meter manufactured under Supreme 
supervision and by Supreme methods in Supreme's 
factory. 

The Supreme -built meter movement pictured 
above is designed to take it when the going is rough. 

FEATURES: I. New Magnet Construction, 
Saves Critical Material. 2. Top and Bottom 
Metal Bridges. 3. Simplified Rigid Core 

Support. 4. Separate Scale Mounting. 
5. High Torque, Reduces Friction Troubles. 
6, Rugged Pointer. 7. Reduced Weight. 

Strictly a "war meter" worthy of a "war job .... and 
that means its worthy of ANY 'ob. A meter that 
meets Army standards has to be good. Supreme 
Testing Instruments incorporating Supreme -built 
meters will be more durable, more dependable, 
more accurate than ever. 

For the duration all Supreme 
Testing Instruments and Su- 
preme Meters are going to 
our fighting forces. Post -war 
Supreme models -test equip- 
ment and meters -will be 
worth waiting for. (Right, 
Supreme 504-A Tube and Set 
Tester). 

SUPREME INSTRUMENTS CORP. 
Greenueood, hiss., I . .ti..1. 

CRYSTAL MANUFACTURE 

(Continuèd from page 32) 

faces of the raw quartz. If the dens- 
ity of these needles in a particular vol- 
ume of quartz is fairly low, it may be 
worthwhile to try to use that volume, 
but if the density is high it would be 
safest to set that volume aside as un- 
usable, at least for the present. 

Blue needles are found oriented in 
various directions and generally do 
not interfere with operation of me- 
dium high frequency oscillator plates. 
These are very fine needles and their 
name is derived from their definite 
bluish white tint. 

A rarer type of flaw is chuva. It 
consists of many needle -like filaments 
with bubbles spattered on them and 
glistens much like a spider web with 
fine water drops on it in the sunlight. 
Chuva in small quantities may have 
little or no effect on the finished oscil- 
lator plate performance. 

Let us recall that no notice of elec- 
trical twinning has thus far been 
made. One simple, but inaccurate 
way, is to examine the natural sur- 
faces of the rock for apparent fissures 
other than cracks, or for irregular 
stepped surfaces which follow no def- 
inite pattern. These surface manifes- 
tations of electrical twinning, plus 
others not so easily visible are shown 
up very clearly simply by sandblast- 
ing the entire surface of the mother 
quartz and etching it for several hours 
in hydrofluoric acid or hot ammonium 
bifluoride. The extent of penetration 
of the twinning can be guessed from 
its contour lines on the surface. The 
guess may not always be too accurate. 
The twinning will show up dark areas 
adjacent to light areas, varying in 
brightness as the quartz is turned 
under the light source. If the quartz 
is not sandblasted prier to etching, 

Same crystal as shown on page 32, lower 
left, viewed parallel to optical axes between 
crossed polarizers showing optical twinning 
around edges and irregular discoloration 
volumes within crystal. Phantom appears as 
the core of much lighter color than the 

remainder of the mother crystal. 
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Opaque phantom growths showing multi- 
tudinous layers parallel to the apex bases 
of the mother quartz crystals. Thin veils may 

be seen near the phantom growth. 

the smooth natural surfaces will take 
niuch longer to etch sufficiently for us 
to follow the twinning borders, easily. 
Optical twinning also shows up nicely 
as a result of the etching. It shows up 
as very regular geometric patterns, 
triangles, trapezoids or other quadri- 
lateral and triangle combinations, and 
usually as many small individual 

PRECISION 
VARIABLE ATTENUATORS 

Total Impregnation 
Precision -Machined 
Stone -Lapped Contacts 
Single Full- Reamed Bearing 
Ground Shafts 
Quiet Operation Assured 

Cinema Engineering Co. 
1508 West Verdugo Ave., Burbank, Calif. 
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areas. Electrical twinning boundaries 
are generally irregular in shape. 

There was a time when colored or 
smoky quartz was considered unfit for 
use as oscillator plates. As mentioned 
earlier, the cause of the coloring is 
not completely determined, but the 
processing of oscillator plates from 
smoky quartz and their final operation 
seems no different from those made 
from clear quartz. Inspection of 
smoky quartz in the oil bath some- 
times is very difficult or impossible be- 
cause of its opacity. Surface exam- 
ination is the substitute in such cases, 
and since they are rare do not influ- 
ence our over -all accuracy of classifi- 
cation greatly. 

As the inspector completes his ex- 
amination he integrates the objection- 
able flaws which he has seen and es- 
timates the approximate extent of 
usable volume of the mother crystal. 
His judgment will place raw quartz of 
equal yield possibilities in the same 
group. Later on, when the quartz is 
issued to the saws the production man- 
ager need only know what quality 
rock is being cut and he can plan all 
machine and labor time for the subse- 
quent operations on the basis of esti- 
mated yield of blanks per pound of 
rock. 

A competent raw quartz inspector 
tries to keep in touch with the needs 
of the production processes and should 
know how the actual yield compares 
with his estimated yield. 

From the classified raw quartz bins 
the individual mother is taken and 
prepared for proper sawing. This 
preparation process, called orientation, 
will be discussed next month. 

(All photos by Hartle Scheets) 

Portion of quartz crystal showing many small 
askew outcropping growths of tiny fully 

formed crystals. 

HOW TO REPLACE CUTTING TOOLS 
that can't be salvaged! 

When worn or broken cutting tools 
can't be reclaimed for further service, 
replacement should be made with tools 
that conserve vital materials, time and 
labor. CLARK CUTTING TOOLS 
comply with these critical requirements, 
do better work quicker. 

They use a minimum of tool steel 
( in cutting blades only) ; these can be 
resharpened repeatedly, replaced eco- 
nomically. Being adjustable, a few sizes 
do the work of many other tools, slash 
inventory. They make clean, finished 
cuts, reduce operations. 

EXAMPLE NO. 1 

Clark Adjustable 3 -Blade Hole Cutters 
make accurate, smooth holes in flat or curved 
metal, plastics, wood, transite. 7 sizes cut 
%e" to 5 ", up to 1" thick. No reaming, 
deburring. Fewer operations are required. 

SURFACE FACER 

EXAMPLE NO. 3 
Clark Adjustable 3 -Blade Facing Tools. 4 

sizes cover all fractional diameters, 11/4" to 
5 ", do the work of End, Shell and Slab 
Mills, Inserted Tooth Cutters. Fit all ma- 
chines. Tools available with all types of 
blades, including carbide tips. 

EXAMPLE NO. 2 
Clark Adjustable 2 -Blade Fly Cutters. 2 

sizes cut holes or discs 21/2" to 10 ", up to 
1" thick. Pitched blades cut true, relieve 
chatter. Other models cut gaskets, rings, 
discs from live rubber, problem materials. 

THREAD TOOL 
GRINDING FIXTURE 

EXAMPLE NO. 4 
A real tool bit conserver! Mechanic's 

MODEL A and Heavy Duty MODEL B for 
accuracy, uniformity in grinding both Na- 
donal 60° and Acme 29° tool bits. Both 
models handle bits for use in Armstrong 
Tool Holders. SPECIAL MODEL C for 
grinding Clark Hole Cutter Blades. 

WRITE FOR BULLETIN NO. C -10 

Export: THE AMERICAN STEEL EXPORT COMPANY, INC., NEW YORK, LOS ANGELES 
In Canada: DOMINION BEARINGS, LTD., TORONTO, MONTREAL, WINNIPEG 

aø&ìa &atk 
3424 SUNSET BLVD.. LOS ANGELES 26 MANUFACTURERS. PRECISION TOOLS. PRECISION PARTS 
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Error-proof Copies 
of Music and Script 

Accurate, legible copies of broad- 
casting material and schedules 
available almost instantly when 
you have A- PE -CO. This modern 
photo -copy unit equips you for 
emergencies as well as for speedy 
routine copies. Saves typing. Many 
uses for engineers. Remember, 
A -PE -CO can't make a mistake! 

ACCURATE AS A MIRROR 
PHOTO- COPIES 
MADE FAST BY 

ANYONE - ANYTIME 

PHOTOCOPYER '. 

$5500 Non -Fading Photo- Copies 
of letters documents 

records blueprints 
pictures drawings 

Same-size copies of anything up to 
18" x 22 ". Accepted as legal evidence. 
Eliminates steno-copying, tracing, proof- 
reading. Photo-copies direct from blue- 
prints, graphs, tracings, telegrams, 
receipts, shop orders- anything written, 
printed, drawn, photographed. Endless 
uses for A- PE -CO. Needed by all de- 
partments. Big savings. Thousands in 
satisfactory use. 

No Camera -No Film -Easy to Use 
Simple, fast. No focusing. Conserves 
man- hours. Any office employee quickly 
becomes expert. Low cost per copy. 
lowest investment in equipment. Saves 
other equipment. Put A -PE -CO on any 
available desk or table. Immediate de- 
livery. Representatives in principal cities 
and Canada. Write for A -PE -CO folder. 
AMERICAN PHOTOCOPY EQUIPMENT CO. 
2849 N. Clark St.. Dept. BG -10. Chicago 14, III. 

ATTENUATOR DESIGN 

(Continued from Page 44) 

Finally, the nth element is: 

Rn= c(Ro +R1 +R2 +R2 
+ ... + R __, + R_,) 

= R _1 + cR _1 = Rn_i (1 + c) 
= cRo(1 + C)n-1 (22) 

Expanding equation 22 by the bi- 
nomial expansion theorem: 

n-1 
R - cR 1+ c 

I1 

(n-1 (n-2) 
+ 

1 2 
c2+... 

(n-1) (n-2) 
(n-3). . . ( n-r ) -. c'+ 

r ] 
(23) 

n-1 (n-1)(n-2) 
_= R ., c + c2 + cs 

I1 12 
(n-1) (n-2) 
(n-3)... ( n-r ) 

+ + Cr+1 + . . 

r 
(24) 

The expansion will have n terms in 
the brackets and since for this attenu- 
ator, n is always positive, if continued, 
the expansion would give an infinite 
series which converges when c is nu- 
merically less than 1. 

When c is greater than 1, for con- 
vergence of the series, we must have 
the expansion: 

R = cR (c + 1) "-' 

n - 1 
cR0 c"-1 

I1 
(n-n) (n-2) 

+ 

12 
C"-,+.. 

(n -1) (n -2) 
(n--3)...(n--r) 

c" '_ 
r + . . . (25) 

(n-1) 
= R o c + c"-1 l 

(n-1) (n-2) 
rI- 
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2 

( n-41) (n-2) 
(n-3)... (n-r) 

+ c"-' 

( 26 ) 

Since c is a numeric, it is much 
easier to use either logarithms or tables 
of the c function to obtain the required 
element values. 

If we allow n to take on successive 
values of 1, 2, 3, . . (n -1), n, 
equations 24 and 26 become the identi- 
ties given in equations 18 to 22 in- 
clusive. 

Substituting equation 16 in 22, we 
obtain: 

R = Ro(ka "- kd '-') (27) 

which may be compactly written as 

R = Ro K (28) 

It may also be noted by comparing 
equation 28 with equations 24 and 26 
that the quantities within the brackets 
in each of these equations are also 
equal to K, or 

for c < 1, 

K= c+ 
11 - I 

11 

(n-1) (n-2) 
+ c2+ ... 

I1 
(n-1) (n-2) 

(n-3). . . ( n-r ) 
+ cr+1 +, 

C2 

r 

(29) 

A STEADY SOURCE OF ALL 
ELECTRONIC 

R EQUIPMENT 

I 

OR. R 
6 woi, . 

Te1e4j°5., 
1,\ ..44 1 
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and for c > 1 

(n-1) 
K= [c° + c" -' 

(n-1) (n-2) - c"-' 
2 

(n--1)(n--2) 
(n-3). . . (n-r) 

+ C"-' 
r 

(30) 

For c = 1, from equations 22 and 
28: 

K = 2" ' (31) 

and equation 28 becomes for this spe- 
cial case, 

R. = 2"-' R. (32) 

which gives an attenuator having 
6.02 db change per step in which the 
values of the steps taken on successive 
values of R ", 2R ", 4R ", 8R ", 16R ", 

32R ", etc. 
The form used for the calculation of 

Table 1 is given by equation 6, and 
that for Table 3 is given by equation 
27, although equations 24 and 26 could 
have been used and have given the 
same degree of accuracy in place of 
27. Since 27 becomes 28 when 

K = (K - k. "-') (33) 

the design procedure becomes one of 
repeated application of the product of 
two numbers ; to wit, R. and K. R. is 
given by Table 1, and K by Table 3. 
The finding of the element values is 
therefore all contained in equation 
28, or 

R" = R" K (28) 

The calculation of the product of the 
two numbers is greatly facilitated in 
most cases by the use of logarithms, 
because the logarithms may be added 
together and the anti- logarithm or 
number corresponding to the addition 
may be found either from a table of 
anti- logarithms or of logarithms di- 
rectly. Table 2 is the logarithm of 
Table 1, while Table 4 is the logarithm 
of Table 3. Only the mantissa por- 
tion of the logarithm is given. The 
characteristic must be obtained by in- 
spection from the given R. or K, as 
the case may be. 

With a simple, continuously variable 
potentiometer, the procedure is to cal- 
culate the required element values 
from equation 28 by means of the 
tables. When with aWheatstone bridge, 
ohmmeter or other suitable measuring 
device, the required values may be 
measured. By setting the bridge or 
device used to the value needed, then 
rotating the knob or shaft until bal- 

(Continued on page 114) 
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i4 COAXIAL CABLE 
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Cne Mece of 

he Andre ompany is now able to supply standard 

70 ohm 7 /s soft temper coa al cable in continuous lengths up to 

4,000 feet! The cable is elect "'cally identical to rigid cables of 

equal size, but has these extra dvantages: the cable may be 

uncoiled and bent by hand, thus gig tly simplifying installation; 

no connectors, junction boxes or ex nsion fittings are neces- 
s 

s. 

sary, thus effecting a big saving in inst ` lation time and labor. 

To insure that all splices are pressure tigh \and that all foreign 

matter is excluded in shipment, the cable m be fitted at the 

factory and shipped to you under pressure. 

1Nok1NN 1 ̀  ± :`.'h > > %.," 

The Andrew glass insulaied 

terminal, an uniquely suc- 

cessful 

,. 

development, may ,, 

be used with this flexible 

cable to provide a gas 

tight system. 

The Andrew Company is a pioneer in the 
manufacture of coaxial cables and acces- 
sories. The entire facilities of the Engi- 
neering Department are at the service of 
users of radio transmission equipment. 
Catalog of complete line free on request. 

COAXIAL CABLES 
A N T E N N A E Q U I P M E N T 

363 EAST 75th STREET -CHICAGO 19, ILLINOIS 
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SLIDE RULE 
OR 

SCREWDRIVER 

... which will YOU be 
using 2 years from now? 

CREI OFFERS A PROVEN PLAN OF 
PERSONAL ADVANCEMENT FOR PRO- 
FESSIONAL RADIOMEN WHO WANT A 
SECURE PLACE FOR THEMSELVES IN THE 
POSTWAR RADIO- ELECTRONIC FIELD. 

Thousands of new men have joined the 
ranks of the radio industry for the dura- 
tion. But after the war, even more thou- 
sands will return from the armed forces. 
War production will settle down to sup- 
plying civilian needs. Where will you fit 
into this picture? 

If you are wise, you will look ahead and 
prepare for the good- paying engineering 
positions in radio -electronics and indus- 
trial electronics. Every man in radio to- 
day has the opportunity to see the amaz- 
ng developments that are taking place, 
s well as the unlimited opportunities avail- 

able to men with modern technical training. 

CREI can help you prepare by providing 
ou with a proven program of home study 

+-lining that will increase your technical 
ar ility and equip you to advance to the 
hf tter- paying positions that offer security 
and opportunity. The facts about CREI 
and what it can do for you are printed in 
a 32-page booklet. It is well worth your 
reading. Send for it today. 

WRITE FOR FREE 32 -PAGE BOOKLET 

It you have had professional radio 
experience and want to make more 
money - let us prove to you we 
have something you need to qualify 
for a better radio job. To help 
us intelligently answer your inquiry - PLEASE STATE BRIEFLY 
YOUR BACKGROUND OF EX- 
PERIENCE, EDUCATION AND 
PRESENT POSITION. 

CAPITOL RADIO 
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE 
Home Study Courses in Practical Radio -Electronics 

Engineering for Professional Eelf -Improvement 

Dept. CO-10, 3224 -16th Street, N. W. 
WASHINGTON 10, D. C. 

Contractors to U. S. Signal Corps -U. S. Navy- 
U. S. Coast Guard 

Producers of Well-trained Technical Radiomen for Industry 

ance or required reading is obtained, 
the successive values may be obtained. 
A pointer or marker on the knob used 
in conjunction with polar coordinate 
paper similar to K -}- E 358-31 or 343B, 
will be of assistance in setting the 
potentiometer accurately. 

If a linear type of potentiometer is 
used, logarithmic spacing of the co- 
ordinate points will result, but if a 
non -linear or logarithmic type of po- 
tentiometer is used, a linear scale with 
equally spaced divisions may be ob- 
tained. Various manufacturers pro- 
duce such potentiometers, and they are 
widely used as volume or gain con- 
trols in radio receivers. Hence a po- 
tentiometer should be chosen which, 
if possible, should give the required 
resistance values with linear spacing 
of divisions, or degrees with rotation 
of shaft. 

For the stepped attenuators, either 
stock -rated values, or percision re- 
sistors may be used, depending upon 

. the degree of accuracy needed. 
Typical examples of the theory given 

are shown in Figures 4, 5 and 6. 

Example 1: Assuming that the trans- 
former secondary loading of Figure 2 
is to have 100,000 ohms total resis- 
tance in R, what element values 
should be used to provide a control 
range of the amplifier from minimum 
to maximum of 20 db using 2 db 
steps ? 

Solution 1: The total control range 
is 20 db in steps of 2 db each ; hence 
10 steps will be needed in addition to 
the minimum step. From Table 1, 
for a total gain of 20 db, R0/10 ' = 
0.100000. Since R =1 X 10"1=10m= 105 

ohms, Ro = 0.1 X 106 = 10,000 ohms. 
From Table 3, the value of K for 2 db 
per step, and for steps from 1 to 10 are 
given. Equation 28 states that R. _ 
RoK ; hence applying the product of 
the two numbers Ro and K succes- 
sively, for steps 1 to 10 inclusive, 

ohms 
Rl = 10,000 x 0.25892 = 2,589.2 
R2 = 10,000 X 0.32597 = 3,259.7 
Ra = 10,000 X 0.41037 = 4,103.7 
R, = 10,000 X 0.51663 = 5,166.3 
R6 = 10,000 x 0.65039 = 6,503.9 
Ro = 10,000 X 0.81879 = 8,187.9 
127 = 10,000 X 1.03080 = 10,308.0 
Ra = 10,000 X 1.29770 = 12,977.0 
Ro = 10,000 X 1.63370 = 16,337.0 
Rio= 10,000 X 2.05673 = 20,567.3 

The sum of Ro, Ri, R2, etc., to Rio = 
R = 100,000 ohms. These values are 
shown on Figure 4. 

Example 2: Assume that we have an 
amplifier giving a gain overall of 80 
db. We wish to control the gain in 
4 db steps and have a minimum over- 
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all gain of 40 db, what element value 
should be used ? It is desired to use 
a 500,000 -ohm total load resistance 
for the job. 

Solution 2: A 40 db range of con- 
trol will require 10 steps of 4 db each. 
Table 1 gives for ROO10 ', using a 
total gain of 40 db, the value 0.050000. 
Since R = 5 X10'° =5 X106, Ro= 10° 

0.050000 = 5,000 ohms. From Table 
3, K is given for steps 1 to 10 in- 
clusive for 4.0 db per step. Applying 
equation 28 successively for R° = R, 
to Rio inclusive, we obtain the re- 
quired values of 

Ri = 5,000 x 0.58489 = 2,924.45 
R2 = 5,000 X 0.92700 = 4,635.0 
Ra = 5,000 x 1.46918 = 7,345.9 
12, = 5,000 x 2.32850 = 11,642.5 
125 = 5,000 X 3.69043 = 18,452.15 
Re = 5,000 x 5,84893 = 29,244.65 
R7 = 5,000 x 9.26994 = 46,349.7 
Ra = 5,000 X 14.69185 = 73,459.25 
Ro = 5,000 X 23.28493 = 116,424.65 
Rio = 5,000 X 36.90435 = 184,521.75 

The sum of Ro, Ri, R2, etc., to R10 = 
R = 500,000 ohms. These values are 
shown on Figure 5. 

Example 3: Using a stepless potenti- 
ometer of 1- megohm total resistance, 
at what values of resistance should 
degree or division marks be placed to 

POSITIONS OPEN 
Design Engineers 
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and 
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with 
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dvide a total variation in gain of 50 

in steps of 5 (lb each. 

Solution 3: Ten steps will be re- 
quired of 5 db each. From Table 1, 

R /10m = 0.003162. Here, R = 10" __ 

100, or R = 0.003162 / l0' = 3,162 
ohms. Logarithms may be more con- 
veniently used than longhand multipli- 
cation for this case. Using Table 2 

we find that the log,,,R = 0.500000 to 
which, by inspection of the number of 
places to the left of the decimal point 
of R , we add one less than the four 
figures of R., or three for the 

í characteristic. By using Table 1, 
another method of solution presents 
itself. The characteristic is, by in- 
spection, equal to the number of zeros 
to the right of the decimal point taken 
from 9.00000 - 10 or 7.00000 - 10. 

To this, we add the value of m which 
is 6 in this case, getting 6+ 7.00000 - 
10 = 13.00000- 10 = 3.00000. The 
logarithm of R therefore = 3.00000 
+ 0.50000 = 3.50000. This logarithm 
may now be added to the logarithms 
of K in Table 4. The characteristic to 
be added to the mantissa in Table 4 

is obtained from Table 3 by inspection, 
giving 9.00000 - 10, 0,0,0,0, 1,1,1,1, 
and 2 respectively for the character- 
istics of steps 1 to 10 to be added to 
the mantissas given in Table 4. After 
adding each pair of logarithms to- 
gether, the anti -logarithms are then 
found from any table of common 
logarithms. 

The work may be arranged as fol- 
lows for convenience: 

log,eR = 3.50000, Ro = 3,162.3 
log,,, (RoK) = log1oRo + logleK 
log,eR = 3.50000 + log,eK 

1o910K Log,R R , 

9.89114 -10 
0.14114 
0.39113 
0.64113 
0.89114 
1.14114 
1.39113 
1.64113 
1.89114 
2.14114 

3.39114 
3.64114 
3.89113 
4.14113 
4.39114 
4.64114 
4.89114 
5.14113 
5.39114 
5.64114 

R, = 2,461.16 
R2 = 4,376.63 
R3 = 7,782.69 
R, = 13,839.8 
R6 = 24,611.6 
Re = 43,766.3 
R7 = 77,826.9 
R8 =138,398 
RB =246,116 
R10=437,663 

The total of R. + R1 + R2 + .. 
+ R + R1e should equal the value of 
R. Adding up these values, we obtain 
1,000,004.38 for the..total calculated re- 
sistance, or an error of less than one - 
half of one -thousandth of one per cent, 
which shows the order of magnitude 
of error when using logarithms. 

One additional example is illustrated 
in Figure 6. The details of solution 
are omitted, but may readily be 
checked by the methods shown in ex- 
amples 1, 2 or 3. 
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Improved 
LOW LOSS 
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drift, Align -Aire Trimmers are ideally 
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COMPLEX VARIABLE 
(Continued from page 60) 

(Figure 20c) may be given by 

A r1 ra 
u = --log- (55) 

2itk r2 r4 

the meaning of the is being indicated 
in Figure 20c. At the surface of wire 
1, we have, for small wires, 

r1 = d2 
r2 = h2 - h1 

ra=h2 h1 
r4 = 2 h2 

so that the potential at the surface of 
wire 1 is given by 

d2 (h2 + h1) 
u, _ --log (55a) 

The capacitance between wires, in 
farads per meter, is 

1. 2nk 
C,. = -= 

V 
log 

Finally, to obtain 
we have to substitute 
equation 56. 

Cz = 

4h1h2 (h2 -h1)2 

drd2(h2- {-h1)2 

the desired 
equations 

Thus we get 

2nk 

(56) 

result 
54 in 

2 

log 
2c (b2 - c2) 

a (b2 + 62 ) 2irk 2h2 (h2 - h1) 

At the surface of wire 2, 

r1 = h2 - h1 

r2 = d1 
rs = 2h, 
r4 = h2 + h1 

and the potential at the surface of 
wire 2 is 

A 2h1 (h2 -h1) 
U2 = --log (55b) 

2itk d1 (h2 + h1) 

The potential difference between the 
two wires is, from equations 55a and 
55b, 

= = - 
2nk 

d2 (h2 -4- h1) 
log 

2 h2 (h2 - h1) 

2h1 (h2 -h1) - loh 
d, (h2 hi) 

X 4h,h,(h2-1,)2 - log 
277k d, d2 (h, 101 2 

ak 

log 
- 2r 1 + ¡ 

: 1 - 
where k = (10) -8/36w for air. 

Y= - 
I) 

( 57) 

Applications to Electric Circuit Theory 

Space does not permit a discussion 
of the applications of the theory of 
functions of a complex variable to 
electric circuit theory. This would 
involve development of the theory of 
integration in the complex plane, the 
theory of residues, and a modification 
of Fourier transform analysis some - 
times_ known as the Mellin Inversion 
Theorem. For a resume of these 
methods the reader is referred to a 
symposium on Advanced Methods of 
Mathematical Analysis As Applied to 
Electrical Engineering published in 
Electrical Engineering.* 

*Vol. 61 (1942), pp. 84-88, 139-143, 197-205. 
248-256, 302-309. ' 
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MODULATION WAVES 

by PAUL K. HUDSON 
Assistant Professor Electrical Engineering 

University of Idaho 

TO facilitate the presentation of 
the theory of modulation to first 
year classes in Radio Engineer- 

ing, the writer has plotted a number 
of sine waves, shown on opposite page, 
that illustrate some of the basic princi- 
ples. 

Curve one represents a carrier wave 
of ten cycles per second, while curve 
two represents an audio wave of one 
cycle per second. When these two 
voltage waves are applied to a non- 
linear impedance, the current that 
flows will have six component waves. 
These component waves will have fre- 
quencies respectively equal to the fre- 
quencies of the two original voltage 
waves, frequencies that are twice the 
original frequencies, and frequencies 
that are equal to the sum and differ- 
ence of the original frequencies. 
Curves three to eight represent these 
component waves. There is also a di- 
rect current component that is not 
shown. All modulation terms above 
the second order have been neglected 
to simplify the presentation. The 
amplitudes of the current waves de- 
pend upon the nonlinear impedance 
and the modulation factor. For this 
particular illustration the operating 
point was taken at (1, 1) on the curve 
i = keg and E, = E2 = 0.5 volt. The 
modulation factor was unity. 

The equations of the various curves 
are: 

(1)-e, = E, sin a t 
(2)-E2 = E2 sin ß t 
(3)-ia=C,E, sin at (4)-4= C,E2 sin ßt 

= C2E,E2cos (a - ß) t 
(6)-ig=-CZE,E2cos (a + ß) t 

C2 E,2 

(7)-i,= cos 2 a t 
2 

C2 E22 

(8)-i8= cos 2 ß t 
2 

Of course the theory of amplitude 
modulated waves is not new. There 
are many treatises on the subject. The 
point to be illustrated here is that the 
modulated carrier (curve nine) is the 
suns of the unmodulated carrier and 
the two side band frequencies. Since 
these waves are plotted sine waves, 
this principle can be demonstrated 
with ordinary mechanical dividers at 
any point on the modulated carrier. 

] [See page 118 for sine wave plots.] 
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RSS AND PARALLEL R -X SLIDE RULES 
(Continued from page 70) 

swer would have no electrical signifi- 
cance. 

This scale is plotted from the equa- 
25 

tion L = -, where L is the distance 
W 

from the left index in centimeters. 
This scale also covers just the ten -to- 
one ratio so that three ranges are 
used. The same considerations enter 
into the reading of these scales as in 
the case of the first scales. Finer divi- 
sions are needed because the scale is 
compressed at the left end, and ex- 
panded at the right end. The scale is 
so far from linear at the left end, that 
interpolating over several millimeters 
would be quite inaccurate. 

To obtain the impedance of a con- 
denser having a reactance of, for ex- 
ample, 2 ohms in parallel with a 1.5- 
ohm resistor we use scale B (Figure 
3) . Answer is 1.2 ohms. This 
is the same as the impedance of a 
condenser with 1.5 ohms reactance 
in parallel with a resistor of 2 ohms, 
because the angle of the im- 
pedance is not found. As with the 
other scales the decimal point may be 
moved an equal number of steps for 
each scale to solve problems with high 
or low impedances. Thus the same 
setting would be used for a 2,000 -ohm 
condenser with a 1,500 -ohm resistor 
to give 1,200 -ohms impedance. The 
reactance may be either inductive or 
capacitive. 

The author chose a length of 25 
centimeters for these scales so they 
could be easily put on the body of a 
$.25 slide rule from the five and ten 
cent store. This makes a sturdier, 
more permanent base. When buying 
one of these slide rules for this pur- 
pose try to get one without the mag- 

nifier. The magnifier is so powerful 
that when it lands over certain parts 
of the scale no divisions are visible. 
It spreads out the space between divi- 
sions so far that you can't see the divi- 
sions unless it is right over them. The 
painted scales should be scraped off 
then a good grade of white paper ce- 
mented on. The paint is dissolved by 
the cement and gets rather messy if it 
is left on. After the scales have been 
laid out and numbered they may be 
varnished or covered by a thin coat 
of cement to protect them from dirt. 

If a good centimeter scale is not 
available, use the L scale on a ten - 
inch slide rule, or any engineers' scale. 
The L scale on a ten -inch slide rule is 
just 25 centimeters long and is di- 
vided into 500 divisions of 0.5 mm 
each. A factor of .04 should be used 
to multiply all the distances in the 
tables if the L scale is used. A factor 
can easily be found that will work 
with an engineers scale. The length 
does not have to be 25 cm. The orig- 
inal scales are about 24 cm long, but 
25 cm makes the length of the new 
scales the same as that of the ten -inch 
slide rule scales. The square root of 
25 is 5, so that the calculations are 
much simpler. It may be seen that 
the distance from the left index to a 
division on the RSS scale, in centi- 
meters, is equal to the square of the 
number at that division on the inner 
scale. 

This slide rule may also be used in 
conjunction with an ordinary slide 
rule either as a check or to find the 
magnitude of the impedance while the 
other finds the angle. In a large num- 
ber of problems the angle of the im- 
pedance is not required so the stand- 
ard slide rule won't be required. 

PHASE -CONTROLLED RECTIFIERS 
(Continued from page 68) 

wave rectifier system, for which 4 
gives the average output voltage, the 
phase lag angle permissible before 
reaching the limits of discontinuity is 
equivalent to the angle existing be- 
tween the final phase inflection point 
in a given alternation (Figure 5), and 
the preceding commutation angle, or 
the point of inflection of the alterna- 
tion under consideration itself. In the 
instance of the four -phase system, 

this angle is, then, equivalent to -. 
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A similar inspection of the pattern for 
the six -phase system gives the angle 

R 
a as -. From the preceding, there - 

3 

fore, it is quite self -evident that the 
permissible phase -control lag angle in- 
creases with an increasing number of 
rectifying phases. A second inspec- 
tion of the two respective output volt- 
age patterns is sufficient to show that 
the change in the average output volt- 
age with the maximum permissible 
increase in the phase -control lag angle 
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TRIPLETT MODEL 645 PORTABLE 
Hinged cover protection. Opens flush. Smooth 
case open or closed. Molded shield protects 
movement, excludes dust, permits plug -in 
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out exposing sensitive mechanism. Pre -cali- 
bration of thermocouples or rectifiers made 
possible by interchangeable plug -in units. No 
re- calibration required. In burn -out of thermo- 
couple or rectifier new replacement can be 
affected "on the job." 
For more data on 645 and same case style 
instruments write for 645 data sheet. 

BUY WAR BONDS and STAMPS 

THE TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO. 

BLUFFTON, OHIO 
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sizes for Audio, Choke, Output and 
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M 
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perience in magnet making. 

TOOLS » DIES » STAMPINGS 
HEAT TREATING 

Thomas & Skinner 
Steel Products Co. 

1113 E. 23rd St. Indianapolis, Ind. 

is greater in the case of the six -phase 
system, than is true of the four -phase 
pattern. Theoretically, therefore, an 
increase in the number of rectifying 
phases increases the permissible lag 
angle together with the accompanying 
increase in the output voltage control 
range. 

Practically, however, the increase 
in the number of phases increases the 
initial cost of the rectifier assembly, 
although an economy is effected in the 
amount and extent of filtration re- 
quired. Despite the increase in the 
initial outlay, certain inherent advan- 
tages make increase of rectifying 
phases the economically sound proce- 
dure. Obviously, in r -f heating sys- 
tems, the power supply rectifier must 
be depended upon to provide a large 
continuous current. Therefore, with 
an increase in the number of rectifier 
phases, the load current to be con- 
ducted by each thyratron is decreased 
appreciably. It is axiomatic that high 
current capacity tubes are infinitely 
more expensive than their smaller 
counterparts. Consequently, failure of 
one thyratron would, in the case of a 
great number of phases, require a low 
replacement outlay. Further, where 
the number of the rectifier phases are 
small in number, failure of a single 
tube would require loss of service until 
the defective thyratron could be re- 
placed. In the preceding instance, 
however, failure of one tube would 
not necessitate loss of service, since 
the remaining tubes could be de- 
pended upon to provide the load cur- 
rent for a reasonable period during 
which the defective tube could be se- 
cured and replaced, without taking the 
rectifier out of service at any time. 

With respect to the extent of filtra- 
tion required before practical applica- 
tion of the rectified and filtered power 
might be accomplished, it may be 
stated that the usual filter assembly 
utilized with the average single -phase 
full wave system would be more than 
adequate, even beyond the discontinu- 
ity limits discussed here. Effectively, 
this means that less filtration must be 
included in the output system of a 
multi -phase phase -controlled rectifier, 
than is true of the simple single -phase 
full -wave rectifier output, where such 
a rectifier is not subjected to phase - 
control. The economy effected is con- 
siderable. 

From this study of the phase -con- 
trolled rectifier system, then, it is ap- 
parent that r -f generator power outputs 
might be most effectively controlled 
through phase -shift control of the 
power supply rectifier. For the speed 
of response lends itself well to appli- 
cations involving automatic control of 
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By 

Robert I. Sarbacher 
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William A. Edson 

If you are an engi- 
neer in any branch 
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work - in a radio 

plant producing UHF war apparatus, in a 

radio or electronics research laboratory. 
HYPER AND ULTRA -HIGH FRE- 
QUENCY ENGINEERING will give 
you the basic theory and its present -das 
application to radio, electronics, ultra- 
high frequencies, and microwaves. 

Specifically, the wide range of topics in 

"Sarbacher and Edson" includes an intro- 
duction to mathematical and physical 
concepts necessary for a comprehensive 
understanding of microwave and ultra - 
short wave transmission. Elementary 
electromagnetic field theory, both static 
and dynamic, is reviewed. The derivation 
and application of field equations is fully 
explained. 

Performance of transmission lines of both 
conventional and hollow form is discussed 
in terms of circuit and field theory. 
Operation of the more important forms 
of hyper -frequency generators is covered. 
In fact, all phases of hyper- frequency 
engineering -including generation, trans- 
mission and radiation of these quasi - 
optical waves -are discussed, as critics 
phrase it, for the first time in adequate 
detail. 

"Sarbacher and Edson" brings you those 
unchanging fundamentals essential to an 
understanding of new communications de- 
velopments together with the latest UHF 
engineering data permitted to be released 
at this time. Send for your copy today. 

644 Pay,c. sl; , s' .rSO 

- ---ON APPROVAL COUPON- ' - - 
JOHN WILFY 8 SONS. INC. 
440 Fourth Avenue, New York It, N. Y. 

l'lease send me a copy of Sarbacher- Edson's HYPER 
AND ULTRA -HIGH FREQ1'ENCY ENGINEERING 
on ten days' approval. At the end of that time. if 
I decide to keep the hook, I will remit $5.50 plus 
postage; otherwise I will retorts the book postpaid. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

i'ITY AND STATE 

EMPLOYED BY 
u -1 
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* Another control problem - the kind 
Clarostat engineers like - came in re- 
cently. Specifically: a tandem assembly 
comprising dual 50 -watt power rheo- 
stats and dual 3 -watt wire -wound po- 
tentiometers; the latter insulated from 
shaft and ground for 2000 -volt break- 
down test; four units to have the same 
degree of rotation. In a hurry, of 
course; first a sample; then production 
running into large figures. 

Clarostat engineers worked out the as- 
sembly here shown from standard units 
and parts, again demonstrating how 
time, money and effort are saved by 
the ingenious adaptation of the Claro- 
stat wide choice of standard units and 
parts. 

* Consult us . . . 

CLAROSTAT MFG. CO., Inc. 285 -1 N. 6th St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 

the r -f system output energy. The 
limitations of such a controlled system, 
with respect to the magnitude of the 
developed ripple voltage modulating 
the d -c plate power supply voltage are 
shown to be within reasonable output 
filter range, especially if the number 
of rectifying phases are increased. In 
this respect, certain commercial ad- 
vantages are ascribed to the increase 
in the number of phases, though the 
initial outlay through increase in 
rectifier phases, is similarly increased. 

The phase -controlled thyratron rec- 
tifier system, though discussed with 
respect to r -f heating oscillators and 
amplifiers, may be readily applied 
where an extensive range of rapid 
control over a source of d -c energy is 
required. This would be true in volt- 
age- regulated plate supply rectifiers in 
transmitters. 

TRAINING DRAFTSMEN 
(Continued from page 35) 

plete horizontal dimensions ; layout of 
verticals, layout holes with arcs and 
circles ; drawing horizontal object 
lines, vertical diagonal object lines; 
darkening object lines ; extension and 
dimension lines light ; drawing dimen- 
sion arrowheads ; lettering the plate. 

Layout tools and measuring instru- 
ments . . . what layout work is, tools 
used, use and care of measuring in- 
struments. 

SOLVING WARTIME SHORTAGES 

(Continued from page 46) 

outlet facilities for the several types 
of remote equipment we use. 

The need for additional transcrip- 
tion turntables arose and finding none 
available at our convenience we de- 
signed just what we wanted along this 
line. 

The design was conventional with 
the exception that additional working 
area was left to facilitate easy in- 
stallation and maintenance of the 
turntable motor and filter switches, 
together with sufficient air circulation. 

The cabinet itself was constructed 
by the carpenter shop upon which a 
Presto motor and turntable was 
mounted. To this cabinet a pickup 
arm was installed (either of the cur- 
rent conventional type or a composite 
unit). In the composite unit we 
utilizéd an old RCA vertical playback 
arm from which we had removed the 
playback head and the counterweight. 
To this we attached a crystal replace- 
ment cartridge mounted in a hollowed - 
out wooden head. Sufficient weight 
was added to the opposite end of the 
arm to counter- balançe the light crys- 
tal unit. 
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Upon the revision of our frequency 
modulation schedule, all equipment, in- 
cluding two transcription turntables 
were moved from a studio to our f -m 
transmitter location. We then had to 
solve the problem of supplying suffi- 
cient amplification from the output of 
these tables to our f -m console. This 
meant amplifiers that were capable of 
overcoming the low working levels of 
these turntables, which is approxi- 
mately 70 decibels down (zero level 
.006 watts). In addition we had to 
account for the insertion loss of addi- 
tional filters to compensate on certain 
types of transcriptions used. It was 
also necessary to secure a response 
and noise level that conformed with 
frequency modulation standards. 

To accomplish this we installed an 
amplifier which had a gain of approxi- 
mately 100 db. 

The óutput from each of the two 
turntables was fed directly into input 
transformers of two single stage pre- 
amplifiers. A 6S7G tube operating as 
a triode was used in each single am- 
plifier. The transformer output of 
each of these stages was fed to two 
corresponding H - type attenuators. 
This facilitates mixing, if necessary. 

The attenuators were paralleled and 
transformer -coupled to a 6C5G tube 
which was in turn resistance- capaci- 
tance coupled to another 6C5G, both 
operating as triodes. The output of 
this second tube was transformer cou- 
pled to two 6C5G tubes operating in 
push -pull. The output transformer 
matched these tubes to a 500 -ohm 
load. This in turn was fed directly 
into our f -m console. 

This amplifier gives a uniform re- 
sponse of from 30 to 10,000 cycles 
within plus or minus 1 db. Its hum 
and noise level is 60 db below pro- 
gram level. 

Final touches are put on transcription turn- 
table by WGN Engineer Ralph Batt. 
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5.ODYNAMOTORS 
Are OnThe JobToGetThem 

OPER ME SPOT 

41.1.4 

Winco Dynamotors are al- 

ways ready to "dish it out 
... whether in the numbing 
cold of the stratosphere or 

in the flaming desert heat. 
Right on the ¡ob- constant 
and reliable -they supply 
power that will keep your 
communications clear and 
intelligible. 

Simple or complex, what- 

ever your specifications, we 

believe Winco will meet 
them. Already our engineers 
have done marvels in light- 
ening weight, increasing 
efficiency and eliminating 
hash. They are at your ser- 

vice for new or special de- 

signs. Simply write or wire 

us. No obligation, of course. 

NEWS BRIEFS 
(Continued from page 107) 

leased quarters at 236 High Street, New- 
ark, N. J. 

* * * 

WESTINGHOUSE HEAT -TREATING 
ATMOSPHERES DATA 
Four basic heat -treating atmospheres, 
endogas, exogas, monogas and ammo - 
gas, are described in a 16 -page booklet 
announced by Westinghouse Electric and 
Manufacturing Company, East Pitts- 
burgh, Penna. 

Providing nine variations of gases from 
which the proper atmosphere for any 
heat -treating process may be selected, 
these four basic atmospheres are said to 
meet all requirements of annealing, braz- 
ing, hardening, tempering, gas carburiz- 
ing, sintering, and normalizing. The 
booklet explains the chemical reaction, 
composition cost, application and equip- 
ment needed for each atmosphere. Illus- 
trations include photos of typical furnace 
applications, and schematic arrangement 
and flow diagrams for endogas generator, 
exogas generator, carbon dioxide re- 
mover for monogas, and ammonia disso- 
ciator. Charts for quick selection of at- 
mosphere and equipment also appear. 

* * * 

TELEVISION SERIAL NOW ON WRGB 
A serial type of production via television 
was recently begun at the G. E. television 
station WRGB. 

For the experimental production, the 
actors did not wear makeup or costumes 
and read their parts from script. 

From time to time production, The 
Martins, will be presented over WRGB 
employing different techniques. The sta- 
tion is asking that its audience offer criti- 
cisms and constructive suggestions. 

* * * 

J. EARL SIMONDS 
RESUMES PLASTIC CONSULTING 
J. Earl Simonds, who recently resigned 
as Eastern technical director of the 
Plastics Industries Technical Institute, 
has resumed his consulting practice with 
offices in the Channin Building, 122 East 
42nd St., New York, N. Y. He will 
specialize in analysis and evaluation of 
commercial aspects of new plastic and 

SWOPE INSPECTS G.E. 
CRYSTAL PLANT 

I ho Dynamotor specially 
designed fo insure masimum 
efficiency at all operating 
attitudes and temperatures. 

DYNAMOTORS 
WINCNARGFR CORPORATION - SIOUX CITY, IOWA 

Gerard Swope, president of General Elec- 
tric, (center) inspecting one of the crystal 
manufacturing operations at a G.E. plant. 
C. A. Priest is at left and W. D. Maroney 

at right. 

1 

You can count on 
Wincharger Anten- 
na Towers. They 
combine strong effi- 
cient coverage with 
built to last quali- 
ties that insure you 
years of service. 

Add to these ad- 
vantages their strik- 
ingly attractive ap- 
pearance plus a sen- 
sationally low initial 
cost and it's easy to 
see why an ever in- 
creasing number of 
Wincharger Anten- 
na Towers are being 
used for: 
Commercial Broadcasting 

Police Work 
Signal Corps Air Lines 

Ordnance Plants 
To be sure for years ahead 
-be sure to specify Win - 
charger Antenna Towers. 

Makers of 
/NCHAqfR 

FARM ELECTRIC 
SYSTEMS 

G 
DYNAMOTORS 

FNCR 
VERTICAL 

RADIATORS 

WINCHARGERVERTICAL RADIATOR 
WINCHARGER CORPORATION SIOUX CITY, IOWA 
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PERFORMANCE 
PERFECTIONISTS 

Circuit engineers, by never- 

ending tests ófé Sylvania Ra- 

dio Tubes, p 
é 

ance and 
compile data 
that leads to new 

electronic tube 
developments. 

Receiving 
Tubes 

Regular 
Style 

(Army - 

N a'' y }2.) 

Radio 
Division 

SY LVAN I A 
Lock -ln 

Sylvania ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC. 

Tube 
Receiving EMPORIUM, PA. 

me/ III/ Mar VIIPI_ 

CRYSTALS 
EXCLUSIVELY 

SINCE 
1934 

ORDERS SUBJECT TO PRIORITY 

PETERSEN RADIO CO., Council Bluffs, Iowa 

n 

SPECIALLY DESIGNED HIGH QUALITY 

RADIO COILS 
ONE OF THE MANY PRODUCTS DESIGNED 

AND MANUFACTURED TO MEET YOUR 
MOST EXACTING REQUIREMENTS 

R. L. DRAKE COMPANY 
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS . MANUFACTURERS 

2, OHIO 
11 LONGWORTH ST. DAYTON 

NEWS BRIEFS 
Continued on /*age 123) 

resinous material, plant layout and instal- 
lation. 

* * * 

DE WALD EXPANDS 

The DeWald Radio Mfg. Corp., 440 Laf- 
ayette street, New York, has acquired ad- 
ditional manufacturing facilities at 761- 

765 Broadway, New York City. 
* * 

"E" TO RUDOLPH WURLITZER 

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co., of North 
Tonowanda, N. Y., has been awarded 
the Army -Navy "E" flag. 

* * *. 
FRED KAHN JOINS TEMCO 

Fred J. Kahn has been named vice- presi- 
dent in charge of sales engineering of 
Transmitter Equipment Manufacturing 
Company, 345 Hudson Street, New York 
City. 

* * 

ELECTRONIC ENTERPRISES 
TUBE BOOKLET 
A booklet with data on electronic power 
and transmitting tubes has been issued by 
Electronic Enterprises, Inc., 65 Seventh 
Avenue, Newark, N. J. 

Tubes described include mercury vapor 
rectifiers and power amplifiers, etc. 

* * * 

H. R. SHARPE NOW IN WPB 
RADIO AND RADAR UNIT 

Harold R. Sharpe has been appointed 
assistant director for labor in the radio 
and radar division of WPB, of which 

1012 -1014 McGee St. Kansas City, Missouri 

SHARE YOUR COPY 
OF 

COMMUNICATIONS 

Your 
appreciate your courtesy. Uncle Sam will also. 

Associate Engineers and Technicians will 

CRYSTALS by s II p0.si 
Thousand of vital transmitting installations rely on the accuracy' and 
dependability of Hipower Precision. Crystal unita. With recently enlarged 
facilities, Hipower is maintaining greatly increased production for all 
important services. When essential demand begins to return to normal, 
Hipower will be glad to help with your crystal needs. 

HIPOWER CRYSTAL CO. 
Sales Division -20S W. Wacker Drive, Chicago 
Factory -2035 Charleston Street, Chicago, Ill. 

Ray C. Ellis is director. Mr. Sharpe 
will handle labor problems, determining 
manpower needs in critical plants and 
areas. He also will analyze individual 
plant manpower requirements, upon re- 
quest, in conjunction with Selective 
Service National Headquarters, and ad- 
vise regional WPB radio specialists on 
labor problems. 

* * * 

ATTENUATOR BULLETIN 
A thirty -two page catalog covering data 
on a variety of attenuators, db meters 
and decade boxes, has been published by 
the Cinema Engineering Company, 1508 

West Verdugo Avenue, Burbank, Cali- 
fornia. 

* * * 

STROMBERG CARLSON WINS 
WHITE STAR 

Left to right: Thomas Reed, vice -president 
of Rochester Independent Workers; Wesley 
M. Angle, company president; Lt. John T. 

McMahon, Army Signal Corps; Sidney R. 

Curtis, general superintendent; Dr. Ray H. 
Manson, vice -president and general man- 
ager; Lt. R. G. Wyld, U.S.N.R., and L. J. 

Harris, Navy inspection official. 
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VICTORY MODEL TRANSFORMER 
CHOKE BULLETIN 
A four -page leaflet describing victory 
model transformers and chokes has been 
released by the Standard Transformer 
Corporation, 1500 North Halsted Street, 
Chicago, 22, Illinois. 

* * * 

LUCITE MOLDING POWDER BULLETIN 

Heat -resistant lucite molding powder is 

described in a twelve -page technical bul- 
letin released by the E. I. Du Pont de 
Nemours and Company, Inc., Wilmington, 
98, Delaware. 

In the bulletin will be found data on 
physical and electrical properties of this 
new type of lucite. 

* * * 

VIBRATOR BOOKLET 
A twelve -page manual describing low, 
medium and high power vibrators has 
been released by the Electronic Labora- 
tories, Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana. In 
addition to technical data, the bulletin 
contains schematic diagrams of various 
types of vibrators. 

* * * 

NEW YORK POLICE DEPARTMENT TO 
FLASH PICTURES OF MISSING 
PERSONS OVER DU MONT TELEVISION 

The Bureau of Mission Persons of the 
New York City Police Department wil 
utilize the facilities of the Du Mont Tele- 
vision Station, W2XWV, to flash pic 
tures of mission people. 

W2XWV operates every Sunday nigh 
at 8:30 o'clock on television channel # 
(78 to 84 megacycle band) . 
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ELECT11IC PLANTS 

ELECTRICITY for ANY JOB 
ANYWHERE 

* ONAN GASOLINE DRIVEN ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANTS provide electricity where power lines are not available and for emergency service. 

They're doing a war winning job on all the fighting fronts generating light and power for communications work and other war tasks. 

Sizes from 350 to 35,000 watts. 50 to 800 cycles, 110 to 660 volts, A.C. -6 to 4000 volts, D.C. Also A.C. and D.C. output 
models. Engines are air or water cooled. 

Your inquiry regarding present or post -war needs will receive 
prompt attention. 

D. W. ONAN & SONS 
1261 ROYALSTON AVE. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 

;,Service 
ping meet the tough- 

est delivery schedules. 

Write for new 24 -page 
Dialco Cataloque .. now! 

THE INDUSTRY OFFERS .. . 

(Continued from page 96) 

PLASTIC INSULATING GROMMETS 
A new line of 100% phenolic plastic in- 
signed by Nathan R. Smith Manufactur- 
by Creative Plastics Corporation, 970 

Known as the Smith - Swich, it is said 
These new grommets are available in 
four standardized sizes. Holes are con- 
centric, with all corners chamfered, 
avoiding wire chafing. All threads are 
lubricated. To promote easy gripping 

and conservation of assembly time, 
parts are matte finished. 

* * * 

SHEET FORM PLASTICERAMIC 
The plastic material plasticeramic, is now 
available in sheet form from Printloid, 
Inc., 93 Mercer Street, New York 12, 
N. Y. The material which is mottled gray 
in color has a specific gravity of 1.358; 
heat distortion of 184 ° -187° F.; water ab- 
sorption, 24 hrs. is 0.046% ; tensile 
strength of 3,240 lbs. per sq. in. ; dielectric 
constant at 300 kc (dry) of 2.55 ; dielec- 
tric constant, 300 kc (96 hrs. water im- 
mersion) of 2.60 ; power factor, 300 kc. 
dry (also 96 hrs. water immersion) of 
0.04 %, and loss factor, 300 kc, dry (also 
96 hrs. water immersion) of 0.1 %. 

all 

* * * 

THREE TUBES ANNOUNCED BY RCA 

Three new tubes, for use in connection 
with WPB rated orders, have been an- 
nounced by RCA. They are 6AK6, pow- 
er amplifier pentode (miniature type) ; 

12L8GT, twin pentode power amplifier, 
and 9006, u -h -f diode (midget type). 

The 6AK6 is for use either singly or in 
push -pull in the output stage of compact, 
lightweight equipment. In class A service, 
a single 6AK6 can handle a maximum - 
signal power output of 1.1 watts with 10 
per cent distortion. Its electrical char- 
acteristics are essentially the same as 
those of the octal -glass type 6G6G. The 
12L8GT is useful in the output stage of 
compact, light -weight equipment where 
moderate power is desired. The 9006 is 
suitable for u -h -f use as a rectifier, de- 
tector, or measuring device. The reson- 
ant frequency of the 9006 is approxi- 
mately 700 megacycles. 

FOOT SWITCH 
heavy duty foot switch has been de- 

signed by Nathan R. Smith Manufactur- 
ing, South Pasadena, Calif. 

Known as the Smith- Switch, it is said 
to free both the operator's hands for 
handling work. 

Phosphor bronze springs and %" tung- 
sten points are mounted on a Bakelite in- 
terior. The case is heavy duty rubber,. 

Contact capacity of the switch is 10 
amperes at 125 or 5 amperes at 220 volts 
a -c. Overall size is 4/" x . 
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65 TRAV -LER KARENOLA RADIO & 
TELEVISION CORP. 119 

Agency -JONES FRANKEL Co. 

TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT 
CO. 121 

AgenCy- WESTERN ADV. AGENCY, INC. 

U. S. TREASURY DEPT. 8 

UNITED ELECTRONICS CO...Back Cover 
Agency -A. W. LEWIN CO., INC. 

98 UNITED TRANSFORMER CO. 
AgenCy -SHAPPE -WILKES INC. 

34 UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO., 
LTD. 

I 06 Agency -RALPH L. POWER AGENCY 

75 WESTERN LITHOGRAPH CO 

67 

93 

33 
AgenCy -HEINTZ, PICKERING & CO., INC. 

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. 
CO. 114 

JOHN WILEY & SONS, INC.....104, 121 
Agency -S. DUANE LYON, INC. 

WILCOX ELECTRIC CO. 71 
Agency -R. J. POTTS-CALKINS & HOLDEN 

WILLOR MFG. CORP. 109 
AgenCy -STERNFIELD -GODLEY, INC. 

WINCHARGER CORP. 123 
Agency -E. H. BROWN ADV. AGENCY 
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METERS 

for the 
r----COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEER 

Because all our facil- 
ities are devoted to war 
projects, these meters 
are at present available 
only for war work. 

Quantitative measurements of the performance of electrical circuits depend upon instru- 
ments for the measurement of voltage, current and power. Limited -range, single- frequency 
instruments are adequate at power frequencies, but measurements at communication fre- 
quencies require specialized types covering wide ranges of frequency and voltage. 

Since 1915, the General Radio Company has been building these special- purpose meters 
for the communications industry. The present line includes both copper -oxide and vacuum - 
tube types covering a frequency range from d -c to ultra -high radio frequencies, and a voltage 
range from 50 millivolts to 300 volts. 

In war time as well as in peace, the leading communication laboratories are equipped 
with General Radio instruments, backed by 28 years of experience in designing and building 
high -quality apparatus. 

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY Cambridge 39, Massachusetts 
NEW YORK 6 LOS ANGELES 38 
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Amateur 

roadcasting 

oynmercial 

i 

iathermy 
UNITED 949 -A 

Efficient h. f. oscillator 
tube, one of a great many 

UNITED types now available. 

lectric 
Welding 

dm-Sound 

G overnment 
Army, Navy &Aviation 

High Frequency 
Heating 

ndustrial 
Electronics 

...and so 0n, throughout 
the "alphabet" of 
boundless electronic 
applications 

-is assured for long service life when you use UNITED 

Tubes. Despite the urgent demands upon us for tubes to 
fill military needs, we have done surprisingly well in 

keeping other essential requirements supplied. 

Wri'e for new catalog giving descriptive data 
covering an extensive range of tubes for elec- 
tronic transmitting applications. 

ELECTRONICS COMPANY 
42 Spring Street Newark 2, N. J. 

Transmitting Tubes Exclusively Since 1934 
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